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DEBT CEILING
TUESDAY,

JUNE 28, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee niet, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd (chaiiian), Kerr, Sniathers, Gore, Douglas,
Talnadge, McCarthy, Williams, Bennett, Morton, and Hartke.
Also present.: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The bill before the committee is H.R. 11990, to provide for a
temporary increase in the public debt limit set forth in section 21 of,
the Second Libertv Bond Act.
(H.R. 11990 follows:)
[-.R. 11990, 87th Cong., 2d sess.l
AN ACT To provide for a temporary Incre.se in the public debt limit set forth in section 21 of the Second
Liberty Bond Act

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That the public debt limit set forth in the first
sentence of section 21 of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended (31 U.S.C.
757b), shall be temporarily increased(1) during the period beginning on July 1, 1962, and ending on March 31,
1963, to $308,000,000,000,
(2) during the period beginning on April 1, 1963, and ending on June 24,
1963, to $305,000,000,000, and
(3) during the period beginning on June 25, 1963, and ending on June 30,
1963, to $300,000,000,000.
Passed the House of Representatives June 14, 1962.
RALPH R. ROBERTS,
Attest:
Clerk.

The CHAIRMAN. We have two witnesses, the Honorable Douglas
Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury, and the Honorable David Bell,
Director of the Bureau of the Budget. These gentlemen will make
their
statements and both sit at the table to answer whatever questions
are propounded.
Mr. Secretary, you may proceed.
STATEMENT OF HON. DOUGLAS DILLON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY
Secretary DILLON. The President in his budget message last
January requested a temporary debt limit of $308 billion for fiscal
1963. This request was based on his estimate that the fiscal 1962
deficit would amount to $7 billion and that there would be a $500
million surplus in fiscal 1963. I am here today to renew the request
for a $308 billion temporary debt limit for fiscal year 1963.
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The present temporary limit of $300 billion will expire at the end of
this month. On July I the debt limit will revert to its permanent
level of $285 billion unless new legislation has been enacted prior
thereto. Since the debt will substantially exceed the permanent level
-of $285 billion on July 1, it is essential that there be new legislation
prior to that date.
The debt limit bill which passed the House of Representatives on
June 14 (H.R. 11990) does not provide the fiat $308 billion debt limit
which we requested for fiscal 1963. Rather, it provides a graduated
debt limit set at $308 billion for the period July 1, 1962 through
March 31, 1963, $305 billion for the period April 1, 1963 through June
24, 1963, and $300 billion from June 25, 1963, through the end of the
fiscal year. This graduated debt limit is acceptable to the Treasury,
provided that it is understood that the debt ceilings in the House bill
were carefully tailored to meet the Treasury's seasonal financial requirements under the assumption of a balanced budget. The graduated reductions established in the House bill would not be adequate if
we were to run a deficit of any substantial size in fiscal 1963. This
fact was specifically recognized and clearly set forth in the report of
the House Ways and Means Committee, which reads as follows

(p. 2):

* * * it is the view of your committee that the increases provided by this bill
sre the minimum necessary to provide for the seasonal variation in the collection
of revenues, assuming a balanced budget for the fiscal year 1963. The administration has indicated that there may be a balanced budget for the fiscal year 1963.
Your committee has concluded that the series of debt limitations provided under
this bill for the various periods of the year will be adequate to provide for the
expected seasonal variation in expenditures and receipts, but would not give
sufficient flexibility should a deficit be incurred in the fiscal year 1963. In this
latter eventuality, your committee believes that it will be appropriate later in
the fiscal year 1963 to again review the statutory debt limitation. Thus this
4'step approach" to the debt limitation, with the two reductions in the latter part
of the fiscal year, is designed to provide for seasonal needs, without providing so
much leeway that it can subsequently be used to cover deficit financing.

This statement by the House Ways and Means Committee regarding the nature of the graduated set of debt limits passed by the House
is, I believe, wholly accurate.
With the fiscal year 1962 now nearly concluded, I can report to
you that we still expect the deficit for fiscal year 1962 to be about $7
billion. Past experience has shown, however, that fiscal year-end
totals are apt to vary several hundred million dollars in either direction from preliminary estimates. Therefore, the final deficit figure
for fiscal year 1962 may prove to be somewhat less than $7 billion or
it may exceed that amount by a few hundred million dollars. In
order to be on the conservative side, we have used a $7% billion figure
in the projections on the attached table.
For fiscal year 1963, the January budget document showed a $500
million surplus. The President has requested a few new programs
since January, in particular a capital improvement program for distressed areas, that would use the bulk of this estimated surplus but
still leave a balance. Whether or not this balance is actually achieved
depends largely on revenue receipts which, in turn, are dependent on
the state of the national economy. , The January revenue estimate of
$93 billion assumed that the gross national product would average
$570 billion during calendar 1962 and that the economy would continue its upward trend throughout the entire fiscal year.
I
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Admittedly, the expansion of the economy so far this year has not
measured up to our expectations. While this has substantially diminished the likelihood of achieving our goals, the economy continues to
move steadily forward and it is still too early for a new and refined
estimate of the gross national product for 1962 upon which our revenues necessarily depend. As to expenditures, the best we can do is
to rely on the January budget document with the realization that
Congress has not yet acted on any 1963 appropriation bill, nor has it
taken final action on our tax bill, the President's proposals on postal
rates and farm price supports or on various other legislative recommendations. Until these matters are decided by congressional action,
there is no firm basis for any new estimate of expenditures and revenues.
Accordingly, we have made no change in the basic assumption of a
balanced budget in fiscal 1963, and our request for a $308 billion temporary debt ceiling is based squarely on that assumption.
It may seem incongruous to some that, while projecting a balanced
budget for fiscal 1963, we are at the same time requesting an $8 billion
increase in the temporary debt ceiling. Of course, if the timing of
our receipts and expenditures were in balance throughout the year,
there would be no need for this increase in the debt ceiling. Unfortunately, this is never the case. Even with a balanced budget for
fiscal 1963 as a whole, our estimates indicate that the first half of the
fiscal year will show a substantial seasonal deficit, a deficit which will
be offset by a surplus during the remainder of the fiscal year.
Specifically, our projections indicate a seasonal cash deficit which
reaches a peak of $11.2 billion on December 15, just before the receipt
of the large tax payments due on that date. Succeeding peaks of $11
and $10.7 billion will be reached on January 15 and March 15, before
the receipt of the substantial tax payments due on those dates.
Thereafter, this seasonal deficit will rapidly be erased by a similarly
large seasonal surplus; and by June 30, 1963, our projections show the
debt returning to approximately the same level as June 30, 1962.
This seasonal imbalance between receipts and expenditures is illustrated on an attached chart. It is the same as this large chart here
[pointing to enlarged chart against the wall].
(The chart referred to follows:)
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Secretary DILLON. The imbalance in fiscal year 1963 is entirely
attributable to the marked seasonal pattern'of our tax receipts,
since expenditures are projected at a fairly constant level throughout
the fiscal year. It is to finance this seasonal deficit of $11 billion in
tax receipts, a deficit which will occur even with a fully balanced
budget, that we need the $8 billion increase in the temporary debt
limit. It should be borne in mind that, since the chart is based on
semiannual figures which include the heavy December 15 tax receipts,
it understates by several billion dollars' the seasonal swing which
reaches its peak in mid-December.
As the attached table indicates, we are ending the current fiscal
year with a debt projected at about $294 billion, on the basis of a
$4 billion cash operating balance. Adding the $3 billion allowance
for flexibility to this figure, gives a total of about $297 billion, $3 billion
under the current temporary debt limit of $300 billion. It is because of this extra leeway of $3 billion which we will have on June 30
that we will be able to finance a seasonal deficit of $11 billion with an
$8 billion increase in the debt limit.
The seasonal imbalance between Federal Government receipts and
expenditures is a regular feature of our financial mechanism. It is
not just something that will occur in fiscal 1963. I would like to call
your attention again to the chart which shows semiannual receipts
and expenditures from fiscal 1958 through fiscal 1963. You will
note that a pronounced seasonal pattern in revenues shows up in each
and every year, the green figures being the revenues in the second
half of the fiscal year and the yellow bars the revenues in the first half
of the fiscal year. It was as much in evidence in fiscal 1960, when
we last ran a budget surplus, as it was in years when we ran budget
deficits.
On the assumption of a constant $4 billion operating balance, we
expect the debt to rise to about $305 billion before dropping back
again to around $294 billion at the end of fiscal 1963. A $308 billion
debt ceiling is the minimum needed to provide us with the usual
$3 billion leeway for flexibility in debt management and for unforeseen
contingencies, a margin which prudent and economic financial management requires.
The bill which passed the House embodies a formal recognition of
the seasonal variation in Federal Government revenues by proposing,
fo the first time, seasonal debt limits. While we would prefer the
simpler, overall annual debt limit such as we have had in the past,
we recognize that the House bill does have the characteristic of setting
forth very clearly the seasonal nature of the Treasury's borrowing
requirements under the assumption of a balanced budget in fiscal 1963.
The Treasury's operating cash balance consists essentially of funds
on deposit at the 12 Federal Reserve banks and in approximately
11,400 commercial banks throughout the country. For the past
few years the Treasury, in its presentations at hearings on the debt
limit, has assumed a $3.5 billion constant operating cash balance.
Experience has shown that this is an unrealistically low figure. With
careful management to have the necessary funds on hand in the proper
places and at the proper times to meet the Government's obligations
as they come due and with every effort to avoid excess cash balances,
our average operating cash balance (excluding gold) for the first 11
months of this fiscal year was $4,755 million. The average for fiscal
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year 1961 was $4,620 million and for fiscal year 1960 it was $4,638
million. In 1958, when the $3.5 billion figure was first used for
illustrative purposes, Federal expenditures amounted to $71.4 billion.
Fiscal year 1963 expenditures are expected to be some 30 percent
larger. With larger expenditures, we naturally require larger operating cash balances. For these reasons, we have used a $4 billion figure
in the attached tables as a conservative figure for a constant operating
balance. That this figure is truly conservative can readily be seen
by the fact that a 30 percent increase, comparable to the increase in
budget expenditures between fiscal 1958 and fiscal 1963, would have
indicated a figure of $4% billion, a figure substantially closer to, but
still lower than, the actual average of our operating balance during
each of the past 3 years. An operating balance at least as large as
the average of the past 3 years is needed to permit the day-to-day
operations of the Treasury to be conducted in an efficient manner.
Our estimates also provide as in the past, for a $3 billion margin
to provide much-needed flexibility in debt management and to cover
unforeseen contingencies, including the inescapable uncertainties in
our month-to-month projections of revenues and expenditures. Since
the assumed cash balance of $4 billion is over $500 million less than
our actual needs this margin of flexibility in practice works out to
less than $2% billion. Such a margin for flexibility is the minimum
needed for the efficient management of the public debt. It is not in
the public interest to require the Treasury to operate with a smaller
margin under the debt limit. The end result of an excessively tight
debt limit is likely to be higher interest costs on the debt and other
serious consequences, not only in our domestic affairs, but also in
our balance of payments position and its related effect on our gold
stock.
I would like to give you a few examples to illustrate why the $3
billion margin for flexibility is so essential for efficient debt management. First, the Treasury should be able to take advantage of
especially favorable conditions in the money and capital markets
whenever they arise. However, an excessively tight debt limit may
prevent the Treasury from timing its borrowing operations most
advantageously and the oprtunity to make important savings on
interest costs would, therefore, be lost.
Second, in conducting our debt management operations during the
past 17 months we have been very conscious of the impact of these
operations on our balance of payments position. It is of critical
importance to our international financial position that our short-term
interest rate structure be in reasonable equilibrium with short-term
rates abroad. If this equilibrium is not maintained, funds are induced to flow abroad seeking interest rate differentials, thus increasing the drain on our gold stock. In order to avoid any disturbance of
this equilibrium, the Treasury has arranged its recent cash borrowing
so as to permit the maximum use of additional quantities of Treasury
bills. It is vitally important that the Treasury have enough room
under the debt limit to take such actions whenever market conditions
warrant. To deny the Treasury a sufficient margin for such debt
operations could result in substantial and unnecessary drains on our
gold stock.
Third, it may often be in the best interest of both the Government
and the private capital markets if the Treasury consolidated some of
t
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its refunding operations. For example, in refunding the $7.2 billion
in securities maturing this coming November 15, it may be advantageous to make the same refunding offer to the holders of the $2.3
billion of securities maturing December 15. An excessively tight debt
limit could prevent us from using the cash refunding approach in
handling such an operation, even though market conditions might
suggest that a cash refunding operation would be most advantageous
to the Treasury.
Fourth, if the debt limit becomes exceedingly binding the Treasury
might have to do some of its financing through the safe of nonguaranteed issues of Federal agencies which are not subject to the debt
limit. This was done back in October 1957 and January 1958, under
the preceding administration, when the Treasury was struggling to
live with an unrealistically low-debt limit. This is a very unsound
financial practice which has been severely criticized by the Comptroller General of the United States. It means that the Government
has to pay one-half to three-fourths percent more in interest costs
than it would have to pay on Treasury obligations. Secretary
Anderson used this device only with the greatest reluctance. I
would hope that we would never again be forced to use it.
For all of these reasons, a sufficient margin for flexibility in debt
management and for contingencies is essential if we are to have
efficient and economical management of the Government's finances.
The level of the debt is the result of all of our past decisions on
appropriations, expenditures, and taxes. However, it is important
to recognize that these decisions are reflected in the debt only after
a considerable timelag. The timelag between decisions on appropriations and the impact of those decisions on the debt is, in fact, the
reason why we need a substantial increase in the debt limit in fiscal
1963, even under the assumption of a balanced budget. The increased
debt level during the coming fiscal year is a product of the deficit in
fiscal 1962. If we have a balanced budget in fiscal 1963 and, a year
from now, contemplate a balanced budget for fiscal 1964, we could
get by in fiscal 1964 with the same $308 billion debt limit which we
are requesting now.
The level of the debt is the final link in a sequential chain which
has as its first link the appropriations process. Debt levels in the
future are the product of past decisions on appropriations and taxes
and the debt ceiling must be consistent with those past decisions.
In conclusion, I wish to reemphasize that the increase in the debt
ceiling to $308 billion is based on the assumption of a balanced budget
in fiscal 1963. The last attached table shows monthly estimates of
budget receipts and expenditures in fiscal 1963, under a balanced
budget assumption, and their relationship to our month-end debt
projections. The $8 billion increase in the temporary debt ceiling is
required to cover the seasonal low in receipts, which always occurs
during the first half of the fiscal year. Such an increase is needed in
fiscal 1963 because of the substantial deficit which has already been
incurred in fiscal 1962. In other words, the increase is being requested
to meet the fiscal consequences of past deficits and does not reflect
the expectation of a deficit in fiscal 1963.
There are those who think our revenue estimates for fiscal 1963 are
too optimistic and certainly they look more optimistic today than
they did last January. In April the staff of the Joint Committee on

8
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Internal Revenue Taxation, on the basis of its independent revenue
projections, estimated that fiscal 1963 would produce an administrative budget deficit of $4.9 billion, assuming that the administration's
tax bill is approved by the Congress. I will not attempt to evaluate
this estimate, since I have already given you the reasons why we feel
that there is no firm basis, as yet, for revising the estimates presented
in the President's budget message. I raise the issue only to emphasize
that if the budget deficit forecast for fiscal 1963 by the staff of the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation should prove to be
correct, the graduated set of debt ceilings approved by the House
will not be adequate to meet the Treasury's needs, and we will be
forced to return to the Congress early in the next session, as was
envisioned by the report of the Ways and Means Committee.
A temporary increase in the debt limit to $308 billion, as provided
by the House in the bill before you, is the absolute minimum needed
if the Government's finances aie to be managed in an orderly and
economical manner and if we are to be able to finance our purely
seasonal cash requirements in fiscal 1963 within the framework of a
balanced budget. I earnestly recommend its approval by this committee.
(The tables referred to above follow:)
Actual public debt outstanding,fiscal year 1962, with June 30,1962, estimate based on
operatingcash balance of $4,000,000,000 (excludingfree gold)-Based on projection
of June SI,, 19fil
(In
billions]

Operating
balance
Federal
Reserve
banks and
depositaries
(excluding
free gold)
A TUAL

$3.3
1961-July 15 ---- _--------------------------5.8
July 31 -------------------------------Aug. 15 ----------------------------4.2
5.3
Aug 31 -----------.......................
Sept. 15 ..................................
3.1
&1
Sept. 30 ..................................
7.0
Oct. 15 ..................................
5.4
Oct. 31 ...............----------------Nov. 15--------------------------------4.7
5.4
Nov. 30 .................................
D ec. 15 ..................................
2.8
5.6
Dec. 31 ---------------------------------3.1
1962--Jan. 15 ........-..........................
Jan.31 ---------------------------------3.9
3.0
Feb. 15 ...................................
4.6
Feb.28 ---------------------------------M ar. 15 .................. ---------------2.7
6.0
M ar. 31 ..................................
2.2
Apr. 15 --------------------------------4.7
A r.30 .................................
5.6
May is.................................
7.2
May 31 .................................
5.2
June16................................
RSIMAT&D

June30 .........................................

4.0

Public debt
subject to
limitation

$289.1
292.2
292.1
293.5
293.2
293.6
296.0
295. 5
296.7
296.9
297.0
296.1
296 3
296.4
296.3
2W6. 9
297.8
296.1
295.8
296.9
296.7
299.2
29 4
293.7

Allowance to
provide fiexib lty in fl- Total public
nancing and debt I mitafor contion required
tingencies

........................
............................
----_------............................
............................
............................
............................
...........................
............................
.........................
--------------.............
------- _-----...............
..........................
............................
...........................
.........................
--------------..............
..........
............................
............................
..........................
............................
............................
$3.0

$296.7

No.-For seasonal reasons the June 30, 1962, operating balance will be significantly above $4,000,000,000,
so the actual debt outstanding will be higher than shbwn here.
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Forecast of public debt outstanding fiscal year 1963, based on constant operating
cash balance of $4,000,000,000 (excluding free gold).-Based on !963 budget
document-plus for real modifications
[In billions]
Operating
balance,
Federal
Reserve
hanks and
depositaries
(excluding
free gold)
1962-Jtne 30 ---------------------------------$4.0
July 15 ------------------------------- 4.0
July 31 ---------------------------------4.0
Aug. 15 --------------------------------4.0
Aug. 31 --------------------------------4.0
Sept. 15--------------------------------4.0
Sept. 30 --------------------------------4.0
Oct. 15 ---------------------------------4.0
Oct. 31 ---------------------------------4.0
Nov. 15 --------------------------------4.0
Nov. 30----.----------------------------4.0
Dec. 15 --------------------------------.
4.0
Dec. 31 --------------------------------4.0
1963-Jan. 15--------------------------------4.0
Jan. 31 --------------------------------4.0
Feb. 15--------------------------------4.0
Feb. 28 --------------------------------4.0
Mar. 15--------------------------------4.0
Mar. 31 --------------------------------4.0
Apr. 15--------------------------------4.0
A r. 30 -------------------------------4.0
Aby !is-------------------------------4.0
May 31 ..................................
4.0
June 15 ---------------------------------4.0
June 30 ..................................
4.0

Public debt
subject to
limitation

$293.7
297.0
297.8
299.2
299.0
301.2
296.7
299.5
300.5
302.3
30"2.1
304.9
301.5
304.7
302.1
3012.8
302.0
304.4
297.9
301.0
299.4
299.4
299.6
302.0
294.0

Allowance to
provide flexibility in f6- Total public
nanclng and debt limit.
for contion required
tingencles

$3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

$296.7
300.0
300.8
302.2
302.0
304.2
29&.7
302.5
303.5
30S.3
305.1
307.9
304. 5
307.7
305.1
305.8
305.0
307.4
300.9
304.0
302.4
302.4
302.6
305.0
297.0

Estimated monthly budget receipts and expenditures and resultingend-of-month debt levels, fiscal year 1963 (based on 1963 budget document-Plus
formal modifications)
[In billions of dollars]
Budget receipts and expenditures
.

Net
receipts
Balance on June 30, 1962------- -------------1962-July-----------------------3.1
August-----------------7.0
September -----------------10.2
October-. -----------------3.2
November -----------------6.9
December -----------------9.0
1963-January -------------------6.3
February -------------------0
March ---------------------11.5
Atril ----------------------5.9
May ----------------------8.2
June -----------------------13.7

Fiscal.year1963-------------93.0

.

.

Expenditures

-of

Monthly
surplus or
deficit (-)

Cumulative
surplus or
deflcit(-)

Net receipts
trust and
clearing
accounts
and other
transactions

-------------- -------------- -------------7.2
-4.1
-4.1
(3)
7.6
-. 6
-4.7
-0.6
7.6
+16
-2.1
4-.7
8.1
-4.9
-7.0
+. 1
7.6
-. 7
-7.7
-. 9
8.4
+.G
-7.1
(3)
7.4
-1.1
-82
+.5
7.4
+.6
-7.6
-. 5
7.7
+3. 8
-3.8
+.3
7.6
-1.7
-5.5
+.2
8.0
+.2
-5.3
-. 4
8.4
+5.3
0
+.3

93.0

0

'Excluding free gold.
I At the midmonth points in December, January, and March the requirements are
$307,900,000,000. $307,700,000,000. and $307,400,000,000 respectively.

0

Total to be
financed

Operating

cash
balance I

-------------4.1
1.2
-33
4.8
1.6
-. 6
.6
-. 1
-4.1
1.5
.2
-5.6

-.3

.3-

4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
4.0

Debt sub-

ject to
limitation

29 7
297.8
299.0
295 7
300.5
302.1
301.5
302.1
302.0
297.9
299.4
299.6
294.0

Allowance

for flexibility
and continagencies
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

3.0

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

Total debt

limitation2
required

296.
300.8
302.0
298.7
303.5
305.1
304.5
305.1
305.0
300.9
302.4
302.6
297,0

..........................................

$ Less than $50,000,000.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis, June 21, 1962.
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Secretary DILLON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr. Budget Director, will you make your statement?
STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID E. BELL, DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU
OF THE BUDGET
Mr. BELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate this opportunity to appear before this committee in support of
the President's request for a temporary increase in the statutory debt
limit to be effective throughout fiscal year 1963.
In his budget message last January, the President recommended the
enactment of an increase in the temporary debt ceiling from the $298
billion then in effect to $308 billion, to be available during the remainder of fiscal year 1962 and for fiscal 1963. In March, legislation
was enacted raising the limit to $300 billion for the duration of fiscal
year 1962; the request now before the committee covers the remaining $8 billion increase proposed by the President in the January
budget to be in effect during fiscal year 1963. As the President
pointed out in the budget message:
Despite the expectation of budget balance for fiscal 1963 as a whole * * 4
seasonal requirements will temporarily raise the outstanding debt during the
course of the year. *
To make the usual allowance for a margin of flexibility in fiscal 1963.
* * I urge prompt enactment of a temporary increase of
the debt limit to $308 million. * * *

As you know, it is the seasonal nature of the debt limit problem
facing us, even with a balanced budget, which led the House to provide for varying the debt limit at different timncjs during the year in
the bill passed earlier this month--a less desirable arrangement than
a single debt limit, but acceptable if future developments do not
result in a substantial departure from our present budget assumptions.
To aid in your consideration of the President's request, I would
like to review briefly the budgetary outlook which is, of course,
directly related to the debt limit.
Fiscal year 1962: At tme present time, it appears that the current
fiscal year, 1962, will end with a budget deficit of approximately $7
billion, about the same as estimated in the January budget. Based
on data through May, it seems probable that both receipts and expenditures will be somewhat below the January estimates, each by
about $1 billion. On the receipts side, (, o',ration income tax .oilections account for most of the reduction; on the expenditure side,
lower farm price support outlays by the Commodity Credit Corporation arc the largest single factor in the reduction now anticipated from
the January estimate, although there will be numerous smaller decreases and some increases.
Fiscal year 1963: For fiscal year 1963, neither the economic nor
legislative situation at this time is clear enough to enable us to make
any firm revisions in the budget totals estimated last January.
As you know, the President has recommended certain amendments
to the January budget, the. largest of which are for the capital improvements program in areas of high unemployment and the continuation
of temporary extended unemployment benefits. Smaller revisionsboth up and down-have been made in tie requested appropriations.
In total, however, the changes recommended by the President would
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not raise the 1963 expenditure estimate above the revenues as projected in January.
The Congress iscurrently considering the 1963 budget recommendations, and changes will naturally result from final congressional
actions as well as other factors. No appropriation bill for 1963 has
as yet been enacted during his session. The touse thus far voted
on seven appropriation bills, including two supplemental appropria"ion bills for fiscal 1962; the five bills passed by the House for fiscal
year 1963 represent 63 percent of the total current authorizations
recommended for 1963. The Senate has acted on tile two 1962
supplementals and on three 1963 appropriation bills representing 57
percent of total recommended 1963 current authorizations. Our
estimates indicate that the House action on the five annual appropriation bills it has passedth us far would have the effect of reducing 1963
budget expenditures by a little more than $300 million below the
January estimates for tlie agencies covered by these bills; the Senate's
action on the three bills it has passed wouhl reduce expenditures in
'363 by about $50 million. 'T'hese figures are, of course, tentative,
pending the final outcome of action by both Houses of Convress.
In addition to the uncertainty related to appropriation bills, various
legislative proposals by the President affecting the budget are pending
in the Congress. These include, among others, the recommendations
concerning education, improvements in welfare programs, youth
employment opportunities, Federal pay reform, postal rates, and farm
price supports. The latter two, if enacted as proposed, were estimated
to reduce 1963 expenditures by about $1 billion.
While the situation is subject to change each day, there is no clear
trend or firm basis at this time for a, specific substantial revision of
the total budget expenditure estimate for 1963 made in January, as
formally modified since that time.
Revenues in fiscal year 1963 will depend directly on economic dovelopments during the calendar year 1962, and' on congressional
action on taxes. Economic activity continued to advance in January and February of this year, although at a slower rate than the
January budget estimates had assumed. In March and April, the
pace of economic activity picked up and the outlook for a sustained
advance during the coming months was improved. The statistics
we have seen for May indicate a continuing recovery, but the vigor
of the advance is still not, entirely clear.
Economic forecasting is an imprecise art, at best, especially so in
as large and varied an economy as ours, and we do not believe there is
sufficient evidence at this time on which to base a specific revision of
the January budget estimates. Moreover, until the final form of the
tax revision bill is settled, its effect on 1963 revenues cannot be accurately gaged.
It has been suggested that, we could get along with a smaller increase
in the debt limit than we have recommended, even though our request
is based on a balanced budget assumption, if the President were to
reduce expenditures in fiscal 1963 below the levels appropriated by
the Congress. This raises the question of the administrative feasibility
of reducing expenditures rapidly enough to help us much with respect
to our debt limit needs. As the projection supplied by Secretary
Dillon indicotes, under a balanced budget assumption the peak level
of the debt in fiscal 1063 will be reached on December 15. This
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means that, in order to be helpful in meeting debt limit requirements,
expenditure reductions must be accomplished before that time; in
other words, during the first. 5 months of the fiscal year.
Bureau of the Budget, staff has estimated that expenditures through
November 1962 will amount to about $38 billion. Of this total, the
military functions of the Department of Defense account for $20
billion. Another $9 billion represents expenditures which are virtually
uncontrollable in the short run, since they are legal commitments
which the Government cannot reduce by administrative discretion,
such as veterans' pensions, interest on the public debt, public assistance grants to States, ship operating subsidies, and farm price supports.
Of the remaining $9 billion in expenditures, at least one-third stems
from obligations already incurred in prior years pursuant to legislation
enacted by the Congress, and the Government is committed to pay
these bills when they fall due.
This leaves less than $6 billion of uncommitted, nondefense expenditures to bear the brunt of any expenditure cut. Large items in
this total include such essential functions as space, atomic energy,
conduct of foreign affairs, public health, water resource and other
natural resource projects, medical care for veterans, operation and
maintenance of the airways, and the postal service.
I think these figures put the problem in perspective. It is quite
clear that to cut expenditures by any substantial amount (luring such
a short span of time as 5 months means that much of the reduction
would necessarily have to fall on defense expenditures. This, in fact,
is what, happened in 1957 when the Eisenhower administration was
endeavoring to stay within a restrictive debt limit.
With this in mind, I join the Secretary of the Treasury in recommending favorable action by the committee on the President's request
for a temporary increase in the debt limit to $308 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bell.
Mr. Secretary, I want to ask you a few questions, and also Mr. Bell.
As you know, under article '1, section 8, of the Constitution, the
power to borrow on the credit of the United States lies only in the
Congress. Prior to World War I the Government entered in to debt
only for specific purposes authorized by separate acts of Congress. I
think you will recall that Andrew Jackson, when he was President,
said lie was more proud of paying off in toto the public debt than any
other action that lie achieved.
I was wondering if you thought that any future President, would
ever have that, opportunity.
Secretary DuLLoN. I think that the tremendous size of the public
debt that was incurred as a result of World War II makes that a
very difficult assumption to foresee although you can't look indefinitely
into the future. Times have changed tremendously between the times
of Andrew Jackson and now. The United States'of his time and the.
United States of our time are not recognizable as tie same. Another
hundred years could certainly produce a situation where there might
be no public debt, but it wotild certainly be a very long time off.
Senator Kmiilt. Would the Senator yield?
The CtrAIRMAx. Yes.
Senator KERR. The statement of Andrew Jackson to which lie
referred is one of the most, famous that that great man ever uttered.
I believe there were three things that lie mentioned. And as lie read
85845-62-2
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them, I don't recall that he differentiated between them as to his
pride in each. At the end of his second term, as I recall-and the
Senator will correct me if I am not accurate-he said, "I have rewarded my friends, I have punished my enemies, I have paid the
national debt and distributed the surplus to the States. I am tired
and I am going home to Tennessee."
I think that is what the great man said. And I never was able to
decide but what the second part of his statement was probably the
one he cherished the most.
The CHAIRMAN. I will accept that statement, but paying off debts
to.,his friends and doing whatever he could to his enemies was one
thing; and *what he did for the U.S. Government was another. He
clear y expressed his pride in paying off in toto the public debt, and
as the Senator from Oklahoma says, in distributing the surplus to
the States. I simply want to mention that the debt in 1932 when I
came to the Senate was $19 billion. And now I believe it is $295
billion, or more.
Is that correct?

Secretary

DILLON.

It is $299 billion.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mr. Secretary, you approve, do you not, of
the practice of a debt limitation?
Secretary DILLON. I think a debt limitation provides a good occasion, each'year when it is renewed, to have a review of the entire fiscal
policy of the Government. I think that is the primary function of the
debt limitation. However, the size of the debt is controlled by expenditures and by the appropriations which are made. Personally I
would feel very happy i a way could be found to relate the mass of
appropriations more closely to the mass of revenues, so that our budget
when it is adopted could be more clearly ado pted in toto rather than
in part. But I don't think that it is possible effectively to use the
public debt limitation to control appropriations.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you approve of a flexible debt limitation?
Secretary DILLON. As set by the House I think that that is perfectly acceptable to us. What it requires, if the Congress so decides, is
that if our estimates prove wrong and we have a deficit in the early
months of the session, we would have to come back and explain why
and ask for some sort of further extension of the public debt limit.
The CHAIRMAN. You certainly prefer a general debt limitation to
the previous policy of having the Congress enact a separate law to
allow each issuance of securities.
Secretary DILLON. Yes; under the size of our current appropriations and our current debt it would be impossible to operate the debt
that way.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the bill pending before this committee raises
the limit to $308 billion for the period, from July 1, 1962 through
March 31, 1963. And then it sets the ceiling at $305 billion from
April 1, 1963, to June 24, and reduces it to $300 billion from June 25,
to June 30, so there would be a temporary increase in the permanent
debt ceiling of up to $23 billion.
Secretary DILLON. Yes, $308 is $23 billion higher than the $285
billion permanent ceiling.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it that the Secretary could use this authority
to increase the public debt.
Secretary DILLON. We would use this authority to finance the
expenditures of the Government, whigh would be done by increasing
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the Federal debt temporarily during the year and paying it off as the
moneys come in, particularly during the last half of the fiscal year.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you find anything mythical about the permanent request to raise the public debt?

Secretary

DILLON.

Secretary

DILLON.

Mythical?

The CHAIRMAN. That expression has been used by high officials of
the Government.
Secretary DILLON. I think it is a very real problem that we face,
Mr. Chairman and it is a reflection of expenditures and deficits which
we have already incurred.
The CHAIRMAN. Can the committee regard your estimated debt
requirements as a myth?

Debt requirements?

The CHAIRMAN. Can the committee regard your estimated debt
requirements as a myth?
Secretary DILLON. No, Mr. Chairman, they are not a myth.

The

CHAIR.MAN.

What does this word "myth" mean?

It has

been bandied back and forth a great deal lately. We have been
hearing about myths in financial matters. There is nothing mythical
about debt so far as I can find out. You have got to pay it back with
interest.
So you don't regard it as a myth?
Secretary DILLON. I don't regard the Federal debt as a myth; no.
The CHAIRMAN. You don't regard your requests as a myth?
Secretary DILLON. I certainly do not, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Also we have a great deal of talk by high Government officials about different kinds of budgets, we have a so-called
cash budget, a so-called national income budget, and a so-called capital budget. I want to ask you if the fiscal operations of the Federal
Government were stated for the past, present, or future in. any or all
of these forms-

Secretary

DILLON.

If they were stated in them?

If the fiscal operations of the Federal Government
at any time have been stated in any of the three different kinds of the
budgets that we hear about, the so-called cash budget, the so-called
national income budget, and the so-culled capital budget.
Secretary DILLON. I think in the budget message of the President
they did state the summary of Federal finances on page 8 in three
different ways. They put the administrative budget, which is the
budget we are talking about here, and which governs the size of our
debt, first. The administrative budget was the only thing that was
called the budget.
The next statement was a consolidated cash statement which showed
all the receipts from the public and all the payments to the public.
Those two were not very far apart in their final excess of receipts or
payments; they are always very close. The consolidated cash statement includes both the receipts and payments of the various trust
funds.
And finally, as a third item they listed the national income accounts
the Federal sector of them, which indicates the economic impact of
a particular budgetary deficit at the particular time. It has nothing
to do with national debt, but it does operate on an accrual basis
which lists expenditures, lists revenues, when they are accrued rather
than when they are actually paid. This is probably more accurate
The CHAIRMAN.
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in showing the economic or the inflationary and noninflationary
impact of the budget on the economy at any particular time.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you or the Budget Director, or so far as you
know, the President, have any plans in mind to change the present
administrative budget?
Secretary DILLON. I don't see how you can change the present
administrative budget, because it is the budgetThe CHAIRMAN. What is the use of talking about all these other
budgets if they are not practical?
Secretary DILLON. This is the budget on which the national debt
is based. There is no publication of a capital budget. The only
thing that I can imagine one could do with that would be maybe to
identify more clearly within the administrative budget which expenditures were used for certain capital purposes, but you couldn't separate
it out, because it would still be part
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't that very misleading to the people, because
the Government is not profitmaking?
Secretary DILLON. I don't think it would be misleading as long as
they were included within the administrative budget clearly. I think
if it were separated out in a separate document it would be.
The CHAIRMAN. If you build a battleship-incidentally, they are
out of date now, we haven't got a single battleship that is operatingSecretary DILLON. I wouldn't call that a capital item.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it costing the Government a good deal of
money to keep those battleships in mothballs?
Secretary DILLON. I wouldn't call that a capital item.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any activity of the Government which
shows a profit that you know of?
Mr. BELL. There are severa1 activities of the Government which do
not run at a substantial loss. The power operations, for example, of
the Bonneville Power Administration, so far as I am aware, have
covered costs.
The CHAIRMAN. Does that go into the General Treasury? Isn't
it true that in the TVA whatever profits they make are reinvested in
the same line of business?
Mr. BELL. It depends on the arrangements under which the particular program is operated. The TVA does make a regular payment
to the Treasury, which is established under the laws that control the
TVA.
The CHAIRMAN. What is it you say makes a profit for the Government?
Mr. BELL. Well, the power operations of the Government, including
those at the TVA the Bonneville Power Administration, and others
at least cover their costs.
The CHAIRMAN. Does it make a profit after paying the interest on
the investment?
Mr. BELL. I think, sir, that their rates by and large are set and are
directed to be set by law to cover costs and not to return a profit in
the business sense. I think it is legitimate, therefore, to say that, they
do cover costs.
The CHAIRMAN. In the estimate of expenses do they include the
interest on the amount of money the Federal Government has invested?
Mr. BELL. Yes, they do.
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Tie CHAIRMAN. And you think there is profit there?
Mr. BELL. I think they cover costs.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Does any money actually come back into the
General Treasury?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Tie CHAIRMAN. How much?
Mr. BELL. I will have to supply that for the record, if I max, sir.
The CHAIRMIAN. Will you furnish that for the record?
[The material referred to was supplied by the Secretary of the
Treasury and appears below.]
Secretary DILLON. Mr. Chairman, I had time to remember two
other operations of the Government which operate at a profit and
which do return Government funds. One is, of course, the Federal
Reserve System, which pays a dividend to the Treasury every year.
And the other one is the Export-Import Bank, which pays full interest
on its money, and pays a dividend to the Government every year.
The CHAIRMAN. WIl you furnish it to the committee, and then
put it on a percentage basis, as to what, we get back in profit on
annual expenditures?
Secretary DILLON. The Export-Import Bank has just increased
their dividends to 3% percent on capital which was furnished to them
by the Government, so it is approximately
The CHAIRMAN. It would be interesting to see what percentage of
the expenditures of the Government come back in the way of profits.
Secretary DILLON. Not very much.
Senator WILLIAMS. With your reports furnishing how much the
income has been to the Government from these respective organizations, would you also furnish with the same report the amount of
money which we have advanced on behalf of the Government either
in loans or appropriations to these same organizations, as well as our
capital investment?
Secretary DILLON. Yes, sir.
(The information requested follows:)
Table 20 (annual report of the Secretary) shows payments of the Federal
Reserve banks to the Treasury representing approximately 90 percent of earnings
for the years 1947 through 1961.
TABLE 20.-Deposits by the Federal Reserve banks representing interest charges on
Federal Reserve notes, fiscal years 1947-61 1
Federal Reserve
bank

1947-58

Boston------------$187, 510,033. 2
New York ----------- 820, 226, 129.42
Philadelphia --------- 204,868,751.19
Cleveland .............
292.522.062.77
Richmond ----------- 200,068,326.88
Atlanta ------------168,242,569.80
Chicago ...............
551,68328.56
St. Louis-----.......
-144.278700.68
Minneapolis ...........
82,769,046.27
Kansas City ..........
142.420,544.93
Dallas -------------I19.104,394.17
San Francisco --------321,092,430.74
Total ----------- 3,234,671,298.66

1959
$24, 791.243. 50
130.304.518.13
28,615,921.81
43,026.591.,51
31,271,236.00
22,799,293.27
90,095,997.31
18,039,401.46
8,572,250.85
20,631,083.19
17,338,035.47
55,735,036.38

1960
$65.177,632.98
271.042,719.10
72,840,095.47
90,521,189.66
73,461,162.64
51,754.685.08
199.656,095.46
47.750.266.32
26,147,203.49
45,065.009.42
37,930.193.44
111.761,165.15

491,220,608.88 1,093,107,418.21

1961
$41,194,897.08
212,079.914.17
4,
308. 09
66,597,471.42
49,090, 07 Il
.39,571.839.00
139,200.110.57
29.706,375.68
16 489,015. 59
32,574,465.45
29, 729, 590. 74
88,009,391.12

Cumulative
through 1961
$318,673, 806.81
1,433,653.310.82
312,211,076.56
492.667,305.36
3,890, 801.63
282,368, 377.15
980
520,531.90
239,774.744.14
1,977, 516.20
240,691.102.99
204,102,213. 82
574,598,023.39

788,129,485.02 5,607,128,810.77

I Pursuant to see. 16 of the Federal Reserve Act, as amended (12 U.S.C. 414). Through 19,59consisted of
approximately 90 percent of earnings of the Federal Reserve banks after payment of necessary expenses
and statutory dividends, and after provisions for restoring the surplus of each bank to 100 percent of subseribed capital w here It fell below that amount. Beginning In 1960, pursuant to a decision by the Board of
Governors of the Federal Reserve System, consists of all net earnings after dividends and after provision
for building up surplus to 100 percent of subscribed capital at those banks where surplus is below that
amount, and also of the amounts by which surplus at the other banks exceeds subscribed capital.
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Table 127 (annual report of the Secretary) shows interest, dividends, and other
earnings of public enterprises for the fiscal years 1960 and 1961. Previous annual
reports contain similar tables for each of the years covered. However, cumulative
figures are not immediately available.
TABLE 127.-Dividend, interest, and similarearnings received by the Treasury from

Government corporations and certain other business-type activities, fiscal years
1960 and 1961
Amounts
Agency and nature of earnings
1960

1961

Atomic Energy Commission, defense production guarantees, earnings ..... .........., ...
$508,699. 11
Civil Service Commission, investigations, earnings ......................
$7, 249.08
1,368.87
Commerce Department:
Defense production guarantees, earnings ..........................
5,882.95
National Bureau of Standards, working capital fund, earnings ----247,908. 11
228,299.85
Maritime Administration, Federal ship mortgage Insurance fund,
Interest on borrowings
................................
73,881.91
K4,250.00
Corporation:
Commodity Credit
Interest on capital stock .............................................
2,875,000.00
3,500,0O.00
Interest on borrowings ..............................................
461,910,614.03
406,074,897.12
Defense Department:
Army Department, defense housing, profits ........................
450,000.00
80,000.00
150,000.00
Navy Department, defense housing, profits ........................
300,000.00
Air Force Department industrial und, earnings -------------------11, 612,643. 09
1,816, W2.97
Export-Import Bank of Washington:
Regular activities:
Dividends .......................................................
22, 500, 000. 00
22, 0, 000. 00
Interest on borrowings ..........................................
45, 385,192.80
42,803,072.21)
Liquidation of certain Reconstruction Finance Corporation assets:
Earnings ........................................................
860,653.52
Interest on borrowings ..........................................
337, 149.76
73,548.23
Farm Credit Administration:
Banks for cooperatives, franchise tax................................
1,789,849.71
1,627,632.86
Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation, dividends ....................
1,700,000.00
1,700,000.00
Federal Intermediate credit banks, franchise tax .....................
1,695,489.99
1,128, 892. St
Farmers' Home Administration:
11,612,573.42
Loan programs, interest on borrowings ...............................
8, 763,33.74
Farm tenant mortgage Insurance fund, interest on borrowings .......
1,307,791.78
1,I, 868. 62
Federal National Mortgage Association:
Management and liquidating functions, interest on borrowings ......
29,510,768. 86
27,768, 315.07
Secondary market operations:
Dividends .......................................................
2,472. N0. 00
3,112,445.64
Interest on borrowings ..........................................
5,396,520.38
986,051.68
Special assistance functions, interest on borrowings .................. 41,238,875.74
64,147,173.50
Federal Prison Industries, Inc., earnings ................................
3,000.000.00
General Services Administration:
General supply fund, earnings ......................................
2, 531,995. 68
1,154,594.50
Buildings management fund, earnings ...............................
1,099,824.13
1,803,809.64
Working capital fund earnings ......................................
10,471.72
6,966.51
Government Printing Ofice earnings ..............................
3,000,000.00
4,351,127.20
Health, Education, and Welfare Department Social Security Administration, operating fund, Bureau of Federal Credit Unions, interest .....
33.90 ............
Housing and Home Finance Administrator:
College housing loans Interest on borrowings ........................ 14,404, 921.73
20,017,279.61
Public facility loans, interest on borrowings .........................
967,401.28
1,594,232.01
Urban renewal fund, interest on borrowings .........................
2,514,407.17
2,914,362.22
Interior Department:
Bureau of Reclamation:
Colorado River Dam fund, Boulder Canyon project, interest ....
3,071,872.90
3,113,866.35
Upper Colorado River Basin fund, earnings .....................
31,812.10
1,293.00
Virgin Islands Corporation:
Interest on appropriations and paid-in capital ...................
. 6,397.61
10. 89
1,362.76
Interest on borrowings ..........................................
International Cooperation Administration, interest on borrowings .......
20, 60, 856.12
19, 996, 3. 81
Panama Canal Company, interest on net direct investment of the Gov.
eminent ...............................................................
9,422,781.44
8,780,53&8 65
Public Housing Administration, low rent public housing program fund,
interest on borrowings..............................................
1,331, 801. 3
1,102,450.67
Rural Electrification Administration, Interest on borrowings ........
60, &5, . 06
64,416,156.12
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TABLE 127.-Dividends, interest, and similar earning. received by the Treasury from
Government corporations and certain other business-type activities, fiscal years

1960 and 1961-=-Continued

Amounts

Agency and nature of earnings
1960

1961

Saint Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation, interest on borrowings ...........................................................
$2, 04, 920. 86
$2,000,000.V0
Secretary of the Treasury (Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, as amended),
Interest on borrowings .................................................
24,153.26
25,293.04
Small Business Administration, Interest on appropriations ...............
6,657,359.38
15,238,423.13
Tennessee Valley Authority earnings ....................................................
41,432,397.60
U.s. Information Agency, Informational media guaranty fund, Interest on
borrowings---------------------------------------------- 413.784.00
1,064.720.00
Veterans' Administration:
Canteen service revolving fund, profits-............------4 5,444,00
$41.191.00
Rental, maintenance, and repair of quarters, profit --------------------27, 00n.
10,000. 00
---------------126,973.47
Supply fund, earnings ---------------------------------------------Veterans' direct loan program, Interest on borrowins.-..------------- 23.028.174.13
31,90, 23.3.05
Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended:
Export-[mport Bank of Washington, Interest on borrowings--------631.972.57
509, 787. 11
General Services Administration, Interest on borrowings ----------24,611,656. 46
781,2.0. 01
Secretary of Agriculture, interest on borrowings ---------------------4,948, 175. 83
6.942.57
Secretary of the Interior (Defense Minerals Exploration Administration), Interest on borrowings---------- -----------------------383,334.08 ..............
Secretary of the Treasury, interest on borrowings -------------------4.202.448,94
4,842,608.02
Total ..............................................................

831.120,067.01

818.35, 357. 92

Table 2 (Treasury Bulletin) "Public enterprise revolving funds" shows the net
investment in each enterprise and the accumulated net income or deficit from
inception. The net investment section of these tables also show advances in the
form of loans or appropriations. The figures are net of repayment of capital as
well as payments of dividends and other earnings to the Treasury from inception.
Included in these tables are such enterprises as the Post Office Department,
Commodity Credit Corporation, and others engaged in nonprofit programs.
The following enterprises each report accumulated net earnings (as of
December 31, 1961) in excess of $20 million.
Il Joeand*
Agency for International Development: Development Loan Fund
liquidation account - --------------------------------------$31,372
Commerce Department, Maritime Administration: Vessel operations
revolving fund --------------------------------------------22, 241
Defense Department: Interservice activities, Wherry Act Housing..143, 724
Housing and Home Finance Agency:
Federal National Mortgage Association:
Special assistance functions --------------------------59, 283
Management and liquidating programs -----------------138, 277
Federal Housing Administration ---------------------------1,043, 721
Veterans' Administration:
Loan guarantee revolving fund ----------------------------88, 833
Veterans' special term insurance fund -----------------------58, 461
Export-Import, Bank of Washington ---------------------------728, 710
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation ----------------440, 887
Panama CanaI Company -------------------------------------127,777
Tennessee Valley Authority -----------------------------------353, 659
Other activities: Bonneville Power Administration ----------------22, 009
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TABLE 2.-Public enterprise revolving fund,

Dec. 31, 1961

[In thousands of dollars)
Agency for Internstional Development
Account

Total
Development
loans

Development
loan fund
liquidation
account

Foreign
investment
guaranty
fund

Agriculture Deptrtment
Federal
Commodity
Crop
Credit
Insurance
Corporation Corporation

2

Farmers
Home Administration,
direct loan
account a

ASSETS
Cash in banks, on hand, and in transit --------------------------------199,256
...............................
14,496
112
25,452
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury ' ...............................
5,281,883
1,304,848
14, 781
1,094,074
8,107
K4,433
196,753
Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) ----------------------------------1,25 1,744
..........................................................................
Securities of Government enterprises ------------------------------136,279 .....................................................................................
Un a m ortized p rem iu m, or disc ou nt (- ) . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .
-11,501
........................................................................................
O ther securities ---------------------------------------------------191,835 .......................................................................................
Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies ...............................................
4,20
......................................................................................
5,236 .- .-----------.- .-----------.
-. -------.
I.-.
------------.
I.-.-----------.- .----------O ther -------------------------------------------------------------Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------908, 816
835.774
Other (net) --------------------------------------------------------257.330 -------------- -------------- -------------129.697
2,42819
Inventories ------------------------------------------------------------6,80 ,779 ----------------------------------- 5,249,046
Allowance for losses (-) --------------------------------------------1,482,222
-------------- 1, 480,675
I-------------------------I-------------Accrued interest receivable:
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------1,868
.......
,.......
....
,..............
,..............
,..............
,..............
On securities of Government enterprises
120,158
2, 3
6,
----------------- 1,22- ----------------19,513
Other -------------------------------------------------------------200-----------------------------------------Loans receivable:
Government agencies ...............................................
Other:
U.S. dollar loans--------------................................. 14.724,163
201,392 -------------52,506,479
767.040
Foreign currency loans .......................................
493,225
493,225
Allowance for losses (-) ------------------------------------363,413
--------------174.734
-78,006
Acquired security or collateral (net).........................
602,164
-------------452
Land, structures and equipment --------------------------------------5,692,104
-------------245, 569
464
96
Accumulated depreciation (-) ..................................
-1,450,153
--------------133.563
-245
Foreign currencies -----------------------------------------------------2,754
-------------.
568
O ther assets (net) -----------------------------------------------------1,263,385
-------------665.245

--------------

T otal assets -----------------------------------------------------'34894 238

1.508.583

1,593,519

8,107

7,873.313

57,192

931,889

LIABILITIES

Accounts payable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------102, 789
1,921
O ther . .. ..............................
--- --- -- 13
451,345
65,823
Accrued liabilities:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------269,054
2,633
Other
127,708
115,278
Advances fromGovernment agencies ----------------------------------------------7561 -------------Other
828 -------------------------------------------------------::-------Trust and deposit liabilities:
I-------------I-------------I-------------1:
Government agencies ...............................................
179,845 ------------27 --------------172,946
134$
O ther ---------------------------4 -------------------------141,637 -------------..
-------------.
.-------......
72,015
Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ..............................................
118,810
- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Other:
Guaranteed by the United States .............................
191,550 ....
..............
.............
Not guaranteed by the United States --------------------------100,028
------------------------Other liabilities (including reserves) ...................................
' 1, 709, 766
2,543,451 -------------98 .......
8
11
Total liabilities --------------------------------------------------4,227,801

35

(7)

11

2140,381

4,954

13

NET I VESTMENT

U.S. interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock---100,000
100,000
Borrowings from the U.S. Treasury
,706,115
- -- ".--------------------1----,,5-,2,oo
000 -------------- 471.960
O th er .............................
....
.
----------953,405 -------------Non-tnterest-bearing investment:
C
ap
ita
l
stock
.....................
........
.
...
A ppropriations...................----........ _-_--.
1,056.000 ....
--------- '" -- - -------------- 40,000 ---------------. :-------"
10,608,830
1,112,500
1,.56.112 83,216
Capitalization of assets (net) ..................................
1,3 288
------------------------------------------219
456,079
O th e r . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .-1,5.59,180
395,264 -------.--- _.--.----.---.. 38-Accumulated net Income, or deficit (-)
------------------7, 449, 379
819
31,372
8,096
-6,319,038
-70,810
&838
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) ------------------...
Total U.S. interest

------------------------------------------30.666,437

1,so8Y583

1,593,484

8,096

5, 732 962

52238

931,876

Total liabilities and Investment ---------------------------------34,894,238

1,508. 583

1.593.519

8,107

7.873.343

7.192

931,889

38.115,817
-7,449,379

1, 507,764
819

1.56Z 112------------. 120Z 000
31,372
8,096
-6,319,038

123,048

VA3,WS
038

30, 66,437

1.508,583

1,593.484

ANALYSLOF U.S. INVESTMENT

U.S. investment ...........................................
Accumulated net income, or defiet (-) ...................-

.
::---.------

U.S. investment including interagency items ..........................
Interagency items:
Due from Government agencies (-) ...............................
Dne to Government agencies .......................................
U.S. investment excluding Interagency Items ..........---.---............

Bee footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

-1,305,992
671,254
-

........
---......

I-

30,031,699 1

-~I
1,0M, 583

8,096

5,732,962

1,593,511

I
I

&096

I
I

5,074,687

931,876

5238

-3, 774
177,499

27.
I

-70,810

( )

I
I

..

..

..

..

.

I
~~~l3j........

52,3n

I

931,876

TA

,Lz2.-Public enterpriserevolving funds, Dec. 31, 1961-Continued
(in thousands of dollars]
Agriculture Department--Contlnued

Commerce Department

Farmers' Home AdminisAccount

tration-Continued
Em

ecycrdtAgricultural
credit
revolving
insurance
fund
fund

Expansion
of defense
production

Aviation
war risk
Inland
Insurance
Waterways
revfudmortgage
ig
Corporation

Maritime Administration
Federal ship
i

ace
fund

Verne!
operations
r
fund

AMM5

Cash In banks, on hand, and in trasit
a
n
s it........................... 2,345
3,5891 ----7
-I,148 7Fund b
with the U.S. Treasury ................................
e
85,714
2,170
:1
--17.
,140Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) ---------------------------------Securities of Government ent
----.........
espris
-- - - -- - - Unmnortized premium, or discount (-) -------------.............
---- -I
--- - --- - ---- --- - --- -Other scurities
-----------I
- I--------- ------------I
---------Advances to contractors and agents:
Government a geniees
-------------------------------------.........
Other
t
he.........................................
..
.............
Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ..........................................
..............
t.............. ,..............
..............
............................
Oth er (ne t) .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . ...........274.....................................................0
Inventor ..................................................
vte
. ....
...........
....................................................................................
Allowance for losses (-) -------------------------------------------Accrued Interest receivable:
On public debt securities ..................................
...................
............................
I..............
On securities of Government enterprises----------------------------------------I..............
---------- I..............
3 .........
Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - -- -- - 2,380.....
31..................I..............
Loans receivable:
1003.............
.......
Government agencies ...............................................
Other:
U.S. dollar loans ...........................................
46,345
29,823
5,001
3,470
Foreign currency loans --------------------------------------Allowance for losses (-) .....................................
--ego
-14,701
Acquired security or collateral (net) ..................................
30
and, structure and equipment --------------------------------------4,502
Ac
l
depreciation (-)..................................
15
Foreign currencies .....................................
Other assets (net) ......................................................
---:
--- 209

11,273

-------1

6

....
3,25
310

--------------

Total ............................................................

12,57

3599 ....

17

13,816

12,475

-

29,339

LIASLn=
Accounts payable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other
(1)
iw59--------- -- -- -------------- .
Accrued liabilites:
7,250 -------------Gt rn.ment agencies ----------------------------------------I -------- ...
-- .
11 --..--.------.
171
(*--------------.---------..............
(*)
1-'1
Advances from:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other
Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies --------.-.-------------------.................
Other:
Guaranteed by the United States............................
Not guaranteed by the United States .......................
Other liabilities (including reserves) ....................................

Total liabilities

1M2

7,250(W8

7'2,589

?,2

NET INVESTMENT

U.S. interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock----U.S. Treasury
....................
from the
Borrowings
O
ther . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:..
Non-interest-bearing investment:
Capital
stock ............................... . ...
......----Appropriations_..............".
.....
205,494
:
Ion of as.
s.ts.(ne
. .....
.........................
364
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-)-..........._._
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) ------------------83,443
Total U.S. Interest ------------------

122,415
Total liabilities and Investment ---------------------------------122.5W7
AN'ALYSIS
or us. ImvESMICNY
U.S. investment .......................
205,858
Accumulaed net ico,or dect (-)
-83,443
U.S. investment including interagency items .....................
122, 415
Interagency items:
Due from Government agencies (-) ..........................
Due to Government agencies --------------------------------------11
U.S. investment excluding interagency items ....................
1,425
See footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

2

I
23,170........

--:------.-

1,000
9,841

12,296
-71,827

13,768

17
34,011

-7,27O

1378
13,816

365W -------24.170
9,841

64,578
-71,827

34, CH

-7,21 0

17

34,011 ...........

575
12, 475

-as
22,241
21,617

12.475

24.339

5,752

22241

27,298

-13,.30

17
13,768
-------------

5,7S2

- -

5, 782

13,769

21,617
-4,102
187
1

1 ..............

5,732

187

17, M0

TATILE 2.-Public enterprise revolving funds, Dec. 31, 1961-Continued
[In thousands of dollars]
ComIerce
Dep:trtmnent--con.

Account

Maritime

Administration--con.
War risk insurance revolving fund

ASSETS

Defense Departmient
Interservice
activities
Wherry Act
housing

Air Force
Department

)efcn e

production

Army Department

l)efense

)efense
production
guarantees

housing

guarantees

Defense
housing

Defense
production
guarantees

I

I*-~--

I ----

Navy Department

C ash In b -nks, on hand , and in transit .................................
..............
Fund bal fnces with the U.S. Treasury .
2.592
2---------------------------1,
'.
475
_10._127- - - Investments:
8,793
IV
Pu blic debt securities (p ir value) ...................................
..
-------------I
-------------- ------Securities of Government enterprises -------. ... ....... .... ...--------- ------ _
-----------------------Unam.irtized premium, or discount (-) ----------]........... -------- ----------------- -------------- -Other securities ..............................
--------------------------I~
0 '
Advances to contractors and agents:
---- -G o vernm en t agen cies ..............................................
Other ........................................
..---...........--------------Accounts ind notes receivable:
G overnm ent agencies ----------------------------------------------------------. . . . . . .. . . . . .- -- - - -- - . .- - - - ---..
- - - - I-..
-- - .- .- -. .- - .- .- .-- .. . . .- .-..
. . .
a
Other (net)-----------------.-----------------------------------51
5, .S0..-----................
. . .. . . .. .. . . . -------..--. -.. .-.-. .-. . ----------..-..............................
. .. . . . . . . . --.
. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Inventories .........................................................................................
A l low rn
ce fo r lo ss es ( - ) ............................................ ..............
. . . . . -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --.- - - - - - - --.-- -- -- Accrued interest receivable:
O n p u b lic d e bt se c u rit ies ..........................................................
On se-'ritles of Government enterprises
s .......... ...
............
Other
..................................Loans
receivable:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . --------------...............
.. .. . . . .. . .. .
Government agencies ...............................................
Other:
U .S . d ollir loans ----------------------------------------.----------.-- --------Forei,m currency lo ins -----------------------------------------3.826
--------------.
.............
2, 452 -------------1. 667
A llowance for losses (- )...................................
...
A cquired security or coil literal (net) ... ... ....... ... .... ....--.---.------ -------------Lind, Structures, and equipment ------------ -------------------- -------------M2.298
- - .- .- . .-.-. .- .-. .-.
- - - - -- - - -.-. - .-.-.--..
A ccum ul:ited depreci ition (- ) ..........................
----- - -------------Forel-n currencies --------------------------------------------------Other assets (net) ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

_Afl.------Z-

-----

-

---------------------------------------

Totm assets ------------------------------------------------------

891.634

11. 953

5, 444

45

10,.460

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable:
-----.
d. -.-----------40 1 .... ..... ..--I ----...
--........
--Government agencies -------...
....--------------------------------- 4 ------.
--------------- -------718 -------------Other -------------------------------------------------------------Accrued liabilities:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other -------------------------------------------------------------Advances from:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other -------------------------------------------------------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other -.........
........-------------------------------------------Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other:
Guaranteed by the United States -----------------------------Not guaranteed by the United States -------------------------------------W,0191 .-------------.---------------------------................-------------Other liabilities (including reserves) ----------------------------------4

Total liabilities ---------------------------------------------------

5009 0,910-------

0........................---...............

40

NET INVESTMENT
U.S. interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock --------------------------------------------------Borrowings from the U.S. Treasury --------------------------O t her --------------- - - - ------ -- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- -- --- -- -Noninterest-bearing investment:
Capital stock --------------------------------------------------Appropriations---------------------------------Ca ta
tion of assets (net)
.........................
Other -----------------------------------.---------------------Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) ---------------------------Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) ----------------Total U.S. interest ----------------------------------------------Total liabilities and investment --------------------------------ANALYSmOF U.S. INVESTMENT
U.S. investment -------------------------------------------------------Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) --------------------------------

...........

247,000

.............................................................

2,0 39

143, 724 -------------------13,953
47
5.,444
10, 40
-------------- 475----------------------------------------

-------------2,639

247,.000
390,724 .........................................................---.
13.953
47
5,444
475

..............
10,40

2.643

891,634

13,953

87

5,444

475

10,460

2,639

143,724

13,953

47

5,444

475

10,4a

2,639

390,724

13,953

47

5,444

475

10,460

U.S. investment including interagency items ..........................

Interagency items:

Due from Government agencies (-) ------------------------------Due to Government agencies --------------------------------------

See footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

40-------------40------------- --

------------

2,6M9
U.S. investment excluding Interagency items -----------------------I.

390,724

13,953

5,444

475 I

- 10.460
Cii

TABLE

2.-Public enterprise revolving funds, Dec. 81, 1961-Continued
[In thousands of dollars]

Defense Department-Con.

Account

Navy De-

partment-

ContinuedLaundry
service.
Naval
Academy

Department of Health,
Education. and Welfare

Office of PubllcHealth Social SecuCivil DeServicerity Adminlense-Civil Operation of Istratlondefense pro- commissaries, Bureau of
curement
narcotic
Federal
fund
hospitals
Credit
Unions

Interior Department
Bureau of Indian Affairs

Office of

Territories-

lAevolving
fund for
loans

Liquidation
of t[oonah
housing
project

371 --- ----

I

Loans to
private
trading
enterprises

AsMM
Cash inbanks, on hand, and in transit ..............
........... iiFund belanees with the U.S. Treasury, .
:--------------------...
Investments:
Public debt secudties (par value) ----------------------------------t . .. . ..
Securities of Government enterprises
Unamortized premium, or discount (-).......................

(oh r securities---

...----------,4....69--"

9041

,4271 ------ 110- Ii
------

-----------~~iii

. . . . .. .

-- -- - -- - -- -- - - --- - - -- - --

Advances to COntraetors and agents:
Governm ent agendes ................................
.....
..............

3

-I

I

1-- -----------------------------Other ------------------------------------------- ....-__---"S----------........
........
........
... ---------I:
...........
.I -----------I-------------I------------Acomts and notes receivable:
Governm ent agent les
... ..........................................
13
O ther (net)..................................................
. ...
.....
....... W
8
..
.ii
20 -------------:
In ventorieL ...
.......
......
.......
................
.....
....
.....-.---a
Allowance for losses (-)......................................
Accrued Interest receivable:
On public debt securities ...................................
On securities of Government enterprises -----------------

14

-

----------------------

Loans receivable:
Government agences ----------------------------------------------Other:
U .S. dollar loans ..............................................
Foreign currency loans ----------------------------------------Alowace for losses (-) ------------------------------------------------Acquired security or collateral (net) .................................... --------------Land,structure, and equipment ........................
.
.
Accumulated depreciation (-) .............----"-............
-170
Fore ign
Currencies-..............................
---.-- ---------"
---------------------------Other a ss ets)---------------.........---....................
Total assets --------------------------------------------..........
267
1, 501

..............
..........
I----------------------------26
-20
..............
2

267
-12

88

1,870

10,296

174
---------------------------------------..............
..............
..............
--------------

15, 5M

284

353

Accounts payable:
Government
auence
............................................
Ot
.
.
...
. . . ..
.
. .
14 .............
i6
Accrued lltlu.
.
.s:
Gove rnm ent sgendes . . .............. ..............................
10.....................
8 ---------------------Advances fromGovernment agendas
------------------------------------other
Tot and deposit labtlties:
Government agency .............................................
Other
Bonds.
debentures,
and notes
payable:
Go e n
e t ag nd
-----------------------------------------------

---- -- -

-- -45-217

---------------------------------------....
-...
--...
-..
-....
...
...
------

Other:
Guaranteed by the United States ...........
Not guaranteed by the United States --------------------------Other liaMiles (Incudig resrves) ..------..........-.. _.--.----"----T ota l liab ilitie s .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .

S1

26

- ---

--

7- -

............-...
... -- .............

NET IKVE5TMIENv

U.S. Interest:
Interes-bearing investment:
Capital stock
T........................
Oher
the U.S Treasury
............
Non-Interest-bearing investment: -----------------------------------Capital stock ........................
A appropriation -.-------------------.---------- ".........
& ,a atHon of sets (net) ............---.......--... '.
--'-213 ............
. "0
------------------------------ --------.-----..
-- -. -. .
-- .- .- . . .
Accm lated~
net Incomei
or-ddeficit
Deposits
of general
and special
fund(--)-------revenues (-)---------------

ANALYSIS 0

0

1,-108

- ---

- 5 ,013

240-----

44

----

20

. . . . .

.. . . .. . .

1.500

61

1.110

15.5M6

284

353

1,501

88

1,870

15.556

284

353

12
50

2
1.108

2,50
-5.013

240
44

33
20

61

1.110

15.556

284

353

T otal U.S . Interest .. ..........................................

213
Total liabilitles and Investment ---------------------------------267

0

-.. ..
- - ..
-- ..
- -.

.

. . . . . ..............

U.S. INVZSMzNT

U.S. investment
..........
1,5o
Accumulated net Income, or deficit (-)--.:...-."-:._-'--..
"....
213 ......
-U.S. investment including Interagency items --------------------------213
1,500
Intergency Items:
Duefrom Government agencies (-) ................................
-13
-21
Due to Government agencies .......................................

10

U.8. Investment excluding interagecy itms ...........................

......

-.......

1, 479

1,479

On footnote at end of table, p.44.

I

..............
1,1101

1.110

1

1

..............
______ ..............
_

14
an
15.586

TABLz

2.-Pulic enerprie revolving funds, Dec. 31, 1961-Continued
(In thousands of dollars]
Interior Department-Continued

Aeeon.

Account

BureauFiheries
of CBureau of
AA
Bureau Of
roA
MlnesRailroa; Development Federal ship
re
g end
operation
mortgage
of
iel
nsurane
Fisheries
properties fund,
fishing
loan
fund

vessel

Bureau of Reelamton

Viri

-

Fund for
emergency
e
Fort
Peek,

Up
r CoItXad
BasinRive"
fund

+

Islands
Corporation

project,

Montana

i -i
-----6i
-i:
---iiii--- ---

Cash in banks, on hand, and in transit ................................
1
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury 4...........................
709
Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) ..................................
Securities of Government enterprises ------------------------------Unamortized premium, or discount (-) .......................... I
O there sec uties
---------------------------...............-Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies ...............................................
............. .---------- ..............-2
0 .............. 16 ............-..........
... ... ...
.. ..
.. ... ... , ... ... .. .. .. ... ... ..
O th er -------------------------------------------------------------Accounts and notes receivable:
Governm ent agencies ----------------------------------------------947
1,070 ----------------------------2
1311
O ther (net)..... ...................................................
740
84 -------------35
21
21
375
Inventories ------------------------------------------------------------3r,442
1,053--------------- -------------82
325
1,306
Allowance for losses (-) -------------------------------------------Accrued interest receivable:
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------On securities of Government enterpriss ........................
Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- ----------------93---W
- -- - --------------- ---- --Loans receivable:
Government agencies ...............................................
Other.
U.S. dollar loans -----------------------------------------------114
7,472
Foreign currency loans -----------------------------------Allowance for losses (-) ---------------------------------I
-186
-------Acquired security or collateral (net) ...................................
16
Land, structures, and equipment --------------------------------------- i937
16,914
- 42,--- - 3
.. 158
Accumulated depreciation (-) ----------------------------------- -14,459
-711 --1----0
-3,116
Foreign currencies ---------------------------------------------------12,701
------ 6Other assets (net) ----------------------------------------------------------64
i
10
Total assets ......................................................
14461
46, NO i
lZ.143
18,695 1
12.81
326,1M
I
I~1~
I
12.145
I
46, 860 I123.461

--------I:.'
-----------------------:::
--------------.
:::
:::..
...
..
--.......
----

"'"LIAUUBIESI"

Accounts
payable:agencles_.........
Government
.
ovenmn............... ...................................
49
Other
245
Accrued liabilities:
Government
agencies ----------------------------------------------Other....
1
. . . . . . . . . .
. .
Advances fromGovernment
.... ...-------------_ ------Other ...........
Trust and deposit liailities ........................
300
Government
agencies
O
ther-----------------------. -------------------------61
debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies..
.Other:
Guaranteed by the United states.....................
Not guaranteed by the United States ....."-. .......
Other liabilities (including reserves) --:---------------------Total liablIltes ...................................
Nl INVF.STM5,NT
U.S. Interest:
Interest-bea ing Investment:
Capital stock .
workings
fromth.S. Te..y.. ..
.

1,895

40
781

436
8,628
2
15

938
-197
377

756
224
288

17
106

8
|..............

53

2 547

1

18

65

12,
447

915

944
4
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- _--------- ---- ---- ------------------ --- -42,1.---------- -------------0 895
Non? 1teest-bearing investment:
Capital sto k--- -- ---- -- - --- --- --- - -- -Appropriations.------------------------187,285 --_---- ------13,000
1,793
302,.457
85
CA.alizt.on of ets (net).........................
18."88
76 --------------.-----........
1,86
11,162
S---------------------------------63,764
,
,
2.
067
-69
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-)-------- ""-.--"--"-. 1,148
2,138
5
-182
13,184
-464
Dposit ofMral and Apecial-fnud revenues (-).................
----..
--.
------- - - - _ _ -----------.
. ... ...
---...
--...
- ..
--..
. ...
- ...... .........2...---.......-.
Total U.S. interest ---------------------------------------------123, 5M
4313
5
12818
is.0
8
313.8M
11,230
Total liabilities and investment ---------------------------------1
"451
46.880
6
12.838
1K895
325.009
12.145
ANALYSIS
OFU.S. IDVESTMENT
U .S. Investent ...................................
1Z407
.
42,175 .............. 13,000
5,446
313,680
11,804
Accumulated net Income, or defidt (-)................................
1,148
2,138
5
-182
13,184
2
-464
U.S. Investment Including interagency items ...........................
-1,5
18,30
-313.563- 6
,818
123,556
44,313
Interagency Items:
Due from Government agencies (-)................................
-947
-1,070 ..............
-2
-52
Due to Government agencies ......................................
-131
-x38

350

U.S. Investmet excluding interagency Items ..........................

1,093

2

44,338

12,819

2

1%oa

18,65) I

_______

Bee footootee at end of table, p. 44.

.

-

-

4382

314,869.
313.888

11.315

11,315

TABLu

2.-Public

enterprise revovng funds, Dec. 81, 19ei-Continued
(In thousands of dollars]
Interior Depitmentcontinued

Account
Exp mslon
of defense
production

LiborDep rtinent

Trmsury Department

Post Omce
Depirtnt

Bsre.tu of Employment
Security
Advanumto
employment
seLcirtty
administrAtive .teount,
unemploy-

Farm l'bor
supply
revolving
fund

Ofilce of the Secrtary

Postalfund$

Federal Farm
Mortgage
Corporation Civildefas
liquidation
loans
fund

RFC liquidation fund

ment trust

fMnd

Cash In bauks, on hand, and in transit ......................
............. -------------Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury ..............................
40,360
Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) -----------------------------------------------Securities of Government enter)rlses ----------------------------------------Unmortized Prcmnum, or discount (-)---------------------------- -------------Other securities...--------------------------------------

136.280 -

26
2,095

748,161
-

-

I

-I
II

481

21
I

-

III

Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies ......................................
4, 9O
Other
4.933
Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ..............................................
32,957
O ther (net) . .......................................................
35,739
12:-----------:
: ----------::: -:
Inven tories ............................................
6,974
Allowance for looses (-)..........................
-.............
Accrued interest receivable:
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------OIL seuriUe of Government enterprises ........................
Other
2 0,5.................
16--- :----------------------------........
138 -------------2
Loam receivable:
---- - -- - - -250, 550-1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Government agencies ......................................
Other:
1U.8.
dollar loans ...............................................
1%692 ------- -------------8,696
15
Foren currency loans -----------------------------------------------------Allowance for losses (-)........................................
-10,640
----, ----------..--- ..I..............
A cquired security or collateral (net)
-------I --161
strutur and equipment ......
. ............
---------RiAocu ult depreciation (-).....................................
162
439,6W3
Foreign rmuenles
-----------------------------------------------------Othe amts
o
net)
......................................................
...
. . . I __. . .. ...
. . ---- .--Total amets -----------------------------------------------------2,2
292.879
2,833 17 1.588.094
739
I 1,735
714
Js - l, , . ..
....M•
-

............
--:::::::12:----

----- ------- ::
:
-:
:-----:---------:::::::::::::::::::::::
........ 02

UTASInfIZS

Accounts payable:
Government agendes ..............................................
------- -- - -- -- -----75,531
13 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Other
-------------.........
.121
20& 635
(')
38 -------------Accrued labtles:.
Government agendas
e-.........
-Other
Advances from:
Government agencies ..............................................
--------.-----..------------114 ....... ....-Otter............
..-..
- -....-. --------. .. ....----....
..
Trust and deposit liabilities:
1
Government agencies ...............................................
Other
Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ............................
...............
Other
Guaranteed by the United States .................
Not guaranteed by the United States --------------------------Othe liabilities (including reserves) ........-...............---------.--------- -- -- -- -- 120
63.519
8 - -- - -- -- -- - -- Total liabilities --------------------------------------------------%,151 -------382
103.37.685
99

U.S. interest
Interet-bearng investment:
Capital stock-1
wings from te
s.Treasury

. . .... .- .

. .

. .

. . .

.

-.

.

210

. .

------...

.-

w

Non-Interest-bearing
Investment:
Capital stoc -------------------------------------------------Capitalizstoko
r
.

net)...
........................

.

Accumlaed no income, or
tin(-).....
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-)--------.......
ToU .S.
ee t.....
_ ..--------........
-------- -------- --------

-------- 28841X------------------------------------ -------------- -----------------------486 -------------- ------------------------------------------------1,638
203
117,243 - - - - - - - - - - - 30,829
4,974
1,965
-37% M3 -------------,8M5
iii

101
Total labilities and investment ..................................
2,252

ANAvYIS OF V.S. ivgaIWKTNT
U.S. Investment. ...........................
3.,000
Accumulated net Income, or dolcit (-).....------: --------------30. 9
U.S. Investment Including Interagency Items --------------------------101
Intergency Items:
Due from Government agencies (-) .............
------Due to Government agencas .....................----------. "
2 1
'S.Investment excluding interagency Items ........ ...
..
2,252

S* footnote at end of table, p. 44.

9

,9

2,451

1,20,,410

7240

1,52

714-

292,70

2,833

1.588094

7,339

1,735

714

288,OD
4,879

486
1,968

1,638,203
385,793

7,240 -o

292 $"7

2,451

-250.;550 ---------------------

42.329

2,461

1,280,410
-37,868
75,531
1,288,0741j

.
1,---------2-3 5
..
3a

7,240
------

1

1,525
-------

- -

7,253 1

a

.

I,8W&5I

714
--

---

TABLZ 2.-Pulic enterprise removing funds, Dec. 81, 191---Contnued
In thousands of dollars)
Treasury Department-Continued

Account

Bureau of
AccountsFund for
payment of
Government
lomes In
shipment

Cash nlisnkson'hand, and In transit -----------------------------.
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury ' ------------------------------Investments:
Public debt securities (per value):..........-- __.-............
.Securltles of Government enterprises ..............................
Unamortlzed prenifum, or discount (-) ----------------------.--Other securities .............................................. _...
Advances to contractois and agents:
Government agencies ---------------.----------------------------Other --------------------------------------------------------------

Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other (net) --------------------------------------------------------Inventories ------------------------------------------------------------.Allowance for losses (-) ..........................................
Accrued Interest receivable:
"
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------On
securities
of
Government
enterprises
--------------------------Other ..........-. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .= .
Loas
Othm
reeivable:
erevbe
----------------------------------------------:Government Agencies ---.
-----------------------------Other:
U.S. dollar loans ------------------------------------------Foregn currency loans .
.
W-.............
Allowance for loses (-) ..........-.- ...............-..
Acquired security or collateral (net) ...................................
LAnd, structures and equipment ............--......................
Acumulated depredation (-) ----------------------------------Foreign currencies ......................................................
Other assets (net) ......................................................

-

-Total ass-ts

------------------------------------------

Office of the
TreasurerTreasurer of
the United
States, check
forgery
insurance
fund

General Services Administration

Expnsion
of defense
production

Abac fiber
program

Reconstruetion Finance
Corporaion
liquidation
fund

Expansion
of defense
production

1,075

18,249

----------------1-

-------------90
----------------------------------------------------

----------...

-- -

|..............
: .............. ...
-7
3-11...... ..
.
3------ ---------------- ........

- - ---------...

,

~~ ~ ~ ~

2

6,226

-----..
-.. . ..............
---

..
-3,505

Defense
production
guaranties

6

-- --- --

942 -------------2,026
49
1,479,192 --------------

----- ------ ..----------..
... --------------...
..
..
..
.
--------------

--------------------------

...-------i

-------------i
--------------.

35-

2 --------------

1M 454

- ---------......

.,
........
....

27

391

-658

-13,950

1i0

114,6761

991

4.880

1,961
-1,372

-2,763

5,211

1,514,M9

--7
15,547
6,276

LIAbILIyIE5

Accounts payable:
Government agencies ...............................................
O ther -------------------------------------------------------------Accrued liabilities:
Governm ent agencies ----------------------------------------------

95
349

1

9

147,234

Other ..............................................................

Advances from:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------O ther -------------------------------------------------------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government agencies ...............................................
O ther -------------------------------------------------------------43
--------Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other.
Guaranteed by the United States ------------------------------Not guaranteed by the United States ..........................
Other liabilities (Including reserves) ------------------------------------ - .........-- ---Total liabilities .................................................. ,

-

- -

.
,_ .
--------------

--------------

-----9...........

-.

82 --------------

2

147,7 7-----7 -------

NET INVrESTMENT

U.S. interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock ...................................................
Borrowings from the U.S. Treasury ...........................

--- --------------

97. 5W --------------

..------------1.774.700 ..............

Other....................................................

Noninterest-bearing investment:
Capital stock............................................
Appropriations .................................................
802
50 --------------. O---------.....
.............. 515 ..............
Capitalization of assets (net) ..................................
242 --------------..----------..11,216
"5. 210 ............................
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) ----------------------------1,017
-11
17,094
-11,117 -------.......
-404,843
6,278
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) .................
Total U.S. interest ...............................................

27

39

114.594

99

5,210

1,370.372

6,276

Total llabilitles and investment .................................

27

39

114,676

99

5.211

1,518,159

6.276

97,500

11,216

5,210

1,775,215 .............

ANALV5I5 OF It&

INVESTMENT

1.044

50

U .S. investment -------------------------------------------------------Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) --------------------------------1,017
-11

U.S. investment Including Interagency Items ..........................
27
39
Interagency items:
Due from Government agencies (-) -------------------------------.............. ..............Due to Government agencies ...................................... -------- .1...
.
U.S. Investment excluding Interagency Items ..................
See footnoteq at end of tbae, p. 44.

17.094
114,59

-II. 117 --------------9

- 11- ..........
.
I --------------114,84

5,210
-6
5.204 1

404,84

6,276

1,370,372

6,278

-947 ------------1147,329
1,516,754

6,276

TAsLz 2.-Public enterprise revolving fund, Dec. S1, 1961-Continued
n thousands of dollar]
Housing and Home Finance Agency
Ofee of the Administrator

A2m
faclPublic
iyloans

Cashn
a en hand, and in Uwslt .... an..........t...............
Fund bae.
with the U.S. Treasury ' -------------------------------.
. ii......--Investnmnts:
u le debt securities (par value) ----------------------------------Securities of Government enteep
es.......................
im
Ua
.
). ......
Other se premium,
.....................
c or discount
u
r
ies Advance to contrators and a-e-tGovernment ag
ee
..............................
ci.

Liquidating
Publieworks
p leaning
programs
un
loaatsons

--...-- -. - .

.

I

Communty Housingfor
Urban'news! fund disposal oper- the elderly
fund

. ...

2' ........

..

-------------------i~i
......
------I

--I

Accounts and notes recelvable:
Other (ne
t)...........................
Inventories -----------------------------------------------------.......
Allowance for losses (-) -------------------------------------------Ace'ued Interest receivable:
On publc debt securctres ........................
s...............
... .. ... 0 . .
On e t of Government ente
reprises
--......-.-... -.. ..
.
.--

11291.......

378

I
67 -

.

..............

.. .. .. .

Other - - - -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -- -- - -- - - -----Z.757" - -- -- Lean receivable:
----- ----.
Government agen ec..........................................
e
Other:
1,OK 473
U .S. dollar
611,670 .............
101. 05
124. 079
Foue loans
rg n y----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...
-2081
-------------wAllow
ce for loses (--) ---------------------------------- ...... "-i---Acquired secrty or collateral (net)....................................
1.377
Land, structures and equipment .................................
5.898
-5189
Accumulttddeprec
d
tion (-) ------------------------------------Foren Currencies ..............................................
Otheramsets (net) ......................................................
13.176
3.174
I
I
I
Total assets ----------------.....--------------------------------6& 827
36.5971
2705 35&. m
1.104. 310
8,119
355.620
I
27.075
38.5971
65.827
II
1.104.340

---------?i -1.181ii!!

6
L 480
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------79. 771

79.771

Accounts payable:
Government agencies---------------Accrued liabilities-.
Government ag
e
n
c
i

Ot

1,128
3

-------e

909

1
1,057
s,-----------------------13,428

1,705

her------------------------------------..--------

Advances from:
Government agencies
...
nc......e
..
s...
O ther
-------------------------------------------------------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government ag
enisc-------------------------....--z 8 5 .. ...--Ot
he
r,------------------------------Reads debentures, and notes payable:
Govenet ag
e
nc------------------------Guaranteed by the United States
ates...........................
Not guaranteed by the United States .......................
Other liabilities (including reserves) ..................................

".--_--;._

l

.

j

1.089 725

Capital stock ------------------------Appropriations--_--_"-----.-:.......
8V 'a-- to assets.....
net)
-- ----------------------Accumulated net income, or defit (
.:..:.
23D7 I
Deposits of general and special fud revenues (-)
-----------------

...

-2820

Total liabilities and Investment ..................................

U.S. investment Inctding interagency items-.............
Interagency items:

Due
om
Government agencies (-) ...............................
Due to Government agencies ......................................
U.S. Investment excluding Interagency items
soa footnotes stuad of table p.44

................

..............

124

............-.

.

44

223

,=.,

59 --------------

9, 547

?

I_

_

194

227

I

-----I-- : ----I:1 ~

----------..
I -----.........
I....... ...

1,332.234
277,1W8

..------

Total U.S. Interest ----------------------------------------------.07,418
8108

..
investment .........................
U.S.
AAcumulated net Ime, or deficit (-),,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,---

-

....

-

I .............--I ............I-

Non-Interest-bearng investment:

--_--------.

.............

f

U.S. Interest:
Interest-bearing Investment:
Capital
stock
...........................
Borwing
from
the U.S. Treasury ...

--8-,--4-

-

Total liabilities --------------------------------------------------18,922
1,720.
NUCT
INvZaSflNT

70

-,4083

-------- ---

.............--

59,932

-5 1,42

-1,193,844

993

80410
-go5

38,597

28,853

348,079

5,928

1,104.340

65.827

38,597

27.075

355.82

6,119

79,771

1,089,725
-2387

66,727
-2.20

43,000
-6,403

884,500

4,932

80,000

1,08,418

84,10

36.597

..

14,54

47

1,101, 972

85,595

.

1,22D0,697
-1,1.
844

.--------------..
..
..
..
..

-- ...

36,597

2,853
-

2-

105

-51,421

993

346.079
-- - - - - -

.

14

34%693I1

5,926
- -

. . . .

70

5,9M

79, 5"

-45o
79,544
. . . . .

227
o9,771
'0

-at

c.

TABLE 2.-Public enterprise revolving funds, Dec. 31, 1961-Continued
[In thousands of dollars]

.
Veterans' Administration

Housing and Home Finance Agency-continued

Account

Federal National
Mortgage
Association
Mortgae.Assoiatio
Special
assistance
functions

Management and
liquidating
functions

Federal
Housing
Administration

Public
Housing
Adminis tration

Direct loans
to veterans
and
Reserves

Canteen
service
revolving
fund

Loan
guarantee
revolving
fund

ASSETS

4,545
615
Cash in banks, on hand, and in transit ---------------------------------------------------------60,890
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury
---------------------338*
Investments:
752,964
Public debt securities (par value) --------------------------------20,398
75,027
6,493
ecuritles of Government enterprises ------------------------------8,994
Unamortized premium, or discount (-) --------------------------463
Other securities ----------------------------------------------------Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------........ . .....53
.
Other -------------------------------------------------------------Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ---------------------------------------12,178
12,150
51
14,134
1,592
1,009
Other (net) ------------------------------------------------------------- -----.-.-..--.I----------------------------.
Inventories ------------------------------------------------------Allowances for losses (-) -------------------------------------------

Accrued interest receivable:
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------On securities of Government enterprises...................
Other ------------------------------------------------------------Loans receivable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other:
U.S. dollar loans ---------------------------------------------Foreign currency loans ---------------------------------------Allowance for losses (-)
------------------------Acquired security or collateral (net) ------------------------------Land, structures, and equipment -------------------------------------Accumulated depreciation (-) ----------------------------------------Foreign currencies ------------------------------------------------------

230
260,741

116
16,195

-----------------------------------------------------------------I-------------... . . . . . . . . . . . .

59

53 ..............

446
4,945 1 ..

286
16,149
---------..
-----........

--------------.-.------------.-.-----------

686

1.096

8,871

5,424

()

1,881,181

1,507,909

13236,161

-7,389
6,948

14-24,052
4,978
682
-358
----- - - -

-6,482
439,099
4,123
-2,236
45,277

l.59l,235

I,.59,341

1

..
_.
.....

Other assets (net) ------------------------------------------------------

Totalassets ------------------------------------------------------

3,486
2,579

1
148, 652

1.924,222

1,073 .......

-1,711

95,357

1,16
,------------

1,309,313

436,484

2,771

138,302

2

103

-1,336
8302
-,831

6.666
-3,170

57

28

248,495

15034.

1,75,053,574

Accounts payable:
Government agencies -------Other -----------------------: ."..........................
Actrued liabilities:

Government agencies .................

34,755
21,141
674
Othere ...........................
---- ...........................
668
Advances fromGovernment agencies ....................
O ther . . . ... .. ...... ................
------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Governm ent agencies ----------------------------------------------- 116
Other ..
nd...
not.......
payable:....
13,392
17,347
Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies .................
Other:

Guaranted by the United States ..................
Not guaranteed by the United States .............------- "-----Other liabilities (including reserves) ------------------------------------

70

10,463

480

141
51,974

1,739
5,323

320
705

- -- - -- - -

343 -----------------------

262 -------------...--.....
479 --------------------

118,810 -

-

191,062 -

-

55, 620

20,82

------------

2,047
20,230

155,466

T otal liabilities --------------------------------------------------48,722
40,011

107 ..............
1,235
20,8M
10,574

2,026
7

655,25

,
828

1,899

3,255

43,615

810
11,384

NET INVESTMENT

U.S. interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital
stockfrom th .S... Treasu.............
----------------------------------:':.
-------------------:::-"------,--Borrowing
.............
---------::::::::::::
-----------...
O ther--------------------------------------------1,816,217
1,412,947 -------30,000------1, 5M,078-------Non-nterest-bearing investment:
Capital stock .............................
A ppropriations .......................
---------..........................................1,179.574 --5W,
0.........7
357
Capitalization of assets (net) ------------------------------------- -- -------- -- -- --- -- -- -- 246,505
363 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Other ---------------------------------------------------------5.28....... 138, 7 ' ... 1,043,721
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) ----------------------------1,264,210
.
11,415 -.....- 1,360.
........
88,8
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) -----------------Total U .S. interest ----------------------------------------------1,875,500
1,551,225

1,043,721

192,869

11.778

1.531,438

597,190

Total liabilities and investment ---------------------------------1,924,222

1,549,341

248,495

15,034

1,575,053

008,574

1,530,078

508,357

ANALYSIS OF

U.S. INVESTMENT

1,816,217
U .S. investm ent ............................
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-) -------------------------------59,283

U.S. Investment including Interagency items --------------------------1,875,500
Interagency items:
Due from Government agencies (-) .................
-33,263
Due to Government agencies ----------------------- '---------- 34,755
U.S. Investment excluding Interagency items --------------------1,876,992
See footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

1,591,235

1,412,947 --------------138,277

1,043,721

1,551,225

1,043,721

-88,273
21,277

1,484,228

1,457,080
-1,264,210

363
11,415

1,360

88,833

192,869

11,778

1,531.438

597,190

-6,629
123,076

-12
853

-53
370

1,160,167

193,710

12,095

----

.........
20, 823............

1,552,261

597,190

TABLz

2.-Public enterprise revolving funds, Dec. 81, 1961-Continued
[In thousands of dollars]
Veterans' Administration-Continued

Aount

ServiceRental, mn- disabled
tenance. and veterans'
rep~ir of
insurance
quarters
fund

Soldiers' and Veterans'
Vocational
sailors'
special term rehabilitation
civil relief
insurance
revolving
fund
fund

Cash In banks, on hand, and in transit ................................
1
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury' ..........---------------------490
Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) ..................................
Securities of Government enterprises ..............................
Unamortized premium, or discount (-) ...........................
O ther securities ----------------------------------------------------Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies --.-----------------------------------..
Other - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Acounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ..............................................
I-----.....
Other (net) ........................................................ --------------------Inventories ............................................................
Allowances for losses (-) ...........................................
Accrued interest receivable:
On public debt securities ...........................................
On securities of Government enterprises ...........................
Other ............................................................. ...
Loans receivable:
Government agencies ...............................................
Other.
1,808
U.S. dollar loans .............................................
Foreign currency loans
.............................
Allowanesor loses (-)------------------------Acquired security or collateral (net) ..................................
Land, structures, and equipment ......................................
Accumulated depreciation (-) .........................................
Foreign currencies .....................................................
Other asets (net)-------------------------------------------------------6

(*)

....... .......

Total assets ------------------------------------------------------

Export-Import Bank of
Washington

105

Regular
lending
activities

Liquidation
o certain
Reconstruetion Finance
Corporation
assets

879

812

85,280

..............
..............
..............
:::
:::I::
::::
:: ::I.........-:::: : ......
1. 2..

-------I
..............

--------------.

1
401
3

(.
)

o--

.-------------- - 11------------------ -1-- - - - 570O

4

()

99
3.683.236
- -- -- -- -- --- 1--- 9- - -- -22---

I-

2,342

137
I:

I

88,141

-

3941
I

I~I~

3,736,=68

I.=6

LUAWLIYIE

Accounts payable:
Government agencies ...............................................

Other ..............................................................
2
.541 .............. 971
Accrued liabilities:
Government agencies ...............................................
28,710---i
(a)
.. . . . . . .,. . . . . . .
O ther . . . ...... .... . ........
.. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ...
Advances from:
Government agencies ............................................
.....
.........
O ther ------------------------------------------------------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government agencies ........................................
..............
O ther . . . . .. . . . . .... ... . . ......
. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. ... ..
....... ---Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ...............................................
Other:
Guaranteed by the United States ...........................
Not guaranteed by the United States ..........................
Other liabilities (including reserves) ...............................
-------1
18,476
6

Total liabilities .................................................

2

19,017

6

29,680

75 I-------

44
1,377

, 7421

--------------

00

7,278

ZCO

NET INVESTMENT

U.S Interest
Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock ...................................................
| ..
....
...
..
....
....
...
......
,1.. ....
.
. . .
Borrowings from the U.S. Treasury -------------Otter - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Non-Interest-bearing investment:
Capital stock ...................................................
Appropriations-.
-------4,500
2,003 ----------40 --------------Capitalization of assets (net)
.........................
Ot h er --------------- .-.----------------- -- - ---.
-- ..... ...-- 5 -------------.-------------.---------.---.-------.-----.----.--...... 1,162
Accumulated net income, or defict (-) ---------------------------27
-21,175
-1,871
58, 461
-6
728,710
(0)
Deposits of general and special fund revenues (-) -..
..-----------Total U .S. interest ----------------------------------------------22
-16,675

132

58,461

394

3. 728 810

1,162

Total liabilities and investment .................................

137

88,141

394

3,736.088

1. 262

25

2 342

-5
27

4,500
-21.175

ANALSX5 Or T.S. INVESTMZNT

U.S investment .......................................................
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-)

------------------------------

U.S. investment including interagency items ..........................
Interagency Items:
D u e from G o ve r nm en t agen c i e s ( - ) . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . ....
. . .

-16,675

2. 003 ..............
-1,871
58,481

-400

Due to Government agencies ......................................

See footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

1-1

22

-16,675

58,461

3,000,100
728,710

3,728,810

58,461

. . . .. . .

U.S. investment excluding Interagency Items ..........................

-6

-1
83
,g28,892

()

1,162

1,162
(*)

1, 162

TABLE 2.-Public enterprise revoing fund., Dec. 31, 1961-Continued
tin thousands of dollars]
Export-

Account

Import
Bank
of
Washington-Con-

tinnedExpansion

of defense

production

Farm Credit Adminis_________

tration

Short term

Banks for

fund i

vestment

credit investment

Federal Home Loan Bank Board
_______

coopertives in-

__

Revolving
fund

fund

Federal

Savings and
Loan Inur-

Home Own-

ance Cor-

ers' Loan
Corpratin
(u -

portion

daed)

3,2

406

Panama
Canal

Company

A STs

Cash In banks, on hand and in transit ..................................
Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury' .................................
------------Investments:
Public debt securities (par value) ---.
.......
Securities of Government enterprises
......................
Unmnortized
premium, or discount (-) ....................... - - ----- - - - - - I--------Other securities.............................................

i

75,115

Advances to contractors and agents:
Government agencies ...........
- ------Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other (net)..................................
..........
inventories
-..........................
........
Allowance for losses -)
Accrued interest receivable:

7

2

5,719
19,874

3K50D ..........
106,817..

-,347----------

.........

23

1,516
ii~iiiiiiiiiiii13

.....

...-I-------.i

1.........!iii

15,-7
15
..............

%8=2

3,887

981
-949

On public debt securities---------------------On securities of Government enterprises.. -------------

%767
----------------...........................................
11
.-........................................
524
Loans receivable:
Government agencies ...............................................
Other:
U.S. dollar loans ...........................................
8,047
45,000
Foreign
lorency
-ans...
----------------....... -------------• Allowane torlse (-)----------------------------------------------------Acquired security or collateral (net) ------------------------------------ ----------6,032
Land,structures and equipment ---------------------------------------------------126
42
Accumulated depreciation (-).................................. --------------126
-423
Foreign currencies ...................................................
S .. . .. .I"
Othere assets (net) -----------------------------------------------------....... 1
I
I*
I*
Total assets -----------------------------------------------------185,919
1,849
487, 465
8,0581
MOOD
1
1,4943,4
8,
3,51 13,N)
Other

---------iii
11,908
48& 5,46e

LIABYLITIE5

Accounts payable:
G overn ment agencies .. .... . ....................................... -----)....
------:::::::::::
Other___
Accrued liabilities:
Government agencies ....................................
..........
Other-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - Advances from:
Government agencies
e
n
c
i
es------------_---.
Other--------------------------------------------------Trust and deposit liabilities:
Government agen es..-- . . . . . . . ..
..
. . . . ..
O other -------------------------------------------------------------Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
Government agencies ----------------------------------------------Other:
-Guarnteedby the United States ....
- - --.....................
Not guaranteed by the United States ---------......-----. ....
Other liabilities (including reserves) ...................................

-- I-------

Total liabilities -----------------------------

so

I

---------------

9
6

58
455

22.........--32.........---

142
4,38M
5,016
94CM

_::
---::
: -.......
4::
0.
15--------SI-----------

__:I
---1,757

.
25,578

316

406

'74
.--.-------........----24;Wor

NET INVETMENT

U.S. interest:
* Interest-bearing investment:
Capitalstock ----------------------------------fowngfomn
U.8. Treasury .................
:.:."
Other
,,-.....- the............
.
Non-interet-beering investment:
Capital stock ......... ............................
. .
A pp opra ions -------------.
---------------------------------Capitalization of assets (net) .................
Other---Ac
mthed get Jawo.
or.
deficit
--.. -. ----------- -----..................
.51.130s00
Depoeitsotgeneral and sefla fund revenues (-) ------------------4,
808
- 'T otal U.S.

. _

-__
_ -ntere------....
... .... ....

-14,
-,,----9500,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

-----.- -,

... ..

Total liabilities and investment ---------------------------------3,057
ANLYSIS or U.s. INVESTMENT
130, 000
5 0, 000 -------------......
......... ... .
3 ,8
U .S. investm en t ...........................................
4,951 -------....... -314,081
92
440,887 --------..... 127,777
Accumulated net income, or deficit (-)_-- ....--........_-_---.-------""
,008
130,000
18 919
92
440, 887 -------------- 457, 39
U.S. Investment including Interagency items -------------------Interagency items:
3,057..30.0...am,.....------------- 23---------.
-2,822
Due from Governmentae
eles(- --------------------(). .................
..............
3
3
7,
102
Due to Government agencies -----------------------------------U.S. investment excluding nteragency items ....................
See footnotes at end of table, p. 44.

130,000

185,919

440,924

.......
. . .. . .

460,919

TABLx 2.-Public

enterprise revolving funds, Dec. 31, 1981-Continued
(in thousands of dollars]
Small Business Administration
St. Lawrence

Amount

Seaway
Development
Corporation

Revolving
fund

Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
liquidation
fund

U.S. Inform.
tion Agency
Informatn
media guarantee fund

Tennessee
Valley
Authority

AUSTS

Cash in banks, on hand, and In nslt ....................................................
110
7,sJ
(Fund balances with the U.S. Treasury 0...............-----------------------------------308,0461----Inveftments:
Public debt securities (Par value) ......................................................
------.....
--..... ---...
-I..--....---..... --.....
17,000 ..............
Securities of Government enterprises -------------------------------------------------...............34,360 ....
Upumortied premium, or discount (-) ...............................................
................
................
160 -...- ........
O ther securities ........................................................................
-----------I
28,418
. . . . .I-- - - - -- -I-- - - - - - Advanees to contractors and agents:
agencies.----------------------------------------------vernment
Other ......................................................................
Accounts and notes receivable:
Government agencies .---------------------------------------------------------------Other (net) ............................................................................

8,900 ---------------17,252 ---------------131 ----------------..-------------..
41,934 ----------------

Inventorries .------------------.-----...................--------------------------------Allowance for losses (-) ................................................................

Accrued Interest receivable:
On public debt securities ------------------------------------------------------------On
securities
of Government enterprises ...............................................
O
ther
------------------------.---------------------------------.----------------------....
29.....
Loans reeivable:
Government agencies ...........................--...................................
Other:
U .S. dollar loans ------------------------------------------------------------------536,368
Foreign currency loans ............................................................. ::::::::::::::::
Allowance for losses (-) -----------------------------------------------------------17,814
Acquired security or collateral (net) ------------------------------------------------------127,330
1,300
Land, structures and equipment ---------------------------------------------------------AcRumulaed depreciation (-) .... ....................................................
-3,047
Foreign currencies -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Assets (net) .....................................................................
9,825
Total assets ...-------------................................................
125,036
869, 808
;

•

"'

--

' . .

=

----------------

3I

6

3,159
-857
403

::::::::::::::
..............

-523,685

?-

..........
---

-26,67 5

216
3,340

- ,'

2.392,930

. .

I

2, 75
,i ,

tAltfli
Accounts payable:
Government agencies ---------------------------------------------------------------277
Other
60
10
6
Accrued U%bilties:
Government
agenes ..............................................................
Other---------------------------------------------------------------------------------18
9,160
31
11
9
Advances from:
Governm ent agencies ----------------------------------------------------------------------------.--- - -- --- .............
1..
O t her . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
Trust and deposit lhbilitles:
Governm
ent agencies -----------------------------------------------------------------O other ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bonds, debentures, and notes payable:
208
63
Government agencies
--------------------------------Other:
Guaranteed by the United States. ..............................
,,
Not naanteed by the United States-............................. .
Other liabilities (including reserves)----------------------------------------105
4,512-F ------- 97,
Total libies -....................................................................
490
,13,901
174

20,392

69,686
426

307

8on

100,000
10,470
193,782

619

NE? INVESflIEN?

U.S. Interest:
Interest-bearing investment:
---------------" ;'-'-'-"-c capital stock -------------..-------------------------------------------............
------ ---------------..........----Borrowings from the U.S. Treasury ----------------------------------------------Other-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' 11,770
5&9,778 ';
---"--- --------'.---'-." ""
Noninterest-bearng investment:
Capital stock ...................................
Ap propri tions -------..-------.. ......-- .;--- ' "---"....--...............
Capitalization
of--sets
(net)
-..........
. '--. -.
0,
------------ 1,7W318
O
tber-------------------------".
--.---. . --. . ---. ....
. --. . ...............
.--. . ----.
. . . .
47,171............------------------------------Accumulated net income, or deficit (-)R
----7,971------64;,i093-2,932
Deposit, of general azd special fund revenues (--)---------------------------------s M35,69
-18,199
TOW U.S.
l Interest....--------------------------------------------------....

124,546
85907
Total liabilities and investment -----------------------------------------------------125, M6
86,80
132,517
U.I. investen
...........................................
Accumulatd
net ....income, or
or defici
(-) ..................--"------------..-"
". 7"'-------

920,000
-64,093

t 166

2,199.148

3,340

2,392,930

6,099
-2,932

1,84 ,489
M 659

-7,971
U.S. Investment Including Interagency items ----------------------------------------124,4
855,907
3,166
2,199,148
Interagency Items:
Due from Government Sgencies (-) ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
----------------..----------------461 260
Due to Government agencies .......................................
...
295
9.
...............
22,403
U.8. Investment excluding interagency items ........................................
2,178, 291
124,840
3,116
865,067
Be ootnotm at end of tab, p. 4

2.185
2.75
20.381
-18.199
2,135
6
107
2,442

TABLE

2.---Pubik enterprise revolting funds, Dec. Si, 1961-Continued

I This Agency wag established, and the International Cooperation Administration

and the corporate development loenfund were abolished at the close
of Nov. 3, 1961,
pursuant to the act approved Sept., 4. 1961 (76 Otat.-445), and Executive Order No.
1ows, dated Nov. 3 1961. Development Loan Fund functions and the foreign Invest
ment gurat ifund " were transferred totbis Agency and a new fund for development
loans
= b~~ledl.
=
2 Includes opratine and administrative expenses funds.
4&Included bevinnin" Dee. 31, 1961. (See table 4, footnote 3.)
See table 1, footnote 1.
AIncludes guaranteed loans and certificates of interest aggregating $M95,2,000, which
are held by lending arenes.
Forel'-n
currency a-astA ar Included throughout the table. (See table 1, footnote 2.)
7
Certain corporains and other buiness-type activities that have submitted statements of fiancal 'condition have guaranteed and insured loans which were made by
private
anc-' institutions. These commitments are of a contingent nature and
have been excluded from their balance sheets. The major agencies that have these
contingencies and the amounts are as follows:

SFigures ae as of Jan. 5, 1962
* Valued at coat, estimated If not known.

Amounts, Including accumulated dept-

clation, are to some extent preliminary, and subject to adjustment.
10The assets and liabilities of this fund exclude resources on order of $172,772,000 as

reported by the Post Office Department.
" Represents the equity of the U.S. Treasury In this fund.
" Represents purchase money mortgages formerly classifled as other assets (see
footnote I at the end of table 7).
"Includes unrealized purchase discounts amounting to $6,65000.
1Includes reserves and unrealized equity In the assets of the Defense Homes Corporation which wr being liquidated by the Association.
"The Federal intermediate credit banks investment fund and the production Credit
wociations investment fund were merged into this revolving fund pursuant to the aet
approved Oct. 3,1961 (76 Stat. 758).
" The surplus is considered by the Corporation as available for future insurance
loses
and related expenses with respect to insured institutions.
7
' Represets accrued interest expense on borrowing from the U.S. Treasury Department on whch payment has been deferred.
AciieIr
2ooujacnd
IConsists of net income from power operations of 85,701,000 and net expense of
Development loans .-----------------------------------------------------$0,496 non-revenue-producing programs of V,042,000.
ArTiculture Department: Farmers' Home Administration: Agricultural
*Less than 00.
credit Insurance fund ----------------------------------------------------216,
613
Commerce Depattwent: Federal ship mortgage Insurance fund...........
377,762
Housing and Home Finance Agency;
Office of the Administrator: Urban renewal fund --------------------820,264
-IOeral Housing Administration ------------------------------------36,383,483
Public Houainv Administration:
Local housing authority bonds andnotes (commitments covered by
nual ntrbuto) ...........--------------------------------------3. 066. 300
Local housinir authority temporary notes (the full faith and credit of
the United States is pledged to the payment of these notes)--6780
Veterans' Administration (June 30, 1961) -------------------------------16,,3 0
Small Busines Administr tion: flevolcine fund ------------------------22,174
Defense production guarantees (various activities) -----------------------115. I36
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The CHAIRMAN. So i understand you to say there is no plan on the
art of the administration, notwithstanding all the talk about these
different kinds of budgets to attempt to change what we call the
administrative budget, and if you did change it, you would have to
borrow money just the same, because if you pay it out you have got
to borrow it, if it is in excess of the revenue?.
So thereis no idea-in mind at this-time to ask the Congress to change
the budget or to submit a budget on any basis different from basis of
I
the administrative budget.
. Mr. BELL. No, sir
isnot.7-Tink it is important to comment
that the purpose sirusing-the purpose ofshowing these other kinds
of figures, the nsolidated cash statement and the national income
accounts is provide a basii or useful thinkin' bout questions of
Federal fip ncial policy.
Our pfesentation o €'t e budget figures in three
erent ways is
intended to make gure ava able -v'nich are usefu in answering
differe t kinds pfquestio s.
Rkl inis a ive budg t figures are
thosewhich ar directly
MRt
the p bli debt.
ey.also are
the
res whic-ar
e
gr
in ei acting ap ropriations
eac year. They are e tiyueful to
execute ive branc in making
Govbrnment.Fand incontrollin
ara

\ pedtres
. -

the" difrent age ies of the

N ne of us ave
though
t,
L doning those figure at all.
T'eCHAIR N.
hairmak(
ooection to that a matter
of inormation, so Ion
it is b.co fsed ith.the bud t on which
we
st-levy txes
e
Bu tth fact t there has
been much
by people i ho ce,,fro the Pr ident down,
with r ect to other kins- budgets hicljvould o cure deficits,.
Iwan
toknowwhf thr you d an
h inmin to change the
type of b get used f
e ed
Government.
Now, the is a myth--you say there is no myt about the debtbut there is a
th with respect to this balan g the budget "over
the years of a
iness cyde." Mr. Bell id when he spoke in
New York on June
The usual present-day statement of the accepted standard is to balance the
budget over the cycle; that is, to have set deficits in years of recession with surpluses in years of prosperity. But this formulation assumes that all business
cycles follow the same pattern, which is far from the case. The standard is
clearly inadequate to deal with the situation such as we have been experiencing

for the last 5 years, a situation in which we have had years of recession clearly
enough, but no years of full employment and full capacity use of-our Industrial
plants. In such circumstances there is plainly a serious question as to what
target to choose budget for policy during the period of economic recovery.

That is the statement that you made in New York, Mr. Bell.
And the record will show that this highly publicized theory of balancing
the budget in times of prosperity and borrowing them in times of
so-called prosperity simply hasn't worked out. I think we have had
a balanced budget five times in the 29 years that I have been in the
Congress. Is that right?

Mr. BELL. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. So there is no justification for saying the budget
will balance out if we borrow now because we have a recession, socalled--sometimes we don't have much of a recession to start deficit
financing-and pay it back if we have prosperity. Actually we have
been borrowing in times of prosperity as well as times of so-called
845-84"2-----4
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recession, isn't that the history? We have had only five balanced
budgets in 29 years.
Mr. BELL. I think there might be one or two comments I can make
on that, Mr. Chairman. First, I doubt if this was indeed the policy
which was attempted to be followed during all that period of time.
During the war years, for example, which are 5 years of that historical
period, of course, the problem of Federal finance was quite different.
Business cycle thinking was irrelevant to a period of wartime. I am
not trying to say that the financial policy that was followed during
the war was right or wrong, but simply that there was a different
situation then from what is assumed in the proposition of trying to
balance the budget over the cycle.
The point I was trying to make in New York was that we have
last
in the
andreally
have had
difficulty
in applying
becausethat
we notion,
have not
had difficulty
any periods
of full
several years,
prosperity in the classic sense of the full employment of the Nation's
work force and industrial plants. And under such circumstances you
are entirely correct, that the policy does not find reality to work
against.
Now, the question of what policy should be applied in a period
such as we have been in for the last several years, it seems to me, is
a very real and difficult policy question. Thus far this administration has, as you know, presented a balanced budget as of January of
this year. And whether that will turn out to be appropriate whether
events will happen as we anticipated then, and whether the policy
will continue to look correct is something that will have to be looked
at from time to time as economic conditions change.
The Chairman. You have got an experience, haven't you, of
about 30 years with 25 unbalanced budgets?

Mr.

BELL.

Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. I am a little mystified by your statement nowand the Secretary of the Treasury when he was here a year ago, he
concluded his testimony by sayingThis statement [of March 26, 19611 by President Kennedy on balancing the
budget over the cycle years clearly outlines our budgetary policy from which
we have never wavered.

Now, you are going to have a deficit this year, and you admit it
to be $7 billion, and my personal opinion is that as a practical matter
it is going to be closer to $8 billion, and you are going to have another
big deficit next year, although you stated in Jaiuary that you would
have a balanced budget with a surplus of $500 million, and if the
Budget Director was correctly quoted in New York, he indicated
great concern that you might have a surplus-is that correct?-and
that if you did have a surplus, it might result in a recession. The
newspapers quoted that.
Mr. BELL. Excuse me, sir. If that was the way it was quoted
in the papers, it was not an accurate reflection.
The CHARMAN. What did you say?
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. Mr. BELL. The concern that we, have at the present time is essentially whether the economy is indeed going to move on up into a fully
prosperous period. This is at this poimt a matter on which economic
observers have some differences. Many business economists and
banking economists seem to feel that later this year we may not experience the prosperous conditions which the President assumed in his
budget presentation. If we do indeed move upward with the income
and product of the country and have economic prosperity, the 1963
budget will be balanced, may be substantially more than balanced.
If, on the other hand. the economic conditions from now on up to
next spring are less favorable than the President anticipated, then
the budget will not be balanced. This is the key question.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any question in your mind about
balancing the budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1?
Mr. BELL. I certainly have questions.
The CHAIRMAN. You think the budget will be balanced?
Mr. BELL. I think it depends on how the economy moves.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the Secretary of the Treasury and you
ought to get together on this matter, because he answered a question
from me in regard to the $500 million surplus by saying that the
President had recommended new appropriations that would eat up
the $500 million or more.
Didn't you say that?
Secretary DILLON. No, sir. I said the recommended new approPriations would just about use up the $500 million, but no more.
d I think that was in the Budget Director's statement.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I quoted you as saying.
Secretary DILLON. I said no more, just about that much'
The CHAIRMAN. Can you furnish the committee a statement of the
new appropriations that the President has asked the Congress to make
in addition to original budget requests?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; we would be glad to.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that in excess of $500 million or not?
secretary DILLON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you got it there?
Mr. BELL. I have it in my head only, Senator. If you will permit
me, I will put it in the record.
(The following was later supplied for the record:)
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Legislative proposalsfor which specific estimates were not included in the 1968 budget
submitted in January
[Amounts In millions]

Fiscal year 1963 estimates.
New obliga.
gational

Expendi.
tures

authority
Allowance for contingencies ------------------------------------------------

$300

Estimated 1963 budget surplus -----------------------------------------------------------

300

Total ..................................................................

$200
463

63

Less legislative proposals already transmitted which were not specifically

itemized In 1963 budget:

Public works construction in distressed areas (appropriation of $600
million was anticipated for 196) .......................................

Extension of temporary unemployment benefits -----------------------

.......-

-259 "

Highway Act of 1962:

104

56 ..............

Interior .............................................................

70...........
107

Agriculture ..........................................................
Trade expansion --------------------------------------------------Other (group practice facilities In health message; Senior Citizens Act;
reduction In adult Illiteracy and numerous relatively small Items)

144

Less amendments to the appropriation ainounts In the 1963 budget:

.M. F. (originally proposed as 196 Item but actually submitted as 1963)..

30

6
83

2,000 ..............

211
45
Atomic Energy Commission .............................................
Other:
23
45
Increases............................................................
+26
+12
Decreases ---------------------------------------------------------Total of cbanges-transmitted legislative proposals not specifically

Itemized and amendments to appropriations proposed in 1963
budget ..........................................................

2,844

Amount of estimated budget surplus remaining .................................

571

92

I Net of budget receipts of $155,000,000 Included In legislative proposal.
I Presidential recommendations for which amounts were not itemized In the 1963 budget and for which
specific legislative proposals have not-yet been traamitted would be covered by this amount.

The CHAIRMAN. You still think that with the additional expenditures that there may be a surplus in the next fiscal year, is that
correct?
Mr. BELL. It depends entirely on the course of the economy and
its effect on receipts to the Government. If the economy moves
forward, as we all hope it will, then the tax system of the country
will yield receipts which would more than cover the expenditures
that we anticipate, including the additional expenditures that the
President has recommended.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the increase in the Federal employment and other budget increases-are they included in your estimates?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; all the increases in costThe CHAIRMAN. You still think, then, that there is going to be a
balanced budget?
Mr. BELL. I am stopping short of a prediction, Senator. I am
saying that it depends upon the course of the economy particularly
during the next 6 months.
The CHAIRMAN. If you are going to have a balanced budget, why
are you here asking for an $8 billion increase in debt?
Secretary DILLON. I explained very carefully, Senator, that the
increase has nothing to do with balancing the budget. It is a reflection of the $7 billion deficit we had this year, and it is due to the
short fall in receipts that is seen there in the first half of 1963, the
lighter shaded bar, which has fallen short of the horizontal black
line which is the expenditure part in the second half of the fiscal year.
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In the second half, the surplus of receipts will offset that short fall,
and we would come out even. It is due to the way our Government
receipts and revenues operate. They are much smaller in the first
part of the fiscal year, and they have this particular high peak or
deficit just before December 15 when we- receive very large tax payments, and we have to have debt flexibility to cover that.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true, Mr. Secretary, that the balanced
budget was predicated on an increase in the postal rates?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any assurance that that is going to be
done?
Secretary DILLON. No assurance except that the President asked it.
The CHAIRMAN. If it isn't done, won't that create a deficit with the
new expenditures that you are requesting?
Secretary DILLON. That is right. That is what we both stated in
our statements.
The CHAIRMAN. What other increased taxes did you recommend,
or did you recommend any, to balance the budget?
Secretary DILLON. There is a big item in what we recommended for
farm price supports, and if those recommendations are not enactedand it certainly looks doubtful at the moment that they will be.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that included in the budget?
Secretary DILLON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BELL. The anticipation of reduced expenditures under the
President's farm proposal is included in the budget. If the Congress
does not enact the President's farm proposal, expenditures for farm
price supports will be higher than those indicated in the budget.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you give a rough statement of what you estimated from tax increases in determining whether or not there would be
a deficit? You have got the postal rates. Now, what else?
Secretary DILLON. The new taxes. I think the postal rates was the
only substantial item of new revenue. We of course estimated that
excise taxes would be extended and the corporate income tax be extended, and we are going toThe CHAIRMAN. Well, the excise taxes were passed by the Senate.
Secretary DILLON. We may lose close to $100 million from our estimate by congressional action on that bill.
The CHAIRMAN. And then the postal increase would be how much?
Mr. BELL. About $600 million, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. So these items may lose pretty close to a billion
dollars, including increased expenditures. If we have to assume that
Congress will make the increases in the postal rates and so forth, I
can't understand why you think there is a possibility of a balanced
budget in the next fiscal year.
Secretary DILLON. What we are trying to say is that if the Congress
adopts the President's program, which is the only way the Chief
Executive can figure when he is presenting a budget, that there might
be a balanced budget. The two things which are important are the
state of the economy, which influences revenues, and the action of the
Congress on the expenditure and tax side. They have to be estimated
ahead of time, and our estimates are based on that.
That is why we said that we were not in a position now to make
new and more refined estimates, and won't be until September, after
the Congress finishes work and we know what happens. And then
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we will as usual in the mid-year review make a completely new estimate which I think will probably be a very accurate estimate. The
estimate we made last October of the deficit has turned out to be
probably the most accurate estimate that has been made in the last
10 years.
The CHAIRMAN. I won't embarrass you by reading the estimates
that you have made in the past.
Secretary DILLON. Those were not formal estimates. The formal
estimates made last October turned out very well, I think.
The CHAIRMAN. There are some formal estimates; and I remember
the President asked me to come to the White House, and he thought
the deficit for last year would be a billion and a half. He called you
up, and you thought it would be the same. But actually the deficit
was $4 billion. I don't think any administration-and I don't confine it to you, it applies to all the administrations I have served
under-has made very accurate estimates about the surplus or deficit.
Secretary DILLON. It is very difficult, because so many things
occur. I want to say that I knew we made some estimates in the early
days, and to point out that we have had better luck in our latest one.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think the crisis in the stock market is
going to have some bearing on profits?
Secretary DILLON. It will have a bearing on profits provided individuals decide to purchase less, or companies decide to spend less for
equipment.
The CHAIRMAN. How much revenue do you get from the capital
gains tax?
S3cretary DILLON. I think the chances are that the actual revenues
from capital gains will be increased by what happened in the stock
market, because there was much greater volume and a great deal of
selling. And there is no way of knowing at what prices these stocks
were originally bought, and it may well be that many of them were
bought at lower prices.
The CHAIRMAN. It depends on whether the seller makes a profit or
not?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. If he has a loss he can carry that forward to some
extent.
In addition, it has been indicated that some companies have been
discouraged from issuing new stocks to put up plant equipment.
I can't see any encouragement in the stock market crash toward a
balanced budget.
Secretary DILLON. No, it is certainly an element of discouragement.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't want to take too much time, but I want
to get to these matters.
Will you state for the record first the Government's current monetary policy; second, the Government's current fiscal policy; and third,
the Government's current budget policy?
I want that because I am confused, and many people are confused,
because we are talking about different kinds of policies relating to the
expenditures of the Government and to the borrowing of money, and
so forth.
,
Now, would you state the Government's current monetary policy?
Secretary DILLON. I would be glad to do that, Mr. Chairman.
With respect to monetary policy, ,the responsibility for this is vested
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by law in the Federal Reserve System. We do expect, however, that
in working out their monetary policies they will work in consultation
with and with full regard for the administration's overall program.
Now, that has been the case in the past, and the Federal Reserve and
the Treasury have worked closely together to evolve an interrelated
program of monetary policy and debt management.
The aims of the monetary policy of the Federal Reserve have been
to keep credit amply available while a significant segment of American
business capacity and American labor remain unemployed and underemployed. At the same time their monetary policy has been directed
to maintaining conditions in the money market, including a level of
short-term interest rates that would avoid or minimize the flow of
short-term funds out of the United States, and would thereby provide
major assistance to the Government's effort to restore balance-ofpayments equilibrium.
In carrying out this monetary policy they worked closely with the
Treasury, because the Treasury's debt management policy is tied in
closely with the monetary efforts of the Federal Reserve. And we
have worked closely together with our debt management to meet our
overall borrowing requirements at a minimum overall cost. And in
doing that we have issued a substantial amount of short-term securities or bills. These bills have also helped to meet a demand, a larger
demand, an increasing demand, for short-term securities, ard have
buttressed the efforts of the Federal Reserve to maintain an equilibrium relationship with foreign money markets.
As far as fiscal policy is concerned, this is a separate matter which
is the responsibility of the Executive to propose and of the Congress
to dispose. Our fiscal policy has been to undertake those expenditures
which are deemed necessary both for defense and for domestic purposes, and only those-as the President pointed out when he first
took office.
Our fiscal policy aims at budgetary surpluses when the economy
operates at full capacity, and a balance when the economy approaches
capacity. That was the reason for the President's submitting a
balanced budget for fiscal 1963 which was based on the assumption of
an economy that was approaching full capacity and not really reaching
it during the course of the fiscal year, but only reaching it at the very
end of the fiscal year.
Now, at the same time, I think it is the President's feeling, the
administration's feeling, that they should not reduce necessary expenditures at a time when revenue receipts are reduced by an economy
which is not operating as it should, when it is either not doing as well
as expected or is actually declining.
Now, basic to such policy overall is an increase in our gross national
product that is at a substantially faster percentage rate than any
increase in tbe debt. This would decrease steadily the burden of the
Federal debt on the people of the United States. That in fact has
occurred practically every year since the war. At the end of the
war the Federal debt amounted to some 128 percent of gross national
product. As of now it amounts to some 53% percent, which is substantially less than half of what it was after the war, and it has dropped
in practically every year except, I think, one. This past year it
dropped about 2 percent.
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I would say that is the outline of monetary and fiscal policy, and I
think it includes Within fiscal policy, budgetary policy. The Director
may have something else he wants to say on that.
Mr. BELL. No.
The CHAIRMAN. One factor that hasn't been considered as it should
be on this cycle idea, is the interest. You pay the interest on debt
whether you are in prosperity or adversity. Now, it so happens that
the interest this present fiscal year would be about $9 billion.
Secretary DILLON. This year that we are running in, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And the deficit will approach $9 billion, approximately?
Secretary DILLON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you admit that it will approach 7?
Secretary DILLON. Seven.
The CHAIRMAN. We will compromise on 8.
Secretary DILLON. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I have been trying to bet you a hat on this for
some time.
Secretary DILLON. This one is too easy, Senator. I won't do it.
We will compare figures next week.
Senator KERR. What do you want to bet a hat on?
The CHAIRMAN. I want to bet that the deficit is going to be over 8,
and I want to bet another hat that next year it is going to be over 6.
If anyone wants to
Senator DOUGLAS. I will take you up on the first one, Mr. Chairman, and I will buy you a good hat.
The CHAIRMAN. What about the second one?
Senator DOUGLAS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. When I go up in the mountains I like to take two
hats with me.
What I am getting to is that for this year we are borrowing money
to pay interest, which means interest compounded. If we didn't
have this interest we wouldn't have a deficit this year.
Secretary DILLON. That is right, if there was no public debt and
no interest to be paid on it.
The CHAIRMAN. I am interested in interest because it is something
that these people who know much more than I do about financial
matters don't refer to much. But when you have a debt you pay
interest on it until you pay the debt. So the other day I looked over
the Federal interest expense and I was surprised to find that since
the Korean war-and that wasn't so far back-our interest has been
$61,700 million. And if we keep it up at the present rate for the
next period, about 10 or 11 years, it will be $90 to $100 billion over 10
years. This is something that I think should have consideration.
That is not a temporary thing. That is not a matter of being prosperous one year and having a slight recession one year, but you are
building up a permanent charge against the Government. And I
believe that those who talk about having a deficit one year and then
a surplus the next year ought to take that into consideration.
Now, there is just one other thing. I have asked you a lot of
questions. But I want to go into this. It has disturbed me very
greatly. As you know, since around 1950 we have lost $8 billion of
gold, it has gone down from $24.5 to $16.4 billion. And $12 billion
is dedicated to back our own currency. We have only $4 billion
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of the so-called free gold. I have a table here showing since 1930 the
debts, the interest, the budget deficits, the value of the dollar; and the
dollar has gone down steadily-I think one year it went up, in 1949
it went up a half a cent. It is now 46.4 cents as compared to 100
cents in 1939.
I shall insert this table in the record at this point.
Federaldebt, interest on the debt, budget surplus or deficit, value of the dollar, balance
of payments, and U.S. gold stock, 1930-63
[From official Government sources)

Year

Gross
public
Interest Budget Value of
debt and on the deficit or the dolguaranpublic
surplus
Jar (by
teed obli- debt (by (by fiscal calendar
gations
fiscal
year in
yeir In
(by fiscal yeir in millions) cents) I
yeir in millions)
millions)

1930 -------------------------------------$16.185
$59
1931 ------------------------------------ 16.801
612
1932 -------------------------------------19,487
599
1933.A -----------------------------------22.539
689
1934 -------------------------------------27,734
767
1935 ..
. ..
..-----------------------------32,824
821
1936-------------------------------------38,497
749
1937 -------------------------------------41,089
866
1938------.
..-----------------------------42,018
926
1939 -------------------------------------45,890
941
1940 -------------------------------------48,497
1,011
Dep'ession years -------------------

-----------

660

1941 .......................................

55,332

1,111

1943 -------------------------------------1944 --------------------------------1945 -------------------------------------1946 .......................................

140,796
2D2,626
259,115
269,898

1,808
2,609
3,617
4,722

1942 -------------------------------------

76,991

1,260

World War 11 years -------------------------

1947 -------------------------------------1948 -----------------------------------1949 -------------------------------------15 -------------------------------------

4,958
5,211
5,339
5,750
21,258

251.........
2 2
259,151
266,123

94.4

+1,119

22,624

80.3
79.0
77.2
71.2

-1,979
-1,859
-2,737
+1, 21

22,388
21,173
20,213
20, 270

-13,073

19-55...
..
.
. ..----------------------------274,418
1956 -----------------------------------272,825
1957 - ----------------------------270,634
198 ..
..
...---------------------------- 276,444
1959 -----------------------------------284,817
1960..
..
..----------------------------- 286,471
1961 -------------------------------------289,211

6,370
6,787
7,244
7,607
7,593
9,180
8,957

-4, 180
+1,626
+1,596
-2,819
-12,427
+1,224
-3,856

Post-Korean war years ---------------------

53,738

-18,836

Total, 1930-61, actual .............

123,141 -266,420

-3,117

62.2
57.8
57.8

S8.3

29 835
295,69

8,998
9,40

Based on 100-cent dollars in 1939.
IExcludes additional U.S. subscription to IM F of $1,375,000,000.
I

-6,975
+463

22,737

+4,567
+1,005
+175
-3,5

21,266
3,532
24,466
24,231

-------------------

53.5
52.3
51.9
51.7

-305
-1,046
-2,152
-1,550

21.756
23346
22,463
21,927

.............................
51.9
51.1
49.4
48.1
47.7
46.9
46.4
......

-1,145
-935
+20
-3,529
2-3,743
-3,929
-2,454

21,678
21.799
22,623
21,356
19,705
19,322
17,550

.................

..............------...........
April

Estimates and latest actual:
1962 ---------------------------------1963 ...................................

-205

..............................

+4,240---

24,358

--

8&3

+754
+8,419
-1,811
-3,122

Korean war years ---------------------------

6,382

$4, 53
4, 95
3,919
4.31
7,856
9,118
10,608
12,318
12,963
16, 110
19,963

-6,159

+3,510
-4,017
-9,449

271,341

+$598
+1,132
+726
+323
+1,140
+1,174
+896
+1,053
+1,482
+1,915
-2,890

-57,420
-51,423
-53,941
-20,676

-21,490

5,613
5,859
6,504

1954-------------------------------------

83.2
91.4
101.7
107.4
103.8
101.2
100.2
96. 7
9& 5
100.0
99.2

-27,642 ---------.--------------------

15,127 -211,109

25,376
252.366
252,798
257,377

Post-World War 11 years---------- ----------

1951 --------------------------1952 ---------------------------------1953 -------------------------------------

+$737
-462
-2,735
-2,60'2
-3,630
-2,791
-4,425
-2,777
-1,177
-3,862
-3,918

Balance
of inter- U.S. gold
national
stock
payments, (by fiscal
(calendar yearin
ye ir in millions)
millions)

1st
quarter

June 15

46.0
-1,904
16,434
.............................
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And coincident with that and the Federal deficits, the gold has gone
out. We had our big imbalance of payments with foreign nations in
1950. That was $3,580 million.
In 1947 we had a surplus of foreign payments of $4,567 million.
And then steadily from 1950 with the single exception of 1957,
when we had a surplus of $520 million. We have had deficits in our
balance of payments. The highest was $3,929 million in 1960, there
was another of $3,743 million in 1959, and another of $3,529 million
in 1958.
And coincident with that, and with the loss of the purchasing power
of the dollar, the gold reserves have gone down. So that today the
gold reserves are $16,434 million as compared to the $24.5 billion
m 1949.
Now, what is being done, or what can be done to correct that seepage
of gold which continues?
Secretary DILLON. A great deal has been done, Mr. Chairman. We
have been active hi controlling the outflow. The balance-of-payments
effect of our own expenditures abroad that we can control--our governmental expenditures, such as defense expenditures to keep our own
troops abroad
The CHAIRMAN.- Now, could you itemize our expenditures abroad?

Secretary

DILLON.

Certainly.

The CHAIRMAN. The troops are how many now?
Secretary DILLON. The gross troop cost abroad, the defense cost
abroad, which includes the maintenance and everything connected
with defense that it costs us in our balance of payments, has been
running about $3 billion a year.
The CHAIRMAN. There are about 750,000 troops abroad.
Secretary DILLON. I am not certain of the number.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you estimate that the tourist trade takes
out?
Secretary DILLON. Our next deficit has been about $1 billion a
year.
The CHAIRMAN. The bill that you got this committee to pass
against their own wishes incidentally, which reduced the amount of
merchandise that tourists could bring in duty-free from $500 to $100has that reduced the dollar outflow?
Secretary DILLON. Yes. The estimate that we got from our
Customs Service is that it has probably saved us between $100 and
$150 million a year in our balance-of-payments deficit and has contributed to moderating the gold outflow.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not very much in comparison to the whole
problem.
Secretary DILLON. The problem is so acute that nothing is inconsequential, and any way we can get at it we do ii .
The CHAIRMAN. We have adverse payments of $4 billion. How
much is the average net loss after bringing back the profits of the
people that put up factories abroad?
Secretary DILLON. The average amount of funds that they are
investing abroad each year, direct and portfolio, is about $2.5 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. You offset that, do you not, with the profits that
come back?
Secretary DILLON. That $2.5 billion is the net amount of long-term
U.S. capital we send abroad to invest and what foreign investors send
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into the United States to invest. It is not offset by earnings from
past investments.
The CHAIRMAN. When American businesses establish plants abroad,
some profits come back to this country.
Secretary DILLON. Yes, but it is not offset, because the profits
would come back even if new businesses weren't established abroad.
The. CHAIRMAN. Then the total of American money that leaves
this country is how much?
Secretary DILLON. You mean the gold?
The CHAIRMAN. No, the total expenditures that you make in
American dollars that go out of this country.
Secretary DILLON. They haven't all been added up, but last year
we had $14.5 billion worth of imports, so money went out to buy that.
We had $5 billion of service imports, so that makes a total of $20
billion that went out. Our military expenditures were $3 billion.
That is $23 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. On the credit side what is the difference between
the exports and the imports?
Secretary DILLON. On commercial account last year we bad a
balance on trade of about $3.2 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. $3.2 billion. Is that the only credit we had got
against these deficits of $4 or $5 billion?
Secretary DILLON. Oh, no. We actually have our service exports,
which include income from our investments abroad, which are larger
than our service imports, and we had a credit there of about $1.9
billion. And our total net balance on commercial services and
exports was just over $5 billion, $5.1 billion. Against that we had
to offset military expenditures of about $3 billion, and against that
we had net military cash receipts of about $400 million, a net military
outflow of about $2.6 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. What is your estimate of total exports?
Secretary DILLON. Total exports or export surplus?
The CHAIRMAN. Total exports.
Secretary DILLON. The total exports, including those financed by
Government grants and credits were $19.9 billion, of which $2 billion,
roughly, were financed by g overnment grants and credits. So
merchandise exports, commercial exports, were just over $17.7 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. What figures were you taking when you gave this
estimate of $5 billion surplus?
Secretary DILLON. That was the surplus on commercial merchandise
exports and on commercial services put together.
The CHAIRMAN. You excluded the surplus food that we sent abroad?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.

The

CHAIRMAN.

That is about $2.5 billion?

Secretary DILLON. I think food and other items financed by
Government grants and credits were $2.2 billion.
The CHAIRMAN. For a long time they were included in the total?
7 Secretary DILLON. Yes. As you remember, we obtained publication-of a table by the Department of Commerce that separated them
out, and they carry it regularly now. That is the table I am reading
from.
F The CHAIRMAN. Suppose the time would come, because of a continuation of this imbalance of payments, when we would not be in a
position to honor drafts made upon us by central banks of Europe
for gold instead of dollars, what would happen?
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Secretary DILLON. Well, I don't foresee any such time occurring.
So I think that is a purely hypothetical question. We are working
to achieve a balance in our payments by the end of next year, and.I
think that we have every expectation of doing it.
The CHAIRMAN. How in the world are you going to achieve a balance of your payments? You have got to achieve it by getting about
$4 billion.
Secretary DILLON. Our overall deficit last year, counting everything, was about $2.46 billion, of which about $2 billion were shortterm money flows. I think those short-term flows will be much less.
Every indication is so far this year that they have been very substantially less than they were last year.
Our basic deficit, excluding those, was only $400 million last year.
I do think that we can operate with the very substantial savings that
We are making in our military expenditures by getting offsets from
other countries. We expect to save nearly a billion dollars as comlared with last year. And with moderate increases in exports, and a
stopping of this private short-term capital outflow, there is no reason
why in another year and a half we shouldn't reach a balance. It is
because our payments have been improving, and improving very much
in this last quarter, that we have lost no gold at all for the last 6 weeks,
which is quite a long period. I say 6 weeks, because this week which
.ends tomorrow we will have no gold loss either, and that will make it
6 weeks in a row.
The CHAIRMAN. The improvement hasn't been constant by this
statement that I have got, and I think it is correct. For the first
quarter of 1962 we lost $1.904 billion, I mean we had a deficit.
Secretary DILLON. No.
Mr. BELL. That is the annual rate.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct, isn't it?
Secretary DILLON. Yes, annual rate, that is correct. That is better
than last year. But the second quarter will be very substantially
better than that. Through May, the best figures we have, which are
not broken down, but they were based on balances at U.S. banks and
at the Federal Reserve System indicate that our deficit for the year
through May was at an annual rate of something under $1.5 billion.
So there was a very sharp improvement for April-May, and there
has been substantial improvement in the second quarter as compared
with the first quarter.
The CHAIRMAN. In 1960 it was $4 billion, practically $4 billion.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like your opinion as to why the European
banks called on us for $8 billion of gold in a period of little more
than 10 years.
Secretary DILLON. I think there were largely two reasons for that..
I think they called on us from the end of 1949 up through about 1958,
when they took about half of it, about $4 billion of the total, for a
necessary rebuilding of their depleted gold stock, so that they could
finance themselves and finance their own trade. This enabled them,
at the end of 1958 to begin to make their currencies fully convertible,
which has of course now been completed.
gold flow was due to the fact that most of these
, Thereafter,
central
banks the
operate on a ratio system where they keep a certain
proportion of their resources in gold *andanother proportion in dollars.
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As they received dollars over and above this ratio, they converted a
portion of it into gold and maintained the ratio, and that took about
$4 billion more through the present period.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think there is any incentive in the fact
that they can get gold at $35 an ounce in lieu of dollars, when gold
costs more than that to produce at least in this country?
Secretary DILLON. Well, the fact is that gold in the great producing
regions of the world, such as South Africa, costs less than that to
produce, because it is produced at a very good profit.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't the average cost more than that?
Secretary DILLON. It is in the United States, but even there, our
biggest mine, the Homestead Mine, is operating at a profit, though not
much of a profit, at $35 an ounce. But certainly all the smaller mines,"
I think, have been closing and have not been able to operate. But in
any recent years they have produced a very small amount of the world
production. The basic part of the world production, something like*
$800 million a year now, is coming from South Africa. It is being produced at a very good profit, and dividends are paid on the South
African gold stocks every year.
The CHAIRMAN. We don't buy that gold, do we?
Secretary DILLON. If and as we buy new foreign gold production
we don't buy it directly. The great bulk of it is sold on the London
market, and it is distributed through the London gold market, and
some of it may find its way to us through those operations indirectly.
But we buy nothing directly from South Africa.
The CHAIRMAN. What has puzzled me, looking at these figures, is
that in the past 10 years we have brought in only $520 million in
gold. In other words, the gold that goes out apparently doesn't
come back, isn't that right?
Secretary DILLON. That has largely been the case. But the situation is improving. We have been able, and I think we will be able
in the future if we can balance our payments, to obtain gold and obtain
it in reasonable quantities.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish I could share your confidence about it, but
we-have lost two-thirds of our free gold in 10 years.
Secretary DILLON. That is correct. That is why we have to balance our payments.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that these imbalances and loss of
gold put us in some jeopardy? I assume that you are doing every-'
thing that you can do to meet the situation.
Secretary DILLON. Yes, sir. One factor, of course, that I am sure
your realize is that in spite of the gold that we have lost we still have
in the United States about 40 percent of the gold in the free world.
The CHAIRMAN. Ten years ago we had 75 percent.
Secretary DILLON. Yes, which was too much.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you regard that as a satisfactory condition?
Secretary DILLON. I think 40 percent is probably about right.. I.
don't think that 75 percent was satisfactory, because it made it
impossible for other nations to have convertible currencies or to have
free multilateral trade in the world.
The CHAIRMAN. Hearings have been held to see if gold production

could be subsidized. As I understand it, the testimony was that.
production of gold would cost $70 an ounce.
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Secretary DILLON. That was a request of the mining interests, tohave the Interior Department pay them a $35 subsidy, on which
basis they thought they might be able to operate.
The CHAIRMAN. You opposed it, and I think you were right
because that would have depreciated the dollar.
Secretary DILLoN. That is right.

The CHAIRMAN,. And here is a situation that we are in. If we
raise the price of .gold we will depreciate the value of the dollar..
Therefore we are in a vise where we can't meet the world market
price of gold if it goes above $35.
Secretary DILLON. If it goes above, which it has shown no signs.

of doing.
The CHAIRMAN. And the only mine that we have, as I understand,
that has any production is in Juneau, Alaska, and in the hearings.
1
which I read it seems the cost there would be $70.
Secretary DILLON. The only good mine that we have is the Homestead mine in South Dakota, and it was still operating
The CHAIRMAN. That is a small production, isn't it?
Secretary DILLON. It is much the biggest we have in the United
States.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is taken up in the commercial use of gold?
Secretary DILLON. That produces about half of all our domestically
mined old.
The 81IAIMAN. Do you think at. any time that we should release
this $12 billion of gold that is back of our own currency?

Secretary DILLON. I believe that the basic reason for gold is as a
reserve for international transactions-and I would hope we would
not have to use any of it for thatThe CHAIRMAN. Wouldn't that be a sign of weakness in the Anierican dollar if we release the $12 billion?
Secretary DILLON. I don't think it would be so looked upon, because
we are the only country in the world today that has a specific gold
reserve behind its currency, and nobody can get that gold from the
domestic currency side. All the other countries and the monetary
funds use gold only as a balancing item in international transactions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Alexander, the president of the Guaranty
Trust, made a speech indicating that that was a possibility. I communicated with him, and he said that he would not recommend it

when the dollar was under pressure. And certainly the dollar is
under pressure with these constant deficits abroad.
Secretary DILLON. We have not recommended it, because it is
an item of domestic controversy here, and we don't think that a
very emotional debate on a subject like that at this time would do the
dollar any good in the world market. That is the reason we have
never considered making any such recommendations.
The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me it would be a great mistake to do
it, although I don't claim to be an expert. But I do think, Mr.
Secretary, that it is a very
at home and abroad. We
reaching enormous figures
balance will be reached, I

unsound situation that we have deficits,
have a deficit in our budget at home
and, while you think an international
am very doubtful about that. There

hasn't been a balance but once in 10 years, and that was with a surplus
of oihly about $500 million, I think it was.
And if ever we would have a rqn on gold-as you know, and why
we ever did it I have never been able to find out, we are the only
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Nation that offers the option of gold or dollars in the settlement of
these accounts with other nations. Am I right about that?
Secretary DILLON. Yes; we are the only ones.
The CHAIRMAN. That was started back when?
Secretary DILLON. That is the reason, Mr. Chairman, that our
dollar is acceptable and accepted throughout the world as the equivalent of gold, and why there are some $10 billion worth of dollars in
the official reserves of other countries and why they are willing to
hold it.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the very point I am making, it is so important and imperative for us to preserve this free gold, which has
gone down two-thirds in the space of 10 years.
Secretary DILLON. That is why we have to put our payments in
order and balance them, and that is what we are trying to do.
The CHAIRMAN. I won't pursuiie this any further except to say that
I think it is of enormous importance. And I think that these large
deficits in our doliestic budget have a bearing on the gold.
Now, the Secretary will remember that. f saw him in Geneva 2 years
ago. Mr. Taylor, from Virginia, was tile Ambassador to Switzer'land,
ani I asked him to have a meeting with the President of Switzerland
and the bankers so that [ could ask them why it. was that they had
asked for $2 billion of our gold in 1958, 1 believe.
Secretary DILLON. 1958.
The CHAIRMA.x. And they indicated that they thought that the big
deficit that we had in 1958 and 1959 of $13 billion, for which they could
see no justification, was a deliberate effort, by this Government to
create inflation. Many people say that deficit spending is not inflationary, and we had long hearings about, it, as you know.
Bernard Bartch said that the most inflationary thing that can be
done is to have constant deficits-and Mr. Martin, the Chairman of
the Federal Reserve-that is what they said about it. And I still
think there is a relation in the minds of people who want a sound
American dollar as to deficits at home and deficits abroad at tile same
time.
Now, I want to ask the Budget Director what he has done in order
to eliminate or reduce wasteful and nonessential expenditures.
Mr. BELL. Well, sir, you are of course familiar with the basic budget
process which we go through each year before the President's budget
is prepared and sent to the Congress. This is a process which is carried
on very intensively through the 3 months of each fall, September,
October, and November.
During that period the proposed budget of each Government agency
is scrutinized very carefully indeed by the staff of the Budget Bureau,
most of whom, as you know, are permanent employees of the Government, and do not change with the administration.
I have personally, now, been through that process in the last 3
months of last year, and there is no question whatever that this process is an effective and strong process which results in reducing the
budget proposals of the diiferent agencies by a few billion dollar.
each year. I am not making any claim that the reduction last fall
was different than has been typically the case. I am sure that this
has been trueThe CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with the Secretary of Commerce,
Mr. Hodges, who said on May 24, that all sorts of money could be
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saved for taxpayers if the Government would get rid of deadwood
on its payroll, and that 10 percent of the employees in his Department
alone were doing jobs started 40 years ago and now are just not needed?
That is his statement. And he is a member of the Cabinet. Was
he right or wrong?
Mr. BELL. Mr. Hodges, of course, knows his Department better
than I do. So far as the Government as a whole is concerned, there
is a strong responsibility which has been placed on each Cabinet
officer and agency head by the President to insist that he does not
carry deadwood or extra personnel.
If Mr. Hodges has identified any individuals who can be reduced
or eliminated, it is obviously his responsibility to get rid of them.
I think the point he was making at the time when that quotation was
made was that the civil service laws and regulations hamper a top
ranking Government official in eliminatingThe CHAIRMAN. Have you ever recommended a change in that so
as to eliminate-does the civil service keep deadwood or unnecessary
employees on the payroll?
Mr. BELL. We have asked Secretary Hodges what changes in the
legislation he would propose, and the matter is under discussion right
now. My own observation has been that a strong minded and determined administrator in the Federal Government can run a tight and
well controlled enterprise which does not have excess employees. I
think the record of recent years in the Federal Government-this is
not apArtisan rflttet', obviously-in nfany respects is very impressive.
I am sure this committee is well aware of many of the figures which
have been made public from time to time. The increase, for example,
in the productivity per person in the Post Office; the increase in the
productivity per person in the Veterans' Administration, and in the
Passport Office, and in many, many parts of the Government. There
are in most agencies quite well organized continuing management, improvement programs which are aimed precisely at the objective of
accomplishing the Government's work with a minimum number of
employees. This has typically meant that as additional jobs have
been assigned by the Congress to the executive branch, the number
of persons in the executive branch has risen less than would otherwise
have been necessary.
It has not resulted in an absolute decline in Government employees,
because the jobs to be undertaken, the work to be accomplished, have
been rising in total.
The CHAIRMAN. At that point are you aware of the fact that in the
budget you submitted on page 41 you estimated that for the next
year the civilian employment would total 2,538,390?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, that is 46,045 over the estimate for the
current year, and it is 131,000 more than the actual employment
last year?

Mr. BELL. Right.

The CHAIRMAN. And you have looked into that, and you think that
is justified?
Mr. BFLL. Yes, sir, we have; we, have scrutinized the proposed increases in personnel with special care
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you give Secretary Hodges a free hand,
and if there is deadwood in his Department, tell him to get rid of it?
He could be an example to these other agencies. When a member of
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the Cabinet makes a statement such as he made, that all sorts of money
could be saved, and they are just not needed, why don't you give him
a free hand to go ahead and reorganize his Department and cut out
the deadwood?
Mr. BELL. I am not aware of any way in which I am standing in
Secretary Hodges' way. I certainly would not wish to stand in his
The CHAIRMAN. If he made that statement and made it publicly,
you are the person that is supposed to be the guardian of the public
purse, aren't you?
Mr. BELL. Yes, we advise the President on the efficiency of management of the Government.
The CHAIRMAN. I also understood that the Budget Director was a
restraining influence on spending, not an influence to spending more
and more.
Mr. BELL. We are certainly not pushing Secretary Hodges to spend
an extra nickel.
The CHAIRMAN. I know you are not, but since he made this speech,
wouldn't you be justified in saying to him, "Go ahead and set up
your plan and the Budget Director will approve it"?

Mr.

BELL.

We have discussed the matter.

What did you say?
We are working together on the objective.
The CHAIRMAN. Is he going to get rid of anybody that is not
needed?
Mr. BELL. We will have to see.
The CHAIRMAN.

Mr.

BELL.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Mr.

BELL.

You will have to see?

Mr. BELL. His staff and our staff and the Civil Service CommissionThe CHAIRM.AN.,. He made this statement on May 24, and that is
a month ago.

That is right.

The CHAIRMAN. And it is a very remarkable statement. I have
been here a long time, and I don't think I have ever known a Cabinet
officer to make a similar statement about his own Department. And
I would think that you ought to just write him, just tell him that if
he thinks there is deadwood and waste and extravagance, and so
forth, to go ahead and clean it up.
Mr. BELL. We haven't written him, but we have proposed to him
that we proceed to review the particular jobs to be done in the Commerce Department, the organizationThe CHAIRMAN. Would you keep this committee informed, because
we are responsible for raising enough money to try to pay these
enormous expenditures, either by authorizing debt, or taxation. Keep
us informed as to what is being done in the Commerce Department
to reduce the personnel that Secretary Hodges says ought to be
reduced.
Mr. BELL. I will be glad to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. And a month has already gone by.
Thank you very much.
Senator Kerr.
Senator KERR. Do you have any authority either to extend or
reduce the responsibility and the authority of the Secretary of Commerce with reference to employment in his Department?
85845-62----Z
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Mr. BELL. No, sir; I do not.
Senator KERR. Is there anything to keep him from eliminating or
removing from the payroll any person that lie has that lie doesn't need,
other than the civil service lws passed by the Congress?
Mr. BELL. Not that I am aware of.
The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Senator KERR. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. As Budget Director you are supposed to recoimend the appropriations to the President, are you not?
Mr. BELL. Senator, the appropriations which we recommended for
the Commerce Department last fall, and which are before the Congress right now, those are the appropriations which seemed to us to
reflect the minimum number of persons who were required to carry
out the Commerce Department's business. Secretary HodgesThe CHAIRMAN. But the routine is to go from the Secretary of the
Treasury to you, isn't it?
Mr. BELL. The Secretary of Commerce.
The CHAIRMAN. The Secretary of Commerce to you, and then you
make recommendations to the President, do you not, when the
budget is submitted?

Mr.

BELL.

Mr.

BELL.

Yes, that is right.

The CHAIRMAN. Therefore you did recommend these expenditures?
Mr. BELL. Oh, yes. I said I did but I understood Senator Kerr's
question to be a different one, namely, whether there was any barrier,
any bar to Secretary Hodges reducing employees whom he found excess to the needs of the Commerce Department apart from the civil
service laws and regulations, and my response was that there is no
barrier that I am aware of, of that type.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you furnish a statement of the increase in
the employees of the Commerce Department?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And the increased expenditures of the Commerce
Department that you recommended.

Yes, sir.

Senator KERR. Did you recommend to the President a larger or
smaller amount for salaries in the Commerce Department than
Secretary Hodges asked for from you?
Mr. BELL. A smaller amount than he asked for.
Senator KERR. In other words, you as a Director of the Budget
approved an amount of money for employees less than that which
Secretary Hodges asked you for?

Mr. BELL. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Are you in a position to tell the committee how
much less?
Mr. BELL. We would have to look back in the record, Senator, I
did not come prepared for this particular question.
Senator KERR. I know. But you are positive that it was less than
he asked you for?
Mr. BELL. Yes; there is no question about that.
Senator KERR. Would you advise the committee how much less?
Mr. BELL. I would be glad to.
(The information requested was subsequently supplied by the
Director:)
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The budget request of the Department of Commerce for fiscal 1963 involved
a total employment by the Department of 33,307 persons as of June 30 1963
This figure was reduced to 31,541 in the budget allowance approved by the
President and transmitted to the Congress in January.

Senator KERR. I really want to ask ou a question or two, Mr.
Secretary, about the debt limit bill. Ks I understood it, the bill
passed by the House makes provision for a debt limit which is different during three periods of the next fiscal year, but as to each period
for which provision is made, it is assumed that there will be a balanced
budget for 1963 fiscal year?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct. It is assumed throughout that
this will be a balanced budget for the fiscal year.
Senator KERR. So that the amount of the debt limit as fixed in the
House bill for the three different periods during fiscal 1963 is adequate
provided you have a balanced budget for fiscal 1963?
Secretary DILLON. Yes, as I have stated, it would be adequate
under those circumstances;
Senator KERR. But only wider those circumstances?
Secretary DILLON. Only under those circumstances.
Senator KERR. So that actually the bill before us is what is required
for the Treasury to be able to handle the management of the public
debt in the next 12 months in providing a balanced budget?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Mr. Secretary, do you determine whether or not
there is a balanced budget?
SecretaryDILLON. No, Senator, I do not.
Senator KERR. Do you have an opinion as to who does?
Secretary DILLON. Y'es. This was decided by the action of the
Congress on the recommendations for expendituresSenator KERR. Would a direct answer be that Congress determines
whether or not there is a balanced budget?
Secretary DILLON. Not entirely, because the revenues depend on
the economy. But those two things.
Senator KERR. I understood that the revenues depend on the
productivity of the economy. But there are no expenditures except
those authorized by the Congress, are there?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct, none.
Senator KERR. So you don't have authority to reduce expenditures
directed by the Congress in the event revenues do not equal those
which are expected either by the executive or legislative departments
at the beginning of the fiscal year, do you?
Secretary DiLLON. I have'no such" authority. I know that on
occasion Presidents of the United States have from time to time
impounded or delayed certain expenditures that have already been
voted, and there v.is always a good deal of controversy about it.
They have done it.
Senator KERR. You lilean that they didn't spend money which
Congress had appropriated and directed that the executive department
spend?
Secretary DILLOIX. Yes.
Senator KERR. And any controversy that has arisen has been by
the Congress wanting to know why the executive didn't spend the
money that the Congress appropriated?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
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Senator KERR. You would be very happy to operate on a less rate
of expenditure if the Congress would make it either possible or
mandatory that you do so?
Secretary DILLON. I would be glad to operate under whatever rate
of expenditure the Congress made, and certainly if it was less there
would be greater ease in managing the public debt.
Senator KERR. Your responsibility, then, is to pay the bills
created by the Congress?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. And if the Cone does not provide the revenue
for you to pay those bills through taxation or otherwise, you only
have the alternative either of having the President refuse to spend
the money, although appropriated by the Congress, or borrow the
money, or be in the position of the Federal Government not paying for
something which it has bought under the direction of the Congress?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator-KERR. Well, I think that makes it a very simple equation.
I will come back to another question or two in a moment.
In the meantime Mr. Bell, has the Congress in its appropriations
appropriated a totai that equaled the recommendations of the Budget
Bureau, or exceeded the recommendations of the Budget Bureau, or
in an amount less than requested by the Budget Bureau?
Mr. BELL. Are you referring to a particular year, Senator?
Senator KERR. While you have been Director-or have you been
Director long enough to know?
Mr. BELL. Yes. I have been Director for something over a year,
during which time one budget, the 1962 budget, was essentially
enacted by the Congress last spring and summer. In connection
with the passage of that budget there was-I don't have the picture
precisely in my mind, but there was a net reduction as a result of
congressional action on appropriation requests in the neighborhood
of perhaps a half a billion dollars below the President's request. On
the other hand, there were in addition a number of instances in which
the Congress added funds to the President's proposals. So that the
figure I used is a net figure. Congress increased a number of appropriations. In the military field, for example, and in the health
research field, Congress added very substantial sums of money to the
amounts proposed. In other instances the Congress reduced the
President's proposals.
And if I recall correctly, the net reduction was in the neighborhood
of perhaps a half a billion dollars.
Senator KERR. So that during thisMr. BELL. We will have to check the figure for the record, Senator.
(The following was later received for the record:)
The expenditure effect of net reductions in appropriations by the Congress was
checked by the Budget Director and found to be substantially correct.
Senator KERR. Is the gentleman that is kind of shaking his head

there of a different opinion?
Mr. BELL. No, he says he doesn't remember.
Senator KERR. SO that as your best memory indicates, insofar as
the deficit may be for this current fiscal year, if it exceeds $500 million
it exceeds the request of the Budget Bureau by that amount?
Mr. BELL. I am not sure I follow that, Senator.
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Senator KERR. Well, Congress, you say, appropriated an amount
equal to $500 million less than the total recommended by the President
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. The deficit for the current year was estimated,
of course, after Congress completed its action. The deficit, in other
words, might have been as much as $500 million more than that,
more than the amount we now estimated, had the Congress enacted
precisely what the President had recommended.
Senator KERR. The Secretary of the Treasury, I believe, estimated
roughly that the deficit of the fiscal year ending the 30th of this month
will be about $7.25 billion.
Mr. BELL. We estimate that it will be about $7 billion. In order
to be conservative in his calculations of the debt, he took $7.25 billion.
Senator KERR. But your estimate is that it will be about $7 billion?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. That is by reason of the fact that Congress appropriated that much more money than the Government collected from
taxes and other revenue sources?
Mr. BELL. Yes, that is right.
Senator KERR. Now, if the Congress had appropriated the amount
recommended by the President, the difference would have been
between a deficit of $7 billion as you expect it to be and $7.5 billion?
Mr. BELL. At the most; that is right.
Senator KERR. So that if you take full responsibility for that part
of the expenditures which Congress and you both agreed upon, and
the figures as they would be if Congress had appropriated the amount
that you agreed upon, the difference in the deficit would have been
about $500 million?
Mr. BELL. The reason I say at the most, Senator, is that it might
very well have been less, because after Congress completed its action
last year and the various other facts were known, such as the anticipated crop yield for last summer's agricultural season, and so on, the
President instructed his Cabinet officers and agency he ads to reduce
expenditures where they could below amounts authorized by the
Congress. And in a number of cases that was done.
Senator KERR. Well, was there enough of such action taken to
offset the $500 million differential?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir. So that actually if the President had authorized the spending to the extent that the Congress had approved it,
we could easily have had a deficit that is in the neighborhood that
Senator Byrd is talking about.
Senator'KERR. Well, then, the fact is that the President and the
executive department has spent less money than the Congress
appropriated?
Mr. BELL. That is correct.
Senator KERR. And your present estimate is how much less?
Mr. BELL. Well, the story is a little complicated, and I don't want
to make any undue claims. Some of the reductions and expenditures
,elow what the Congress approved--

Senator

KERR.

Appropriated?

Mr. BELL. Appropriated-had nothing to do with economy moves.
n the military field, for example, there was simply a difference of
udgment as to what was or was not required for the national security.
)ther reductions which were made'were simplffor economy reasons
nd rbresented the deferral of activities which
i h a* well .wia*rnte 4
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and would be in the national and the public interest, but which, because of the size of the deficit, the President felt could be deferred for
a time, andperhaps undertaken in a later year.
Senator K ERR. The question that I would like for you to answer is
a very simple question. The executive department has actually spent
less than the Congress appropriated and authorized?
Mr. BELL. About a bill ion dollars less.
Senator KERR. About a billion dollars less. Now, reference has
been made to the value of the dollar in 1933. Do I understand from
this table that the chairman had, that he indicated that the dollar
had been at its highest value in 1933 during the last 32 years, at which
time it was worth 107.4 cents in relation to its value in 1939, is that
what the table shows?
Mr. BELL. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Can either of you gentlemen advise the committee
how the value of the dollar could be restored to 107.4 as it was in 1933.
Secretary DILLON. The only way to do that, Senator, would be to
reduce the prices of goods in the United States by something over 50
percent.
Senator KERR. As a very simple answer, wouldn't it loe correct to
say that you would have to reduce the value of commodities .ad labor
and services to what they were in 1933?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. There is no other way to do it, is there?
Secretary DILLON. That is the only way; yes.
Senator KERR. So that if we wanted a dollar worth as much in
relation to its purchasing power and in relation to 1939, as the dollar
in 1933, it would be a very simple process to reduce the value of
commodities, agricultural products, labor, congressional salaries, the
salaries of the porters, the fees for all services rendered by lawyers and
doctors and nurses, optometrists and others, to what the prices were
in 1933?
Secretary DILLON. That is right; that is the only way; you would
have to deflate prices to the extent they have been inflated.
Senator KERR. In other words, the value of the dollar is a relative
thing?
Secretary DILLON. Relative, that is correct.
Senator KERR. And another way to say that the dollar is worth
less would be to say that labor and commodities are worth more?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. And you can say it either way with equal accuracy.
Secretary DILLON. I think that is correct.
Senator KERR. So if we want to restore the value of the 1933 dollar,
all Congress has to do is to pass the laws that would bring about a
situation where labor and agricultural products and congressional
salaries and all other things for which people pay money could be
purchased by people with money at the same figures and at the same
rates and at the same level at which they were available to them in
1933?
Secretary DILLON. And persuade the President to approve them.
Senator KERR. Congress and the President together.
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator KERR. If the people decided they wanted that done, all
they would have to do would be to elect the Congress and the President
that could do that for them?
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Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams.
Senator WILLIAMS. Carrying that to the extreme the other way,
then the way to restore full prosperity so that everybody would be
happy would be to just do the direct opposite, wouldn't it achieve full
prosperity if we were to double wages, double all services, and cut the
value of the dollar one-half again?
Secretary DILLON. Not necessarily at all.
Senator WILLIAMS. I agree not any more than the proposals made
by the Senator from Oklahoma?
Senator KERR. I want to correct the Senator from Delaware. I
did not make a proposal. I don't want to put it back to where you
boys had it in 1933. The Senator from Delaware said all you have got
to do is the opposite of the proposal by the Senator from Oklahoma,
and the Senator from Oklahoma didn't make a proposal, he asked a
question. And I want it plain that I do not want it put back where
they had it when we had the party in 1933.
The CHAIRMAN. When Roosevelt came into office in 1933 the dollar
was 107.
Senator WILLIAMS. You used the value of a dollar in 1939. Who
was President during that period?
Secretary DILLON. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Senator WILLIAMS. And he was not considered such a reactionary,
was he?
Secretary DILLON. I don't think he was particularly reactionary.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, ',r. Secretary, the suggestion has been
made that Congress is responsible for the expenditures, and that you
merely finance the debt to raise the money to pay it. I might say
that ISecretary DILLON. I think that is entirely accurate as far as the
Treasury Department is concerned. The President, of course, shares
the responsibility with the Congress for appropriations, because he
makes recommendations.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am in agreement with that, but I am just
establishing that as a point. But if it is Congress' responsibility to
act on these appropriations, then Congress must, as it has been pointed
out, accept the responsibility for having appropriated, authorized the
expenditures of the money which creates the $6 billion or $8 billion
deficit which you are going to have in 1962 fiscal year, is that not
correct?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. And if we have a deficit in fiscal year 1963 it
will result from expenditures which are passed and approved by the
Congress during the suggested 3 to 4 weeks here for your budgetary
requests, is that correct?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, if Congress does not want the expenditures that result in this deficit, then we should cu those budgets by
10 percent, and we could save $8 billion or $9 billion, is that correct?
Secretary DILLON. If the expenditures estimates, which are about
$93 billion, were all cut by 10 percent, you save $9 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. Of course, you can't cut all of them, there is
the interest on the debt and certain factors in there which both you
and I realize cannot be cut. But by a 10 percent cut on those items
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items which could be cut we could achieve a deficit reduction of $5
billion to $6 billion, could we not?
Secretary DILLON. Yes; if you included defense in that category.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, to what extent would you go along with
the Congress in making cuts in the proposed budget for 1963? Would
you endorse Congress cutting some of these items?
Secretary DILLON. Well, the President has made his recommendations, and those are the amounts that he has recommended.
Senator WILLIAMS. I am aware of the President's recommendations.
I am asking you, as Secretary of the Treasury, would you recommend
it?
Secretary DILLON. I was agreeable to that budget when it was submitted, and we have to see how it is handled as a whole. I think it
was a proper budget.
Senator WILLIAMS. I repeat the question. Would you endorse
Congress making any cuts in the budget request for 1963?
Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Chairman, I don't think this is a question
to be asked of the Secretary of the Treasury. It is not his responsibility. He is here to testify, it is a Presidential responsibility, he can
write to his Congressman if he wants to express his views, but I don't
think he should be called on to make a statement on this.
Senator WILLIAMS. If it is going to embarrass him I will withdraw
the question, but he is the man that is going to spend the money, and
he seems to have some recommendations, and he was very frank in
assessing the responsibility to Congress, and I agree with him in that
assessment, but he must have some opinion as to the wisdom of
Congress in appropriating the funds. But if he does not have an
pmion
Mr.
Bell.I will direct my question to the Budget 'Bureau Director,
Do you think that Congress would be responsible if they made a
few cuts in the President's 1963 budget request, or do you think they
should be enacted as proposed by the President?
Mr. BELL. As you indicated, it is the responsibility of the Congress
to reach its own decisions on these matters. As far as the decision of
the President is concerned, both the Secretary and I participated in
it as adviser to him, his recommendations are before the Congress,
and they stand as the President's recommendation.
Senator WILLIAMS. And you are not recommending any cut whatever?
The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator yield at that point?

Senator WILLIAMS. Sure.

The CHAIRMAN. The President in his midyear budget review last
October 26 estimated revenue for the current'fiscal year at $82.1
billion, expenditures of $89 billion, and a deficit of $6.9 billion. In
his statement at that time he told his Cabinet members and Department heads it would be necessary "to defer or limit increases in many
programs which in more normal times would be thoroughly desirable,
and to shift present staffs and resources to the maximum extent from
the lower priority work to higher priority."
Is that order still in operation?

Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. What has been the result of it? He said it was
necessary to defer a limit increase in many programs, which in more
normal times would be thoroughly desirable, and to shift present
staffs, and so forth.
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Mr. BELL. This was the point that Senator Kerr was asking about
a few minutes ago, Senator. Trhe figures which appear in te midyear
review dated last October already reflected substantial reductions in
the expenditures which would have been possible under the authority
enacted by the Congress. So that the expenditure estimate whicb
you have just cited already reflected a number of important decisions
of the kind you are just now referring to. Since that time the Cabinet
officers and agency heads have continued under the injunction that
you have quoted, and the expenditures in many cases which have, in
fact, been made or are being made during this fiscal year are reflecting
improvement in efficiency, and deferrals of activities where that can
be done appropriately, in the judgment of the Cabinet officers and
agency heads concerned. ,As I indicated in my own earlier statements,
the present figures are mbout a billion dollars less both on receipts fnd
on expenditures thanifhe ones you have just cited,' leaving the niet
,4
balance at about $7 billion of auticipatod deficit.
The CHAIRMAN. This statement said the deficit wold be $6.9
..
billion. Has that been changed?
iovoj wag, almost exactly $7
Mr. BELL. TheiJanuary figure) I
/ t
billion.
The CHAIRMAN . What I am asking ts,the order in which the President indicated that it would be 4ece sary to defer orliknitjncreases in
the many progranis, and so forth; tat ig Still: iW d~istence?
Mr. BELL. It i4, sir.
The CHAI RMAN.", Now, in View of your preset estuinateof the deficit
on Saturday, Jun 30, Mr. 13udget Directoi- l~p(v nuch expenditure
or reduction has resulted frohin that order?-,-,--We Will have to recess
I don't expect yoti to answer that ofqhan^i.
/
1
now until 2 o'clock, if that suits ypuf'1
Mr. BELL. I alread' gave part,of-that answer to Senator I~rr.
Before the original estimate o $88,985 iiflioAi was made, there had
already been a reduction in the neighborhood of a billion dollars.
The CHAIRMAN. Be prepae to answer these questiojat which I
hand you when you come back at2o'clock, if you can ' I am sorry
we have to make it at 2, but the Ways and Meaifi7 Committee wants
to have a conference on the tax bill.
The committee will recess until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 2 p.m. the same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator Williams?
STATEMENTS OF DOUGLAS C. DILLON, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY, AND DAVID E. BILL, DIRECTOR OF THE BUREAU
OF THE BUDGET-Resumed
Mr. BELL. Senator, the chairman asked me a question just before
we broke for lunch.
The CHAIRMAN. Suppose you read the reply. Is that the inquiry
I made?
Mr. BELL. This is the inquiry; yes, sir.
85S4&--6--
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The CHAIRMAN. All right, read it.
Nr. BELL. The chairman quoted from the President's midyear
budget review of last October and asked how imcli expenditure
resulted from the President's instruction then that each agency head
should defer or limit increases so far as lie could.
I started to say, just as we broke up, the reductions which were made
in response to the President's instruction were reflected in the figures
made public in October, and the amount of the reduction is roughly
in the neighborhood of $1 billion, so that had the President's instructions not been issued and followed, the budget deficit predicted at that
time would have been in the neighborhood of $8 billion instead of in
the neighborhood of $7 billion as it was.
The question that the Senator asked went on to inquire whether
the President's instructions of last fall are still in effect.
They most certainly are.
During the fiscal year 1962, it has been the continuous responsibility of the Cabinet officers and agency heads to carry out the
President's desire that they defer less important activities wherever
they can and improve the efficiency of their activities.
I have one or two illustrations that might be of interest to the
committee.
During the present fiscal year, for example, it has been found
possible for the Defense Department to revise its requirements for
aviation spare parts, and the net saving, as a result of this, is on the
order of over $100 million.
This saving during the present year was taken into account and a
good part of it resulted in reducing supplemental appropriations that
otherwise would have been necessary-for example, for the atomic
testing program.
Moreover, also in the Defense Department a new centralized supply
and procurement agency has been established, the Defense Supply
Agency, which is expected to make substantial savings in the supply
operations of the Defense Department, as Senator Douglas is very
well aware, and we will be reflecting these savings, have already
reflected some of them in the 1963 budget.
And, as they occur, we will be alert to take advantage of them
during the execution of the 1963 budget.
The Senator's question also asked how the order was followed up,
the President's order was followed up, after it was made.
I think the general point can be made that we followed it up at
that time most intensively by thoroughgoing discussions with each
agency of their plans for the fiscal year 1962. We will do the same
thing again after the Congress has completed action on the 1963
budget, to make sure that, as the spending program is actually carried
out during the fiscal year 1963, the President's instructions are going
to 'be followed.
Does this respond to the question, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Bell, in submitting the budget for fiscal
year 1962 as submitted in January 1961
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir?
Senator WILLIAMS (continuing). What were the estimated budget
receipts and the estimated expenditures as reported to the Congress
in that first budget?
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Mr, BELL. In January of 1961?

Senator WILLIAMS. 1961, as submitted for fiscal year 1962.
Mr. BELL. As submitted by President Eisenhower?
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, both.
I was going to ask you the question both as submitted by President
Eisenhower and as submitted by President Kennedy.
Mr. BELL. As submitted on January 16, 1961, the estimated total
receipts for the fiscal year 1962 were $82.3 billion, and estimated
expenditures were $80.865 billion, $80.9 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. What were the same figures in the budget as
submitted by President Kennedy for that same fiscal year?
Mr. BELL. President Kennedy submitted a series of proposals which
did not constitute a completely revised budget document.
Senator WILLIAMS. You would not have comparable figures, then,
for that, is that correct?
Mr. BELL. Well, I can give you figures. They were summarized
at two or three different times.
Senator WILLIAMS. I will direct my question in this way, then:
What was the actual receipts for fiscal year 1962?
Mr. BELL. Of course, the actual figures, we are still I week from
the end of the year-Senator WILLIAMS. That is right, but you should have them
reasonably close.
Mr. BELL. That is right.

Senator WILLIAMS. What are they?
Mr. BELL. The current estimate for receipts in the present fiscal
year is about 81, a little over $81 billion, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. A little over 81?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. Receipts were down about 1.3 billion less than
the estimate then, is that correct?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is the estimate.
Mr. BELL. About $1 billion, Senator. I am not giving it exactly.
I do not have figures before me that are precise to the $100 million.
Senator WILLrAMS. For fiscal 1962, receipts are expected to be
about $1 billion less than the original estimate?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; that is correct.
Senator WILLIAMS. Now, the expenditures as recommended in the
first budget were how much?
Mr. BELL. They were about $81 billion, and they are now estimated
at about $88 billion.

Senator WILLIAMS. About $88 billion.
In other words, the receipts were about $1 billion less than the
original estimate, and, to that extent, $1 billion of the deficit would
be accounted for by less income than had been anticipated?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. And the expenditures were about $7 billion
higher, and $7 billion of whatever the deficit may be will be as a result
of the increased expenditures during fiscal 1962; is that correct?
Mr. BELL. That does not add up right, Senator, because the deficit
is only $7 billion.
Secretary DILLON. The original document proposed a surplus.
Senator'WILLIAMS. Yes.
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Mr. r
Yes.
Senator \mIAt.\ts. Ili otler words, eXplnditures had been iiicreased
7 Iillioi over tile original estimate?
.Ir.13'b,. 'Yes, sir.
Senator WI LLIA.MS. And tile incomiie has dropped about $1 billion?
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator VILLIA.S. I point that out to confirm what was said
earlier:

That this deficit with which we are going to be confronted here on
June the 30th results largely from increllsed expenditures during the
past 12 months rather than from a reduction or an overestimation of
revenue.

Mr. BELL. That is righit.

It is, of course, true, Senator, as you know, that the total volume
of business, of income, of production in the economy will be affected
or has been affected during this year by the Federal budget, and, insofar as the recovery has been stimulated by the planned deficit in the
Federal budget, the receipts of the Government are substantially
would otherwise
have been.
higher
thanisthey
But this
an indirect
effect through
the impact of the budget, on
the economy.
Senator WILLIAMS. YOU Used the word in that statement, a
"planned deficit."
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMs. Do I understand that this deficit with which we
are now being confronted was deliberately planned and something
that. you not only anticipated but that you planned for this deficit?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
A deficit was planned for the fiscal year 1962 deliberately as an antirecession measure just as the deficit in 1959 was planned as an antirecession measure at that time.
Senator WVILLIAMS. I disagree with the 1959 planned deficit. But
am I correct, in my understanding that the $1.5 billion surplus which

wias estimated in the original budget was deliberately done away with
and, in turn, converted into this $7 billion deficit, deliberately and ats
a part of a planned program?

Mr. B:LL. The anticipated-Senator WILLIAMS. May I ask:
Is that, what you-Mr. BELL. I in answering you, sir.
The anticipated surplus, as presented in the January 1961 budget,
turned out on close examination not to have been a real one, but, as
we assessed the matter in 'March of that year, it was plain that there
would have been no surplus, had there been no change in the expenditure program.
Senator W'ILLIAMS. That is right.
Mr. BELL. So that the accurate statement of the budget, as best
we could estimate it in March, showed that there would, in fact,
have been a deficit under any circumstances.
But it would have been a small one.
And tle additions on the expenditure side were made deliberately
and proposed by President Kennedy because lie considered that a
number of Government programs needed to be increased and carried
out at higher levels, notably defense, space, and various others.
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Now, ia(i tit' e'('o1o)
lie ill
I
a strong positionn ntl(I
tite 'residrt
had felt it rrecessa 'y,itsIi (id, to re'o iineidd llvighr expelndituires,
obviously i(would t itn.
have Il>cl imnpelledI to rcollili(ellfladditioio
Taxes to (ot'r
those Irigher t'xl)edlIiltres.
Sin'e tile e('OllOllly, lliowVve', ws ilaI W('k
itio1I- illdeed, we
were at tile )ottom of a re('esisol illFl)'11i\v of' 1,9--t1 (,le
Presidenit

COnlsidered that it was proper a ndI wise lisea1l policy not to p;,i'ojs'
'I(1(itiolull taxes to ('over,' (hI a1(ditionl ex l)er iitires
whih le regtirdel as niecessary, to ileet tiie countiv's lileeis.
In Irat sense, it is elii 'el,v orrect, illil iv opiliorl, to siy thalt lhe
Pres ,ilt
accel)te(l t(e dhsirability of' a deficit li drricthose eircuilstaclles, l)irg iin a re('essiollI 11( coisi(lering thItt expedI(liture illc1reaises ''ere)roper• and
lppirOl)riateto Inet it(
liei(s
of' tile c'otilti v.
This is what I Ine'lt I)b"
tie phrase, the slho'tln l)hrase, "it iii red
deficit."
Serlatoi rLrI.Ms. As I restilt of' this pluanred deficitt duiiring tit
past 12 months that isbehind us. 1111d looking backward, (10 von think
peen you think our economy is bouncing
a greaI achievereritlo
it has

along better, as a result of' this l)lanned deficit, o (o -ou think it has
slipped?
MIr. BEL', Tle ecoOnily lbas come back very strongly front the
recession low of' Februarv 1961.
The figures, the quarterly figures of tile increase in gross national
product are very Impressive.
We were at about $500 billion annual rate in the first quarter of

calendar 1961, gross national product.
The second quarter figures for tile present calendar r year that will

be available in a week or so will probably show an annual rate between
$550 billion to $560 billion, and this is a ver, sharp recovery frorm the
recession wicl was in effect when the President cane in.
I certainly would not argue that the deficit in the budget has been
the only co'itributor to the substantial recovery that has occurred.
but, I would say that. it did help; it was pl)oper un(ler those circuriistances to run a deficit, if it was necessary, as the President believed
and as the (ongress concurred, to increase expei(litures.
Senator WILLIAMS. In the fa('e of this substantial improvement to
which you refer and this booming economy, ]tow (o you associate
that with what is happening ini te stock market to(lay?
M'. BELL. 1 1rn certainly 0no
expert on the stock iniarket, Senator.
SeIator WILIAMS. Well, as tin expert on finances?
Mr. BmI, It has been my understanding that tile principal explaniation given by everyone, well, by most of tile peoplIe who watch
these iiatters closely in New York as well as in Washington, is that
the stock market values were at air unduly.high level.
Stock's w'I're 20 to 25 tiles their eviriiiiigs, and ihese are levels
wlhlih could only be sustained were there the anticipation of inflation,
of continuous rises ill
tie l)rie level in tie ('onOIin .
As it beanie cleh,
't
hat there wvas not going to he i continuing inflation, it was necessary, it was only natural that tie stock Iices
faced a 1readjustiruent.
This is obviously not an exl)lanation as to why they f'ell by a certain amount on any particular day, but this is certainly a signifir'ant
element in explaining why there has been a substantial drop since

ielevels of last fall.
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Senator NWIr,.lAM5s. As one who und(rstlands the reasonaibleness
of your explanation and certainly cannot question it, but wlin dis-

turbs me is my recollection of 1929 when Herbert Iloo%-er said the
samie thing.
N11'. BELL. I have not looked ip wlat NIr. Hoover said in 1929.
Senator WILI.MS. I will not push tlit, but, I thiink we got the
saine explanations, and I do not know ahout the conditions, but t lit

tle market was too high and that it had to have anl adjustment.
Nir. BmL. I take it we l)oth hope that what followed then will not,
follow now.
Senator
I am not suggesting that, it would, but I am
I1nLL[..s.
suggesting thai that is pretty mnuh tie saliie exl)lilaiion.
In your spweeh, Mr. Bell-and )erhiaps tile moral of this is we should
not irake too iiaony speeches, but we all listen to theni-I anr going
to quote:
Today there is an equally clear consensus that balancing the budget each year
is not the proper standard to follow.
Now, do you think there is anything improper about a standard of
trying to balance the Federal budget?
MIr. BELL. "Each year," sir, are the keywords in that sentence.
Senator WIr,LIAMs. Which year would you propose that we (10
balance the budget?
You proposed it last year? You had a planned deficit, sir.
Now, in the projected next year, (1o you suggest we should balance
the budget next year, or (1o you think we ought. to have a deficit in
fiscal year 1961?
BELL. 1963, sir?
Senator WILLIAMS. 1963, 1 mean.
Mr. BELL. The budget that the President presented in January
was a balanced budget on the assumption that the economy would
rise, as Secretary Dillon said this morning, to a level of full employment, defined as 4 percent unemployment by the end of the fiscal
year.
If that, in fact, is what happens, we will have a balanced budget
in the fiscal year 1963.
I think we would go further and say that in a year in which we have
4 percent, unemployment or less throughout the budget year, we
would think that it would be desirable to budget for a substantial
surplus, not simply for a balance, Senator.
I think that is the basic answer to your question.
Senator WILLIAMS. You would recommend a surplus be created
only inyears in which you have a 4 percent or less unemployment?
Mr. BELL. In which we have high employment both of the work
force and of the country's industrial capacity. There are additional
circumstances which would have to be taken into account, depending
on the circumstances of the time.
For illustration, right after World "Warl1 the budget, by and large,
was planned for surpluses, and surpluses were achieved in most of
Mr. Truman's years, as you vill recall. But the surpluses were not
large enough to offset the very great accumulation of liquid purchasing
power which had been created during the war, and, in consequence,
those were years of budget surpluses but also years of price inflation.
In consequence, I would think, looking back, that tire policy I have
suggested here would have called for substantial surpluses in the

{Mr.
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hI(lget in a period like that, even if the unemployment was not absolutely at 4 percent.
Senator VILLIAMS. Using that as a yardstick, in how many years
since 1900 would we have had a balanced budget during peacetine
if we deliberately unbalanced the budget in every year in which there
was an unemployment rate higher than 4 percent?
Mr. BELL. I woull be glad to check the figures.
Senator WILLIAMS. Would you furnish that for the record? I

would be interested.
Mr. BELL. Yes.
(The information requested follows:)
The Bureau of Labor Statistics series of tin employment statistics starts in 1929.

Since then, the peacetime calendar years during which unemployment was 4 percent or less were: 1929, 1946, 1947, 1948, 1951, 1952, and 1953, a total of 7 years.
In addition, 1unemployment was below 4 percent during the war years 1943,'1944,
and 1945. Moreover, unemployment was between 4 and 5 percent in the wartime year 1942 and the peacetime years 1955, 1956, and 1957.

.\[r. dELL. On the other hand, I want it to be clear that I am not
stiggesring quite such a rigid standard as you have just indicated.
Senator WILLIAMs. No; I am not suggesting it.
You have suggested it.
Mfr. BlL. Right. I do not suggest that the question of surplus
or deficit can be settled simply by looking at the anticipated rate of
unemployment. As for the past history of unemployment, we can
check the figures. We will be glad to do so and put then in the record.
SeMtor WILLIAMS. I was just wondering if we did use that-now,
in your statement, you also stateMr. BELL. May I add one point about that?
Senator WILLIAMS. Sure.
Mr. B:LL. I think it would be of interest to note that in recent
years, if I can find my copy of economic indicators here, the unemployment rate has been in the neighborhood of 4 percent in 1955,
1956, 1957.
It has not been that low since 1957, but 4 percent unemployment
is not unusual-that is to say, we certainly have had many years in
which that level of unemployment has been reached.
Senator WILLrA.S. I realize that, but I just wondered if you would
furnish that information.
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator WILLIAMs. Now, in your statement further you said, and
I am quoting:
The recovery topped out too soon.

I will go back:
This is apparently exactly what happened in 1959 and 1960. Here, again,
Arthur Burns and W'alter lIeler agree the recovery from the 1957-58 recession
sputtered and came to a stop before full employment and full capacity was reached.
The recovery topped out too soon, and the decision to balance the 1960 budget,
in retrospect, seems clearly to have been one of the factors that led to the abortive
recovery and the subsequent downturn in the spring of 1960.

Now, do I un(lerstand you figured that balancing the budget in
1960 was a wrong step and it, should have been unbalanced at that
time?
Mr. BELL. That is the conclusion that Arthur Burns and Walter
Holler would agree on.
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Senator iVIrLIAMS. That is yor-Mr. BELL. Well, you know---Senator WILLI.AMS. I am asking you for your opinion.
Mr. BULL. Insofari as I understand the problem, Senator, I think
that is correct.

I am, however, relying oil the judgment of people like Burns and
Holler, who have studied the matter more closely than I have.
Senator WI,,[AMS. Then you said that there were "positive benefits
from a iFeleral deficit in a recession."
Mr. BFr. In a recession, right.
Senator Wirtr.,\its (reading):
Such a deficit can assist in expaniing purchasing power and employment
without leading to intlationi, witness the $12 I)iilion deficit in fiscal 1959 or the $7
billion difieit in the present fiscal %ear, neither of which has been accompanied
any significant inflationary )r('Nsuirv.

4by
4

\XIr. BELL. Righit.

Siia tor WILLAMs. Do you think lie $12 billion deficit in 1959 and
tie S7 billion deficit which we are just going to eni up with for fiscal
1962 is a blessing?

ilr. B'it.r I think I woihl rather regard them, Senator, as a
ieessary evil.
I do not t Iink any of us like deficits. I think the argument I have
male here is that tfiey can have some beneficial effects in a recession.
I would think
into recessions.
whether we have
would prefer not

that our objective should be to try to avoid getting
If we do that, then we (10 not face the question of
to have recessions---I mean deficits, and we obviously
to be faced with that kind of a situation.

Ifwe avoid the recessions, we can and should avoid the deficits.
Senator WILLIAMS. I agree with you oil that point, but what I am
at a loss to iiderstan, though, is: We are confronted with a situation here on June 30, 1962, in which we have the deficit andI a prospective recessio1 )th together.
Now tile defiit, the planned deficit for tile list fiscal year, appal'entlv did riot achieve its objective. Was it too small a deficit?
1)o you Ihink. in looking back, in retrospect, it should have been
(loubl)e?

Ir. BELt. Senator, I personally (1o not think we have the evidence
at hand as yet to answer that question. Our assumption as to what,
was goiig to happen in the economy during the present calendar year
included it number of different aspects, a certain effect from the level
of expenditures and taxation of the Federal Government, and another

part, )robal)Iy the most significant part of the change inthe economy,
the growth of the economy, which we expected would have resulted
front a very strong pickup'in private investment.
We have had a pickup in private investment as compared with

calendar 1961, but it has not been as large as we had hoped. This
is, I think, the most signiificant difference between the economic circunmstances that we projected in January and the circumstances as

they have actually developed through the year thus far.
Ido not know,'I do not have the data in tron t of me to analyze the
reason for the fact that industrial investment has not risen as much
over last year as we hoped that it, would.
There may be other elements in the economy which will perform
better than we had expected in January and which would make up
for that difference in the outlook.
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All of us, I think, are looking, are expecting to keep examining these
questions as the economic indicators of the present fiscal year become
clearer week by week, as we go along.
If at an~y stage it appears that a different economic and fiscal policy
seems desirable, why, it would be our responsibility ta recommend
that to the President.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you.

I will not pursue this further. The chairman pretty well covered
the next question I have to ask. I will merely ask it to put it in the
record.
In speaking of the many different types of budgets, the methods
of computing the budgets, if I understood your answer to the chairman's question correctly, you said there is no plan, nor any thought
on the part of the administration, to change from the administrative
budget as it has been reported to the Congress, is that correct?
Mr. BELL. No, sir.
I think our essential point is that there are different questions to be
asked; there are different issues of fiscal policy to be faced.
Some of them are best answered by using the administrative budget
figures, sonic are better answered by using the cash statement or the
national income account figures.
Consequently, we have regarded the provision of these other kinds
of figures, in addition to those of the administrative budget, to be a
contribution to the facts available for policymaking and not as a
step toward eliminating the administrative budget figures and
replacing them with any of these others.
Senator WILLIAIS. I think it is well to put those other figures in
for comparison, for study, for use in making your plans.
.Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator WLLMANs. But when it. comes to the actual accounting
system, the question of expenditures and receipts, and the question
of our national debt and financing the national debt, as I understand
it, you are going to continue to use the administrative budget as the
best method, is that correct?

Mr.

BELL.

Well, we believe that those are the best figures for cer-

tain purposes.

rhey are the best figures to relate to the changes in the national
debt.
They are the best figures to relate to the actions taken by the
Congress on spending authority in a normal year through the appropriat ions process.
They are the best figures for control purposes within the executive
branch for the spending programs of te differentt agencies.
They are not the best figures when one wishes to try to analyze the
iml)act of Federal financial transactions on the economy.
All the economists of either party agree that, for that purpose the
national income accounts present better figures, more useful figures,
figures which will give us a better guide. So that it is our effort to
provide the accounting information which will be most constructive
for whatever the purpc;-e is that is to be served at, a given point in
time.
Whicliever the questions are, we want to be able to have the accounts and the figures available that will enable it to be answered
most intelligently.
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Senator WILLIAMS. I recognize that each of these reports can serve
its useful purpose.
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator WILLIAMS. But the reason that prompted my question,
again, was again reading your speech, and I am quoting:
The administrative budget, the set of figures normally discussed in Congress
and in the press, is badly incomplete, misleading in thinking, and a confusing
conglomeration of different kinds of activities.

Now, if it is your opinion that the administrative budget is misleading, incomplete, and a confusing conglomeration of different
activities, how do you think the Congress is going to make any sense
out of it when you submit it to us?
Mr. BELL. We hope that we can augment the administrative
deficiencies. budget
figures by additionalfigures which correct those
If the Congress would prefer that we correct them by other means,
by altering the administrative budget, that would be another way to
do it.
This is not our proposal.
Senator WILLIAMS. No.
Mr. BELL. So far as the administrative budget being misleading in
timing, which I think is one of the points that is made there, we do
expect to provide figures on an accrual basis which, as any corporation
knows, are better figures to use for many purposes than cash figures,
the typical figures in which the administrative budget has been presented in the past.
So far as the administrative budget is, as I indicated there, a
conglomeration of different kinds of activities, I think it is our responsibil ity to make plain what is included in it, how much of the budget
represents current outlays for goods and services, how much of it
represents capital expenditures of one kind or another, how much of
it represents loans and so on, so that if we make plain what is included
in the administrative budget, rather than regarding it as a uniform
set of data then I think this will improve the usefulness of the figures
to those who must act on it.
It is misleading, as I indicated, it would be misleading if it were
regarded as a good indicator of the impact of the Federal budget on
the economy.
In that sense, the Federal budget is not a good set of figures at Oll.
There are at least two sets of figures which are better.
So it seems to me the desirable function of the Budget Bureau is to
present the record of the Government's plans and actions in financial
terms so organized as to serve the purposes of those who must make
policy decisions based on the figures.
Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that and I appreciate your effort to
do so.
I was only disturbed that after receiving your budget and studying
it a little bit, to read where you used such strong adjectives in describing that which you submitted to us.
Now, one other question:
The interest of the national debt, one of the big items in the budget
is the interest on the debt?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
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Senator WILLIAMS. What was the interest on the debt in fiscal
year 1962? How much interest did we pay?
Secretary DILLON. Fiscal year 1962 is thisyear.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is this year. And fiscal year 1961?
Secretary DLLON. It will be about $9 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. $9 billion this year?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Fiscal year 1962.
What will it be in fiscal year 1963?
Mr. BELL. About $9.4 billion.
Secretary DILLON. $9.4 billion was the figure for the 1963 estimate.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes. Well, I noticed in your budget you suggested that about half of that increase was to take care of the increased
debt which is as a result of this deficit and the other half is to take
care of the higher rates of interest on the obligations that have been
issued recently.
I put that in the record because we heard a lot said about the highinterest policies once before, and I guess we are going back to paying
more realistic interest rates on the market.
You find, as did your predecessor, I guess, Mr. Secretary, that when
you borrow money, you have to pay the going rate of interest as it is
demanded in the marketplace, is that not correct?
Secretary DILLON. That is certainly what the Treasury has to do.
The going rate of money in the marketplace is somewhat influenced
by the credit policies, monetary policies of the Government as set by
the Federal Reserve System. But the Treasury, when it borrows
money in the market, can only pay the going rate, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do I understand that the Federal Reserve is
raising the interest rates deliberately at this time?
Secretary DILLON. The Federal Reserve System has been keeping
credit fully available on a very generous basis so far and is continuing
to do so as long as there is unemployment and as long as our manufacturing capacity is not being used to the full extent.
However, at the same time it has an equally important duty to help
preserve our gold stock, and on that side it has been operating to see
that the short-term interest differentials stay reasonably in line.
At present, as of today, there is a small advantage to buy British
Treasury bills as compared to U.S. bills by about less than two-tenths
of 1 percent.
That is not significant and money does not shift with that narrow
a margin, but if that margin would rise to as much as one-half of 1
percent, there would be substantial shifts.
So that has to be constantly borne in mind.
Senator WILLIAMS. Speaking of gold, this morning, I think, you
referred to the fact that we had lost about $2.5 billion in gold last
year as a result of the American capital for investment in plants
abroad, was it, or what was that?
Secretary DILLON. No.
I said there was about $2.5 billion that was invested abroad. That
was one of the items entering into our overall balance of payments
deficit.
Senator WILLIAMS. Yes; I understand.
Secretary DILLON. Which also happened to be about $2.5 billion.
But certainly you cannot put too much weight on that one item?
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Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, no. I did not intend it that way.
Secretary DILLON. Now, the gold loss was only about $850 million.
Senator WILLIAMS. I did understand that you had placed some
emphasis on that, point.
Secretary DILLON. No.
Senator WILLIAMS. The reason I brought that up and raised the
question, how much did we receive in dividends from these investments, from our American investments abroad?
Secretary DILLON. Last year I think we received about $3 billion.
Senator WILLIAMS. About $3 billion?
Secretary DILLON. Maybe a little over.
Sentor WILLIAMS. A net gain of about $500 million.
Mr. Secretary, are you going to recommend a tax cut at, any time
in the near future?
Secretary DILLON. We have stated many a time, for the last year
and a quarter, that we intended to submit a tax reform program for
action early in 1963. Part of that, I have stated, I think in answer to
questions of yours at other hearings, would be an overall restructuring
of the income tax rates.
I have stated-that restructuring is reduction as far as the income
tax rates are concerned, and that we intended to broaden the base to
recoup those funds in whole or in part.
The President has since then indicated that the amount to be recouped in this program will not be as large as the reduction.
The 1959-60 experience and again this time shows that our tax
burden, the way it happens to impinge on individuals and corporations, is too heavy and acts as a brake against our economy moving
toward full employment.
So that is one of the major reasons we wish to reduce it up and
down the line, and I think that is generally accepted now in business
circles and among economists and in foreign government circles as
being a worthwhile objective.
Senator WILLIAMS. The reason I asked the question was to see
whether your plans have materialized any further than they were as
compared with the last testimony.
Secretary DILLON. No; just the same.
Senator WILLIAMS. Do you have any idea when schedule F will be
available?
Secretary DILLON. The President announced at one of his press
conferences that it would be available, I think, in 30 days, and at
another he said on July 6. We are working very hard to live up to
that date, and I think we will make it.
Senator WILLIAMS. Thank you.
That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I feel very apologetic about asking you any questions
at all because you have been here now 2 hours and 50 minutes this
morning and 45 minutes this afternoon, and you have been subjected
to 2% hours of questioning.
I hope you will forgive me it I ask a few questions which are designed
to put some familiar facts in a different and, I believe, more accurate
perspective.
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Let me start out, with a couple of personal disclaimers. I am not
enamored with debt as such. I do not think my worst enemy could
accuse me of approving of wasteful expenditures. But I would like
to ask this question to begin with.
In any private corporation, if it presents a balance sheet, does it
present "merely the liabilities, obligations, and debts, or does it also
include the assets?
Secretary DILLON. It also includes assets on one side and its
accounts and liabilities on the other.
Senator DOUGLAS. But in the examination which has been given
to us thus far, the emphasis has been exclusively upon debt, is that
not true?
Secretary DILLON. On Federal debt; that is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is correct.
Now, you are aware of the fact that the Committee on Government Operations of the House of Representatives has put out a study
listing the Federal real and personal property inventory?
Secretary DILLON. Yes, Senator. I am fully aware of that.
Senator DOUGLAS. I hold in my hand, as a Senator once remarked,
a copy of this report as of June 30, 1961, and on page 13 of that report
there is at grand recapitulation of the personal and real assets of the
U.S. Government as of June 30, 1961.
Now, this states that the personal property, total personal property,
owned by the Federal Government as of that date, had a value of
$201,007 million.
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. And real property, $81,925 million.
Secretary DILLON. Also correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or a total of $282,932 million.
Now, these were in terms of original cost, is that not true?
Secretary DILLON. Yes; in general.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in the cases of real property, public lands,
and the rest, for instance, donated or otherwise acquired at no cost,
only $285 million.
If we were to include reproduction cost, the real property value
would be vastly in excess of the $82 billion listed?
Secretary DILLON. I think that is correct.
The major item that is not at original cost is the public domain
acreage which includes mineral resources, and they have been given
some evaluation by the Interior Department. That is the major
item.
The rest are mostly original.
Senator DOUGLAS. As of that date, June 30, 1961, was not the
Federal debt $289 billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. SO that t111e assets, even in terms of original
cost, were approximately equal to the national debt, is that not true?
Secretary DILLON. These assets; yes, that is correct..
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
And if reproduction cost were taken into account, in all probability
the assets would have exceeded the national debt?
Secretary DILLON. At reproduction costs, they undoubtedly would
have.
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Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, those who speak of the bankruptcy of the Federal Government do not take account of the assets
which the Federal Government owns.
Now, may I ask a question about, the nature of the Federal budget.
Do we include in our administrative budget capital investments
which the Federal Government makes?

Yes, sir; we do.

Mr.

BELL.

Mr.

BELL. Yes.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do we include loans which we make, upon which
interest is paid, and upon which the principal is also to be paid?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; we do.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do we include investments in such items as
reclamation where, although no interest is paid, the principal is
returned?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; we do.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do we include capital investments which,
although neither interest or principal is paid, presumably do add to
the productive efficiency of the country?
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, may I ask this:
Will the private business corporations of the Nation include in
their current operating expenditures the capital investments which
they make?
. Mr. BELL. Not in their current outlays. They, of course, include
depreciation.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, I understand.
But they isolate, do they not, their capital investments from their
operating expenses?
Mr. BELL. They do.
Senator DOUGLAS. Whereas in the Federal budget we combine
capital investments and operating expenses?
Mr. BELL. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. SO that the standards which we impose upon
the Federal Government through the administrative budget are much
more severe than the standards which private corporations such as
A.T. & T. impose upon themselves, is that not true?
Mr. BELL. That is correct, Senator.
If A.T. & T. kept its books the way the Federal Government does
in the administrative budget, A.T. & T. would typically show a deficit
every year.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, some months back, Mr. Bell, I asked you
to gather figures on the budgets of major foreign European countries,
Britain, France, Germany, Italy. Have you had such study made?
Mr. Br.LL. Yes, sir.
Excuse me, sir, we did not have it made. It was already being
made under a study cgani.ed by the Brookings Institute.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. BELL. We obtained the figures at your request.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Now, let me first ask:
Does not the United Kingdom separate their capital investments
from their current operating expenses?'t
Mr. BELL. As I understand it, Senator, they make a distinction
between what they call items above the line and items below the line.
Senator DOUGLAS. Below the line consists of capital expenditures?
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Mr. BELL. It is not as clean as that.
As I understand it, they include most of their capital expenditures
below the line, but also from time to time some other items.
Senator DOUGLAS. Most of the capital expenditures are below the
line, is that not true?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; I believe that is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Is not this also true in France?
Mr. BELL. They use still a different distinction but, nevertheless,
they also have a split budget.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.

Mr. BELL. In which some of the public expenditures, some of the
Central Government's expenditures, are regarded as not requiring
coverage by the current revenues.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.

Mr. BELL. It is appropriate to borrow to cover part of the French
national budget every year.

Senator DOUGLAS. What about West Germany?
Mr. BELL. The same.

All the European countries, without exception, so far as I am aware,
have some form of split budget.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, if they were to combine their capital expenditures with current operating costs, as we do, in how many years
would France have operated at a deficit?
Mr. BELL. Well, ths study which was made under the Brookings
Institution, I think, comes pretty close to answering your question.
It was an attempt to put the budgets of the West European governments into the same terms as our consolidated cash statements.

Senator DOUGLAS. Right.

Mr. BELL. And, having done that as well as was feasible the results
were to show that the French budget on those terms would have shown
a deficit in each of the last-well, the figures were from 1951 through
1960, the French budget would have shown a deficit in each of those
years.
Senator DOUGLAS. And it has been in this period that France has
had tremendous economic improvement, is that not true?
Mr. BELL. Particularly the latter part of this period; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now in the case of the United Kingdom?
Mr. BELL. They showed, of the 11 years, 1950 through 1960, they
showed two surpluses and nine deficits by that particular comparison.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in West Germany, I think in West Germany
you could only make the comparison for 6 years?
Mr. BELL. 1955 through 1960.
The first 2 of those years showed surpluses; the last four showed
deficits.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in the United States, out of the 11 years?
Mr. BELL. Five surpluses and six deficits.
Senator DOUGLAS. Are these the proper proportions: that deficits
were incurred in eighteen thirty-thirds of the time in the United States?
Mr. BELL. I guess so, sir. That is in here somewhere.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am reading from page 24.
Mr. BELL. Yes, that is correct, eighteen thirty-thirds for the United
States.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in the United Kingdom deficits were
incurred twenty-seven thirty-thirds of the time?
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Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. In France, thirty-three thirty-thirds?
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in Germany twenty-two thirty-thirds?
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. So that on this basis the United States has made
a better record than any of the nations in the NATO Alliance?
Mr. BELL. It depends on whetherSenator DOUGLAS. On this basis?
Mr. BELL. You used the word "better," Senator. They had
a record showing-the United States had a record showing more
surpluses comparatively than any of these other countries.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am using this term just as my eminent colleagues have used it.
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, is it not true that if we were to use the
European system and isolate out the capital investments, that in
most of the years we would show a surplus?
Mr. BELL. These are figures you have asked us for, Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. BELL. And we have not yet managed to put them together.
Certainly the result would be to show more surpluses than our
system of accounting has shown in the past. I do not know that it
would have turned every deficit into aSenator DOUGLAS. No; when we had a deficit of $13 billion, I do
not think it would.
Mr. BELL. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, we used to hear a great deal of talk about
inflation.
You are acquainted with the monthly economic indicators?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. I would like to ask you to turn to page 24 of
the current indicators.
Probably the best measure is that of wholesale prices; is that not
true?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; that is so regarded.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, if you take 1957-59 as 100, what is the
index as of June 12 of this year, 2 weeks back, a little over 2 weeks
back?
Mr. BELL. 100.1.
Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, the wholesale price level now is
virtually identical, I think we can say is identical, with the average
for the 3 years 1957-59?
Mr. BELL. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. If you will notice, this has been almost constant
during this entire period; is that not true?
Mr. BELL. That is right, for the last 5 years.
Senator DOUGLAS. 100.4 in 1958, 100.6 in 1959, 100.7.
Mr. BELL. 100.7 in 1960.
Senator DOUGLAS. 100.7 in 1960, 100.3. in 1961, and now 100.1.
In other words, during this period in which there was so much talk
about the danger of inflation, the wholesale price level has remained
constant; this is almost unprecedented in the history of the country.
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I do not know that this is anything to cheer. I think the only
period which is comparable is the period from 1924 to 1929. But at
least there has been price stability?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir; that is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. While I know that you are much too polite to
comment on the economic theories of the Governors of the Federal
Reserve System, I hope I may be permitted a parenthetic comment
that it has always seemed to me that Mr. Martin was fighting a
nonexistent dragon.
In the last 5 years he has talked that we must fight inflation-and
there has been no inflation.
As a matter of fact, the index of unemployment has been high
throughout this period.
Now, this morning and this afternoon a great deal was made of the
size of the Federal budget.
I wondered if you would check these figures.
At the end of 1946, the national debt was approximately $260
billion.
Mr. BELL. 1946, sir?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Secretary DILLON. It was $269.4 billion at that time.
Mr. BELL. On June 30.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am speaking of the end of the year.
Mr. BELL. December 31, do you have the figures? I do not know
whether we have got the year-end figures. We have fiscal years only,
unfortunately.
Senator DOUGLAS. I was speaking as of the end of the calendar
year.
I think you will find this in the economic report of the President,
page 269.
Secretary DILLON. Here we have calendar years from 1948 only.
Mr. BELL. Here it is. The Senator is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Page 268.
Mr. BELL. 259.5.
Senator DOUGLAS. Round it to 260.
Mr. BELL. Yes, 260, right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Am I correct that as of the end of 1952 the debt
was $267 billion?
Mr. BELL. 267; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. And that at the end of 1962 the debt was
approximately $300 billion?
Secretary DILLON. 299, right now.
Senator DOUGLAS. 299, yes.
Mr. BELL. In December.
Senator DOUGLAS. 299.6; is it not?
Mr. BELL. In December of the present year.
Secretary DILLON. It is a little under that now. It is about 299
right now. In December of this year it was 296.5.
Senator DOUGLAS. 296.5.
Mr. BELL. December 1961.
Secretary DILLON. Yes; December 1961.
Senator DOUGLAS. I beg your pardon, I am speaking as of the
present moment.
Secretary DILLON. 299.
85845---
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Senator DOUGLAS. Call it 300.
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. As of the present moment.
Now, lamentations have been made about this increase. This
amounts to an increase in 16 years of approximately $40 billion or
roughly 15 percent in the total debt; is that not true?
Secretary DILLON. Right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, what about the gross national product

in 1946?
According to my figures, it was $210 billion.
Secretary DILLON. That is right, 210.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in 1952 it was $347 billion.
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. And as of the first quarter of this year, $548
billion?
Secretary DILLON.
Senator DOUGLAS.
Secretary DILLON.
Senator DOUGLAS.

548.

That was for the first quarter?
Yes.
Now, relative to the gross national product,

what was the ratio of the national debt to that gross national product?
If you take the gross national product as 100, what would the national debt have been in 1946?
Secretary DILLON. 128 percent.

Senator DOUGLAS. 128 percent; what would it have been in 1952?
Secretary DILLON. 75 percent.
Senator DOUGLAS. 75 percent; what was it-what is it now?
Secretary DILLON. About 54 percent.
Senator DOUGLAS. In other words, relative to the gross national
product, the national debt has diminished from a ratio 28 percent
greater than the gross national product to 46 percent less, or, relatively
speaking, it is only about 40 percent now of what it was then?
Secretary DILLON. In balancing it with the gross national product,
that is right, as the weight of the debt.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, let us compare the growth of the national
debt with the growth of other forms of debt.
The figures which I have compiled indicate that in 1946 the total
volume of consumer credit amounted to $8.4 billion, page 266 of the
economic report.
Mr. BELL. Which year, Senator?
Senator DOUGLAS. 1946, $8.4 billion.
Mr. BELL. It looks like 8.5. Yes, that is right, that is the volume
extended and the volume repaid, is it not, Senator?
Senator DOULAS. No; page 266.
Secretary DILLON. 8.3.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, the total volume of consumer credit today

is approximately $57 billion?
Secretary DILLON. Tha is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think the increase will be shown to be somewhere between six and seven times in the volume of consumer credit.

Now, on mortgage debt on page 267, am I correct that at the end of
1946 the total was approximately $42 billion, or, to be precise, $41.8
billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. At the end of 1961 it was $223 billion?
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Secretary DILLON. That, is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or an increase of approximately 5.5 times?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, take the corporate debt shown on page 268.
In 1946 it was 93.5 billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. At the end of 1961 it was 312 billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. An increase of approximately 3.5 times in the
volume of corporate debt.
Now, take commercial and financial debt which is shown in the
next-to-the-last column, 12.1 billion at the end of 1946.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is correct, is it not?
Mr. BELL. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. At the end of 1961, 35 billion, or almost three
times as much.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or if you take total private debt, total private
debt which is shown in the fifth column, in 1946, $154 billion, now
$620 billion.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or a fourfold increase?,
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Total private debt increased to a figure, if you
take 1946 as 100, to a relative figure of 400.
Mr. BELL. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. The Federal debt increased from a relative
figure of 100 to 115?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Mr.'BELL. 115, did you say, Senator?
Senator DOUGLAS. From 100 to 115, increased by 15 percent.
Secretary DILLON. Fifteen.
Senator DOUGLAS. It you take State and local government, which
is presumably close to the people, this same table on page 268 shows
1946, $13.6 billion of debt; at the end of 1961, $65 billion, or almost
five times as great.
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Does it not follow, therefore, that in comparison
with private business, all forms of private business, and State end
local governments, the Federal Government has made a "better"
record than any other?
Mr. BELL. That is correct, Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. And also that it has made a "better" record in
its annual budgets than any of the major European powers, again
using the term "better" in quotation marks?
Mr. BELL. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, if you take the annual expenditures of the
Federal Government, in 1946 what percentage did they form of the
gross national product? Was it not 17 percent?
Mr. BELL. It sounds right, Senator. In 1946, did you say?
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I suppose technically-you are thinking
of budget years?
Mr. BELL. Fiscal years; yes, sir.
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Senator DOUGLAS. Let us take 1946-47.
Mr. BELL. Right. 17.4 percent.
Senator DOUGLAS. 17.4 percent in 1946-47?
Mr. BELL. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. InI the current year what percentage of the
gross national product will our expenditures take?
Mr. BELL. About. 16 percent, al)proximiately.
Senator DOUGLAS. So that there has been a slight decrease in the
percentage of the gross national product which governmental
expenditures form.
Although they have increased absolutely, there has been a slight
relative decline?
.M[r. BELL. Yes, sir; that is right.
They have been approximately stable since the end of the war.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you not think, if we are to have a dialogue
on governmental finances, that of necessity these things need to be
considered?
,NIr. BEL. I certainly do, Senator, and the point you have been
making about the national debt and about Federal expenditures in
relation to the gross national product, we have attempted to emphasize
both in the 1962 budget review and in the 1963 budget presentation.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, for the sake of the reporters and for the
sake of the record, let me say I am not, defending debt as such. I
amn not defending any governmental expenditure as such.
I think there are many forms of Government expenditure which
could be reduced, among them the sugar premium which I hope we
will vote on very shortly, and I hope that I mayv be able to join the
eminent chairman of this committee on that subject.
There are many other things, economies that I think we could
include.
But we sometimes lose sight of the forest for the trees, and if we
are to have a dialog on this subject, and I think it is very important
that we should, I believe these factors should be taken into consideration.
With apologies for taking so longMr. BELL. Not at all, Senatoir.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Senator McCarthy?

Senator MCCARTHY. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Secretary:
Does he feel that a debt ceiling of $308 billion will give adequate
leeway to the Treasury so they will not be forced to resort to any of
the various practices or devices that had to be used and were used in
the period, say, from 1953 to 1958, when the debt ceiling was too close,
really, to the Federal debt?
Secretary DILLON. We feel that $308 billion debt ceiling that we
originally recommended would have done this. As I pointed out, the
ceiling as adopted by the House in the bill now before you will only
do that, provided oir estimates of a balanced budget for next year
turn out to be correct., in which case we will have adequate leeway.
If we have any substantial deficit, we will have to come back to the
Congress in the first 3 months of next year, because a reduction to $305
billion would be too tight, particularly over the hump period just
before June 15, when the big revenues come in.
Senator MCCARTHY. Will you give me your opinion as to whether
your experience of the last 10 years is any indication that the existence
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of tile debt ceiling had any effect upon the amount of money which
was authorized to be spent by tile Federal Government?
Sceretar\y DILLON. I do not think so.
It is my impression that when Congress votes appropriations bills,
they do not give consideration to tihe debt ceiling, but merely give
consideration to the appropriation that they are considering.
Senator MCCARTHY. It is on the record that at least in 1952-58
all the evidence is that the debt ceiling (lid not promote any kind of
fiscal prudence, but, on the contrary, brought about some actions
which were fiscally imprudent.
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
The only actual effect. was during the times when the debt ceiling
got. too stringent. As I remember, tihe administration went to
Congress and asked that it be increased, and it. generally was, but for
a period of months before such increase they frequently had to live
through stringent periods. They then had to indulge in financial
practices that they did not feel were proper or good financial practices.
They regretted having to (1o it, but they did have to do it, and they
cost the Government monev.
Senator MCCARTIM. This is not my statement, but I would say
1 believe it to be a true statement.
The debt limit, instead of promoting fiscal prudence and expenditure
restraint, as is claimed by some has actually resulted in the erosion
of tihe integrity of the Federal budget. When national mortgages
were being used, as a basis for borrowing, in effect, it did erode the
integrity of the budget.
The budget, as it was then presented, was, to sonic extent, a distorted budget; was it not?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Those are the types of fiscal practices that I referred to that I do
not. think anybody is particularly happy about using, but which they
were forced to use because of a debt ceiling which at that particular
moment became too restrictive.
I feel that it is very important to have adequate flexibility and adequate room in any debt ceiling so that we will not. again have to undertake those sorts of practices.
Senator MICCARTHY. And the fact is that it did interfere with the
efficient handling of the public debt at least two or three times during
that period?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
And it also interfered at one time, I think it was in the fall of 1957,
when it was necessary for the administration to hold back the payment
of bills that were due. That had a very difficult impact on all the
civilian companies which were contracting with the Defense Department particularly.
Senator MCCARTHY. In the opinion of some, it aggravated the
recession of 1957-58.
Secretary DIELO.N. Oh, yes, it. is very, very clear in the opinion of
many that it did, because this was a time when the recession was
just coming. Companies which had expected to have their bills paid
did not have them paid, and, naturally, were forced to tighten up
their own operations, dismiss people, and things of that nature.
Senator IMCCARTHY. And also it'the judgment of the military
experts was right, about the scheduling of defense expenditures in that
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period, it would be fair to at least, suggest that it, might have endangered the defense effort for a period of 6 months or more?
Secretary DILLON. It could have, yes.
Senator MCCARTHY. In view of this, if we tire to make a mistake
here, we ought to make it on the side of raising the debt ceiling somewhat beyond what we might anticipate is necessary, rather than
putting it too close to what you anticipate your expenditures or your
borrowing may necessarily be?
Secretary DirlO.o. I would think so. A debt ceiling, if it is a little
bit larger than is needled, does not promote extra expenditures because
your expenditures are limited by, your appropriations.

If it is too tight, on the other land, and is lower than is needed to
carry through those appropriations, it can lead to these unsound
financial practices.
Senator MCCARTHY. I was going to suggest that we set the debt

ceiling, at the equivalent of the national income; do you think that
woulA be a reasonable relationship?

Secretary DILLON. I think that, would give us a great deal of
flexibility, more than we would need.
Senator MCCARTHY. What would it do to the crisis in confidence
that supposedly exists today, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary DILLON. Well, I think that people, so far as the debt is
concerned, look at the level of the national debt rather than the ceiling,
and they would continue to look tit the debt and see how high it rose.
Senator MCCARTh1Y. If we were to do this, we would have both the
income and the debt considered at the same time, which might be
helpful?
Secretary DILLON. It could be.
Senator MCCARTHY. I have no other questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kerr?
Senator KERR. Mr. Secretary, I want to talk to you a little bit.
about the gold. Reference was made here to a requirement of the
law that we have a certain amount of gold back of our currency.
Will you advise the committee as to just, what the law is in that
regard?
Secretary DILLON. The law provides that a 25-percent reserve shall
be kept behind our currency and our deposits in the Federal Reserve
System.
Senator KERR. Now, the deposits in the Federal Reserve System
were made by the member banks?
Secretary flILLO,,. That, is right.
Senator KERR. And by thli U.S. Government?
Secretary DILLON. A small amount only by the U.S. Government,
because we only keep our active working balances there.
The bulk of our working balances are kept in the regular banks.
Senator KERR. Commercial banks?

Secretary DILLON. Commercial banks.
Senator KERR. How much currency is there outstanding?
Secretary DILLON. I do not have the exact figure. Something
over $30 billion, about $33 billion, in circulation.
Senator KERR. Maybe one of your experts or technicians there
could tell us.
Secretary DILLON. The second half of May showed $29.9 billion of
currency in our money supply.
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Senator KERR. What were the deposits in the Federal Reserve
System?
Secretary DILLON. Deposits in the Federal Reserve System at the
end of May, was $16.5 billion.
Senator KERR. Deposits?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. How many ways can a deposit by a member bank
in a Federal Reserve bank become a reality?
Secretary DILLON. How can the depositSenator KERR. How many ways can a member bank make a deposit in the Federal Reserve?
Secretary DILLON. I do not quite understand what that question is.
Senator iERR. Well, if they took $1 million in currency down there,
they could make a deposit?
Secretary DILLON. That is right, that is one way.
Senator'KERR. Now, what other way can they make a deposit?
Secretary DILLON. Well, they could transfer their surpluses which
they may receive from another bank to the Federal Reserve and make
a deposit.
Senator KERR. What do you mean, "their surpluses that they may
receive from another bank"?
Let us say that, the First National City Bank of New York has
what, $4 billion, $5 billion, $6 billion of deposits, $2 billion deposits
of the banks in the Nation.
What do the banks in the Nation do in order to get that credit in
the First National City Bank or any other depository in a financial
center?
Secretary DILLON. They transfer their funds to the First National
City Bank.
senator KERR. In what form are those funds?
Secretary DILLON. They are generally transferred merely in the
form of a book entry, a checking account.
Senator KERR. What does the member bank send to its correspondent, say, the First National City Bank of New York, Chemical
Corn, Guarantee Trust, or whatever it may be, in order to get a
certificate of deposit so that it is in the posture of having funds in
that bank?
Secretary DILLON. It receives a certificate of deposit.
Senator KERR. That is what the City Bank issues?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. But what does it require as the basis for the issuance
of the certificate of deposit other than currency?
Secretary DILLON. Well, a certificate that funds have been transferred and that there are adequate reserves, that the bank has adequate reserves with the Federal Reserve.
Senator KERR. How are funds transferred there?
Secretary DILLON. Transferred usually by telegraph.
Senator KERR. But what do they transfer?
Secretary DILLON. They transfer a book entry usually. You don't
transfer any note, no securities are moved. They are transferred
generally just by book entries.
Senator KERR. Is it not actually a check on another bank that is
deposited in the First National City Bank in New York?
Secretary DILLON. It might not be a check on another bank but
balances with some bank that they wish to deposit with the City Bank,
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and then tie City Bank could draw on whoever the draft was drawnupon.
Senator Kmm. How can the Riggs National Bank of Washington
make a deposit in the First City National Bank of New York City
other than by forwarding a check or currency?
Secretary P)ILLON. They could forward
cheek of their own and
thev could forward a check or the equivalent of a check from another
baik that was deposited at, the Riggs Bank.
Senator KElRR. It would be by check, would it not?
Secretary DILLON. It would be by check.
Senator KERR. What is the basis of having something in the bank
that enables you to issue a check on it?
Secretary DILLON. The basis of having something in the bank?
Senator'KEmR. The way I get something in the bank, I either take
t check down and put it in or I go down and make a note and they
give tie a deposit slip.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator'KimRi. I go down and I make a note out and they give me
a deposit, slip.
Then I write t check on another bank to give me back a note I
had made to them for which they had given me a deposit slip and on
which I had a check until it was exhausted.
Then, having received this check that I gave them on the bank
where I inade my last note, they want to transfer that to their depository in New York. They send that check up there?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. Now, the bank from which I borrowed has to have
reserves somewhere so that when that batik is handled by the New
York City bank, they get something for it.
Secretary DILLON. All member banks are required to have a certain
percentage of reserves with a Federal Reserve bank.
Senator KERl. Let us say the National City Bank takes that check
over and deposits it. in the 'Federal Reserve baink.
Do they thereby have such a deposit in it that the Federal Reserve
bank has'to have a gold balance of 25 cents on the dollar back of it?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct, once it becomes a valid deposit
in the Federal Reserve bank.
Senator KERm. What, are the total deposits in commercial banks in
the United States?
Secretary DILLONv. Demand deposits as of May 30.
Senator KEim. What kind of deposits?
.Mr. BELL. Demand deposits.
Senator Kmm. Let us take total deposits, whether they are savings
account or demand, total deposits.
Secretary I)ILLON. Total deposits are $237 billion.
Senator KERR. $237 billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KER11. Is it possible for all the commercial banks in the
country to deposit all of their funds in the Federal Reserve banks?
Secretary DILLON. They (ho not do that.
Senator KERR. I understand that, but would it be possible for them
to do that?
Secretary DILLON. I do not know anything that would prevent
them if they wanted to.
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Senator KERR. Then where would the Federal Reserve bank be
with reference to having 25 percent gold reserve back of its deposits?
Secretary DILLON. It would not have it.
Senator KERR. What would happen?
Secretary DILLON. It would not be complying with the requirement
that 25 percent gold reserve
Senator KERR. I understand it would not be complying with the
requirement, but what would happen?
Secretary DILLON. Nothing would happen. The country would go
on just the same.
Senator KERR. You mean the heavens would not fall?
Secretary DILLON. No, the heavens would not fall.
Senator KERR. The financial world would not come to an end?
Secretary DILLON. No.
Senator MCCARTHY. We might have to declare all gold fillings to
be a part of the national reserve at that point to restore confidence.
Senator KERR. Whether they are in living or dead bodies.
Senator MCCARTHY. That is right.
We might recoverSenator KERR. Could we not officially make the tooth of the dead
person a recognized depository?
Senator MCCARTHY. The right of the Federal Government to
reclaim it on death.
Senator KERR. And transfer title of it to the Federal Government.
Senator MCCARTHY. In response to the President's plea to do
something for the country.
Senator KERR. Yes.
What is the limitation on the Federal Reserve bank about issuing
a Federal Reserve note?
Secretary DILLON. Federal Reserve notes, again, have to be covered
by 25 percent in gold certificates.
Senator KERR. Can they just issue 400 percent of what gold
reserves they have, or do they have to have 25 percent of what
certificates they issue?
Secretary DILLON. They have to have 25 percent in gold certificates
representing gold which is in the Treasury gold stock behind their
certificates as well as behind their deposits.
So if we leave aside the deposits, they are required to leave 25 percent behind currency.
Senator KERR. Is' the formula that they follow, if there is one-I do not want to embarrass you, Mr. Secretary. Have you got sone
currency in your pocket?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator KERR. Would you get in front of you a $1 bill and two or
three $5 bills and then one or more larger ones, either of your own or
those of your associates there?
Secretary DILLON. I happen to have a Federal Reserve $5 note.,
although there are other kinds of $5 notes.
Senator KEMR. Do you have a $5 bill that says it is a Federal
Reserve note?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. Do you have a $5 bill that says it is a silver certificate?
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Secretary DILLON. I do not happen to have one with me, but there
are such.
Senator KERR. Do you have a $1 bill?
Secretary DILLON. I have a $1 bill that is a silver certificate.
Senator KERR. Now, what other kind of currency do we have?
Secretary DILLON. Here is a $5 silver certificate someone has
loaned me.
Senator KERR. Mark it so that the man who gave it to you can
get it back.
What other kind of currency do you have?
Secretary DILLON. Well, U.S. notes are also issued in $5 denominations. I do not happen to have one.
Senator KERR. What difference is there between a $5 U.S. note
and a $5 Federal Reserve note except that the seal on the Federal
Reserve note is green and the seal on the U.S. note is in red?
Secretary DILLON. For purposes of cashing it and buying something, there is no difference whatsoever. But as a claim it is treated
somewhat differently. The U.S. note is listed as part of our Federal
debt, only it is part of the debt which is not subject to the limit.
Senator KERR. How much currency is there outstanding that is
designated U.S. notes?
Secretary DILLON. I think there are about $300 million, something
of that order.
Senator KERR. I thought it was about $340 million.
Secretary DILLON. $314 million, in circulation.
Senator KERR. $314 million.
Could you tell the committee when those notes were first issued?
Secretary DILLON. As I recall, it was shortly after the Civil War
or during the Civil War.
Senator KERR. During and after the Civil War?
Secretary DILLON. lXes.
Senator KERR. That is my recollection.
Is the fact that Lincoln's picture-it is on all $5 bills; is it not?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Is the reason for it that he is the fellow that issued
those $5 U.S. notes?
Secretary DILLON. I am not sure whether that was the reason his
picture is on it. I am not even sure it has always been on the $5
note, but it is certainly there.
Senator KERR. He was the fellowSecretaryDILLON. That is when they started it.
Senator KERR (continuing). That issued it.
Well, what is the commitment contained in the language on the
$5 Federal Reserve note?
Secretary DILLON. The $5 Federal Reserve note, it says "will pay
to the bearer."
Senator KERR. It says who will?
Secretary DILLON. The United States of America.
Senator KERR. Will what?
Secretary DILLON. Will pay to the bearer on demand $5.
Senator KERR. Where would you take that if you wanted to
demand $5?
Secretary DILLON. I would take it to either the Federal Reserve
bank, as an agent, or I would take it to the U.S. Treasury.
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Senator KERR. Suppose I came down there with one and said, "I
demand $5." What would you give me?
Secretary DILLON. I would ask you in what form you wanted
your $5.
Senator KERR. Suppose I said in any form you could give it to me.
Secretary DILLON. I would give you five $1 bills or another $5 bill
or silver.
Senator KERR. How many $1 bills are there outstanding? How
much currency is there outstanding that is called silver certificates?
Secretary DILLON. Virtually all the $1 bills are silver certificates,
and at the end of March there were $1,484 million outstanding.
Senator KERR. Of $1 bills, or of silver certificates?
Secretary DILLON. They are the same thing.
Senator KERR. Not necessarily. There are $5 silver certificates.
Secretary DILLON. Oh, $1 bilIs are also certificates. The total
silver certificates, the total outstanding is $2.3 billion.
Senator KERR. Silver certificates?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator KERR. Now, what does the silver certificate say?
Secretary DILLON. The silver certificate says:
This certifies there is on deposit in the Treasury of the United States of America
$1 in silver payable to the bearer on demand.

'Senator KERR. But there is only $2.4 billion of that outstanding?
Secretary DILLON. That is the total outstanding silver certificates,
yes.
Senator KERR. Suppose a man brought
Secretary DILLON. That is not all in circulation. In circulation
there actually is only about $1.9 billion.

Senator

KERR.

$1.9 billion.

Well, suppose a fellow brought down $3 billion worth of Federal
Reserve notes, each one of which said, "The United States of America
will pay the bearer on demand so many dollars," and he brings down
$3 billion of it and says, "I want my $3 billion."
What would you give him?
Secretary DILLON. Well we could give him only the silver certificates that were on hand, that were not already outstanding.
Senator KERR. You could not give him any silver certificates except
those such as you had?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
The rest of them you would just give him back another Federal
Reserve note.
Senator KERR. Now, what is the difference in language onhow much did you say the outstanding debt is?

Secretary DILLON. The total?

Senator kERR. The total public debt.
Secretary DILLON. The total public debt as of the latest published
figure is about $299 billion.
Senator KERR. How much cash on hand?
SecretaryDILLON. How much cash?

Senator KERR. Cash.
Secretary DILLON. The only cash that is included in that figure
would be these U.S. notes, which are $300 million.
Senator KERR. No, no, he said how much did you have in the
Treasury.
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Secretary DILON. Oh, how much is our cash balance in the Treasury now?
Senator KERR. Yes.
Secretary DILLON. I think it is about $9 billion.
Senator KERR. So you have about, $11 billion leeway as of today?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.

We. have just received about $5 billion in taxes in the last week,
and that is the reason our balance is so high.
Senator KERR. Now, that $299 billion of indebtedness is in what
form?
Secretary DILLON. That is in various forms.
It is in what we call Treasury bills, Treasury certificates, Treasury
notes, and Treasury bonds.
'Senator KERR. iS there any difference in the language evidencing
the debt?
What does each one of them say?
Secretary DILLON. The United States will pay to the bearerSenator KERR. On a certain date?
Secretary DILLON. On a certain date whatever the amount may be,
and then if it is a coupon bond, there would be coupons for interest;
if it is a discount certificate, it just would say the face amount that
would be payable on a certain day.
Senator KERR. Then we have outstanding $30-some billion in
currency; we have $200 and how many billion in commercial bank
deposits?
Secretary DILLON. That figure, I think, was $220 or $237 billion?
Senator KERR. That makes a total of $267 billion, and we have
approximately $300 billion in public debt.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
Senator KERR. Each one or which is a signed statement by a
representative of the U.S. Government that the U.S. Government,
the Government of the United States will pay to the bearer on such
and such a date these numbers of dollars?
Secretary DILLON. The whole public debt says that, yes.
Senator KERR. So that.$237, $267 and $300, that is $567 billion?
Secretary DILLON. That is right.

Senator KERR. You said a while ago it was entirely possible that
the $237 billion could be deposited in the Federal Reserve System?
Secretary DILLON. I cannot quite conceive how that would be done,
because, ordinarily, a bank would deposit currency or make a check
deposit in the Federal Reserve System which would then credit that
bank and debit the other bank.
Senator KERR. But if there is that much deposits and if a bank can
put any amount of its money in the Federal Reserve Bank, it is
physically possible for that all to be deposited?
Secretary DILLON. Then it would be the depository, I suppose for
all the deposits in the country, and all the banks would have those
claims on the Federal Reserve.
Senator KERR. That is right.
So then, in actuality, there is $667 billion which are either promises
of the U.S. Government to pay dollarsSecretary DILLON. 567, yes.

SenatorKERR. 567, either promises of the Federal Government to
pay dollars or theoretically deposits in the Federal Reserve Bank.
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Now, would it be possible for everybody that owns Government
bonds, when they come to you, to say, "I don't want a new bond;
I just want the dollars"?
Secretary DILLON. That is perfectly possible.
Senator KERR. And if such should develop to be the situation, and
the Treasury could not sell any more bonds, what would you do?
Secretary'DILLON. Well, if that was the case, the only way you
could handle the matter would be to pay the bonds off in currency.
Senator KERR. Now, where would you get it?

Secretary

DILLON.

You would have to print it.

Senator KERR. Does not all this add up to the definite reality that
the business of having so much gold back of our currency is Federal
Reserve deposits is a pure myth?
Secretary DILLON. Itdoes not have any effect on domestic credit at
the moment at all. That was the theory, but it has not worked in that
way because it could not work. As you say, every time we have
approached that situation, we have had to lower the limit, which
Congress has done a number of times, from 40 percent down to 25
percent. They would have to do it again, because it would be totally
impractical, if you got to that situation, to try to enforce the limit.
So, to that extent, the fact that that limit would have any real effect
on our economy domestically is inconceivable, and it would be a myth..
Senator KERR. What is the total public and private debt?
Secretary DILLON. The latest figures we have are $1.073 billion.
Senator KERR. $1.073 trillion?

Secretary

DILLON.

$1.073 trillion, excuse me.

Senator KERR. How much credit can the Federal Reserve banks
create?
Secretary DILLON. The banking system can create credit, based on
the Reserve regulations of the Federal Reserve System, in varying
amounts depending on the amount of reserves they have to keep-but
the general rule-of-thumb is $6 for every $1.
Senator KERR. Of deposits?
Secretary DILLON. Yes.
Senator KERR. But a deposit can be created if the Federal Reserve
so accepts it and the member bank so desires it by the discounting by
the member bank of the notes of its customer?
Secretary DILLON. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Then is it not a fact that under the present system
tha .there is no limit to the public and private debt that can be created
and handled through theFederal Reserve System?
Secretary DILLON. No legal limit, no, no real limit.
Senator KERR. And since whatever amount of debt is created,
theoretically, a very great proportion of it could, through the working
of our system of bank credit and member bank relationship to the
Federal Reserve Board become a deposit in the Federal Reserve bank.
This business of talking about having gold back of our currency
in deposits in the Federal Reserve bank is a relic of another age when
we had a limited economy and a limited structure of credit, and that
aside from the psychological elements involved, the theory of gold back
of the currency in the Federal Reserve deposits is a myth and a relic
of a period that is no part of this day and this economy.
Secretary DILLON. I think that is perfectly true, as I think I said
earlier in answer to some questions from another member of the com-

I
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mittee, that the real purpose of gold in the world today is to balance
international accounts, and that is the only real use it has.
No other country in the world tries to or has a similar provision of
law as ours that there should be aSenator KERR. The primary function of our gold, then, is to maintain the convertibility of the dollar?
Secretary DILLON. That is the purpose of our gold reserve.
Senator KERR. The Senator from Oklahoma was among those on
the Finance Committee who in 1957 and 1958 saw the situation developing where it was perfectly apparent that our so-called gold reserve
was melting and moving from the situation where we owned gold
beyond what our requirements were for reserve back of our currency
and our Federal Reserve deposits to meet the legitimate claims of
foreign central banks owning dollars.
It was perfectly apparent in 1957 and 1958 that the trend of the
times was such that the day was not far distant, unless the circumstances were changed, that there would be more claims against gold
than there was gold in this country to meet them if everybody came
and asked for it.
That has arrived.

Secretary

DILLON.

That is correct.

Senator KERR. I want to congratulate the Treasury upon the
efforts it is making to restore a balance or equilibrium in the balance
of payments.
I believe that the only question the Senator from Oklahoma had
to ask the Secretary of the Treasury when he was before us for confirmation, maybe two questions, was whether or not a balance or an
equilibrium could be restored in the balance of payments, and the
Secretary said it could, and I asked the Secretary ii it was his fixed
purpose and that of this administration to bring that condition about
as quickly as it could be, without disrupting the domestic economy,
and the foreign relations, and the trade and commerce of the country,
and he said that it was.
And I want to congratulate him on the fact that that was his
position then and that he has been moving in that direction, and I
am of the opinion that that is still the fixed purpose of the Secretary
and the administration.
Secretary DILLON. That is still the fixed purpose of the administration, and we are continually making progress in that direction.
The underlying situation in our balance of payments continues to
imprOve.
Senator KERR. I would say that probably no matter how hard you
are working in that direction now, you are not working any harder
than the administration was 10 years ago to handle its balance of
payments so that our amount of gold would decrease and that of other
countries increase to close the so-called dollar gap.
Secretary DILLON. I think that work of theirs was probably a little
easier than our present job.
Senator KERR. Well, they succeeded in closing it and got up such
momentum in doing it that when a lot of people woke up, the stream
of gold in the trade and commerce of the world in maintaining convertibility of the dollar was such that, instead of having a dollar gap,
we had a dollar deficit.
Secretary DILLON. That is right.
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Senator KERR. I hope we will be as successful in restoring it as we
were in eliminating the gap.
Secretary DILLON. So do I.
I am sure we will be.
Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary. You have
been very kind, very patient, and very informative-both you and
the Director of the Budget.
The chairman asked me to announce that the committee would
meet in the morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, June 27, 1962.)
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